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FOREWORD

it is a pleasure to write a foreword to this valuable study by Dr.
Yılmaz

Altug on the development of tbe intern~tional legal relations
of Turkey. The community, or ufamily of nationsıı, was for centur'es
limited to the countries of Europe and to states in the circle of
Europea.n civ lization. The Otfoman Empire was the first non-Christian state to be adm'tted to the family of nations when in 1856 by
the Treaty of• Paris it. was allowed «to participate in the public Iaw
and concert of Europe." However long before this, and long before
there was a European concert, the Turks had developed remarkably
advanced ideas, principles and practices of international relations.
On the periphery of the European fam'ly of nations, the Ottoman
Empire had many and pecü.liar relations with the Western states.
Dr. Altug has analyzed from the point of view of international law
. the arrangements which were developed to regulate the problems
which arose from these relat'ons, dealing successively with capitulat'ons, jurisdiction over the Straits, the semi-sovereign dependencies
of the Ottoman Empire, and the protection of minorities. Some of
these problems with which Dr. Altug deals in this study now have
only a historical inter.est but others are as contemporary as today's
newspaper headlines.
In the century since the Treaty of Paris, which marks the adm:t.
tance of the first non-Western state in the family of n.ations, the
international legal commun;ty, as is evidenced by the recent enlargement of the membership of the United Nations, has been very
nearly universal'zed . A case study of this process should be of
unusual interest and value at this moment in history.

Oniversity of Kentucky

June 4, 1957

Amry Vandenbosch
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CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION

.. Every nation needsu, it has been well said, .. to rewr te its histu-y
each generationıı. Every nation needs, it can as well be said, to rewrte
the history of its fe~low nations each generation. Of no nation a-e
these say ngs truer than of Turkey in the twentieth century.
The Turks are an ancient people whose early exp~oits, like thcse
the Gauls, are known largely through the records of peoples wth
whom they dealt. After many centuries of migrations to the wıst
of the Euras an continent, they burst upon the attention of Weste-n
Etırope as the Christian peoples weı;e ending their long effort in tıe
Crusades. The Ottoman Tur.ks completed the long drawn out dis.ntıg
ıation of the Byzantine Empire and they drove their way Westwa·d
to Vienna in Europe and Algiers in Africa. The terror which t1e
e ploits aroused in Western Europe have blinded historians to tıe
mer ts of the conquerors. It is forgotten that the Turk was as rem.rkab1e for his clemency as for h s courage. While the Christian s~ıts
were tearing at one another's throats, the rule of the Turk was 50
wise and tolerant that subject peoples were quite as satisfied wlthit
JS with that of their nat ve rulers .

<ıf

Then the Em pire f ell on evil days un der weak and grasphg
and even cruel men. Disintegration is never a pretty process. Tow.a-d
the end the Turks entered World \Var I. At the close of the war, he
nation was shorn of its powers, its capital and much of its ter"tcty
were occupied, and there were plans for the d visi6n of even tıe
'T'urkish homeland of Anatolia among the victors .

...,.._ 1 -

· The war of Independence disrupted those plans. Faced by &tatürk the foreign armies and navies withdrew or were expelled. Tlhen
there began the most successful revolution of modern times, mcore
extens·ve and successful in its achievements and more moderate · in
its methods than in any other country.
Victor)'. and revolution were accompanied by a surge of natiomal
pr"de The Turks acquired a new view of their past and of their nelations to other peoples, quite other than that of the sick Man of
Europe. It is this view out primar"ly which we have sought to
set out.
The purpose of this dissertat'on is to ascertain and analyze 'the
contribution of th'e Turks to the development of internat onal Haw.
üne may ask at the outset whether such a study can have any mleaning, since Turkey was not admitted into the family of nations uıntil
the Treaty of Paris in 1856, and hence could not have made mmch
of a contribut"on to tl:].e development of the law of nations . .&s a
partial answer to th s query, let it be explained at once that it is not
the object to limit this investigation to the last hundred years. <Our
aım is to study the ' nternational relations of the Turks during b)oth
the last Empire and the present Turkish Republic, analyz'ng thtem,
ascertaining the rules of conduct governing them and trying to
discover the doctrine underlying them. From this it may thent be
possible to evaluate the Turkish Empire, an Emp ·re which is Jfrequently regarded in Western countries as essentially based UJpon
force and not infrequently upon brutality.
The approach will be analytical~ historical, comparative
and
inductive. Another approach m ght be the study of the doctr:inal
views of Turkish pu bl ·cists, but this was discarded for the reaıson
that Turkish source's are not accessible in the Urtited States. The few
publications on the subject in English and in French are full of
errors and misinformation.
The material relied on is in large part secondary sources. 1It is
necessarily so. The arch 'ves of the Ottoman Empire, on which a new
h'story will some time draw, beside being not accessible in the Unıited
States are still almost a closed book, eve nin Turkey. Archiwists
and scholars still have the preliminary work of making these reccords
available to historians and other students of Turkey.

I

Each chapter will deal with a spec'al problem such as capitulations, the Straits, semi - sovereign dependencies, and m'norities In
cacl1 chapter a chronological survey of the important facts will be
presented and these facts will be given a crit'cal evaluation in the
light of internat'onal law.
Turkey's enlightened atftude, understanding of the need of
ideas and apprec·ation of the importance of cooperation
will be shown as the guiding spirit in the granting of capitulations.
~xcha nging

The obed·ence of the Turks to the rules of international law
and their farsightedness w 11 be the leading theme in the chapter on
the Straits.
The relations of Turkey with its

s~mi

- sovereign dependertcies

will be examined by comparisons made between the Turkish Emp're

and other old and new empires.
A study of minor ty groups within the Empire casts light upon
both the length of time that the Empire survived and the reasons
for .'. ts d sintegration.
International law existed many centuries before Hugo Grotius,
who is traditionally regarded as the father of international law.
Since their beginning, states have fought with each other, concluded
treaties of peace, of commerce and of fr "endship, maintained diplomatic relations and obeyed the customary rules of ;nternational law.
The Roman law, which gave to Europe the fundamentals of civil law,
had a jus gentium, law of foreigners, well defined and applying to
peoples other than Roman. Many times in ancient history states
fought w th each other because some rule of customary international
law had been broken.
Every naf on, great or small, has contributed to the development
of international law in one way or another. The influence of the
early great states upon the systems of law are obvious. In . many
instances such systems were created by these states. The system of
private law in Europe is based upon the Roman law which was
created by the Roman Empire.
To a great extent, much of our moderp. international law oritnated and developed from the competit on of the great powers and
their desire to expand at the expense of _?ther countries. Turkey was
__,_ 3 -,-

a great power .. Its peculiar geographical position and the ideas itt
for involved Turkey in all major wars and all post-war settle~
ments. In th s way the Turks influenced the development of fote.rna tional law. The Turks, one of the oldest nations of history, had dealtt
from t'me immemorial with their ne ghbors and had formed a veIJy
precise knowledge of international relations.

~tood

Th-e Grand Turk was the head of the last of the great Mediterraı
n ean empires. Süleyman, the Magnificent, was the contempo.r.ary mf
Henry VIII., Franxis I, and Charles V and was at least their equaıl
in renown and power,
cı ln about two and a quarter enturies from the tim<e
of their independence they were able to attempt for th<e
last time to unite the entire Mediterranean civilizat on intm
one empire. North Africa, Egypt, Syria, Arab'a, the Tigri$,Euphrates valley, Armenia, Asia Minor, Greece, the Bankan pen nsula, a large part of modern Austria-Hungar:y
and of modern Russia, were theirs; they threatened Ital:w,
Central and Eastern Europe and Persia. They thus hehd
all three of the earliest centers of Mediterranean civil zmt'on, the western half of the old Persia, and all the dominiions of Rome except the northwe:stern one third." (1)

After the fall- of this Empire, fourteen independent states arnd
iwo semi-independent territor ies were Establishe.d within its f.orııı.ffir
ter.r.tory. However, 1lıe Turks w:ere able ±o build a new r.e:pnbl'c, thıe
i irst in the Near East, which is the oldest center nf mnn:archy in thıe
world. This new rep ublic wi1h !ts motto cc Peace in th-e country, pea~e
in the world n is the strongest bulwark aga:ins.t aggression in thiis
troubled area. Tur key today has won the honorable place 'n the fıa
mily of nations which it has long deserved.

(1)

A.bert Howc Lybyer, The Govermmt of the Ottoman Empire in t he Tirme
of Suleyman the MaJ!nİficent (Cambridge: H arvard Ünivecsity P res ·, 19133),
p . 6.

-
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CHAPTER il.
CAıPITULATIONS

Capitulations are grants accorded to states for certa'n facilities
and priv leges within the territory of another state. In internat onal
law this is known as exterritoriality, or extraterritoriality. It was
first applied to the pr vileges and immunities enjoyed by members
<ıf the d plomatic corps, who are not subject to the jurisdiction of the
c.ountry in which they reside and are ·considered as outside the territory : ext.ra ter.ritorium. Grotius orig nally suggested this fict on in his
De Jure belli ac pacis (hk.. II, eh. XVIII, sects., 4-5); Wolff and Von
Martens first employed the term exterritorialitas or exterritorialite (1)
Later the term exterr toriality was used for the status of foreigners
cnjoying special immunities from local jurisdiction.
In past times foreigners were regarded with suspıcıon and
people dea:t with them as l ttle as possible and with caution. In many
instances foreigners were not given the privilege of using local laws.
The old Roman law was exclusive to Roman citizens. It was jus quiritium, jus proprium c·vium roınanorum . The foreigner could not part cipate in this law. He could not acquire dominium, he could not participate in a mancipatio. Jud :cium is legitimum, legal action was conf ormable to the law when all parties to the litigation were Romans.
In the early days of Roman history the foreigner was regarded

;.: s the enemy adversus hostem ae tema autocritas. When social neces~it es obliged the Roman citizen to allow him some standing under
the law and no longer to consider him as an enemy, the foreigner
( 1)

Phili p M. Brawn, uExterri:.oriaJity,» Encydopedia of the Social
Vol. VI.

-5-

Scieııces,

was given the status of peregrinus. He ·was still not able to acquire
to participate in a mancipatio, or in a judicium .egitimum,
or to pronounce the formulas of sponsio; he had his own law - jus
gentium. So the law was considered personal and not territor al. The
personality principle of law means that the law of his native land
follows the subject wherever he goes. The territoriality principle is
the subject on of everyone within a given state, citizen or foreigner,
to the law of the land.
domınium,

1. THE MEANING OF THE TERM CAPITULATIONS

The term Capitulations is somewhat misleading, having the
connotation of surrender, but most scholars are inclined to give the
following explanation : the word Capitulations der. ves from the
medieval Latin caput or cap~tulum or from the Italian capitulazicme
mean ng a complex of stipulations, a grant with the conditions enteıred
under minor heads, cap:tula. (1) Baron de Testa asserts that the correct
equ valent of Capitulations is ıe:ters of privilege (2) Van Dyck shares
this view. Capituiations were letters of privilege or, according to the
oriental express on, imper al diplomas containing sworn promftses
(ahd-namah or sanad or tamassuk). (3) Today, the phrase ccrecapitulation of the articles of the grant ıı would be better suited than Capitulations.
il -

THE ORIGIN AND l\'ATURE OF CAPI1.'ULATIONS ·

According to Bonfils, Van Dyck and others, Capitulations origirıated in order to protect · non-Moslems from the :nequalit es
and

(1)
(2)

G. Pelissie du Raus.:s, La Reszime des Capitulations dans l'empire Ottomaıı
(Pa ris, 1902), I. p. 1.
Ignaz, Baron de Testa, Recueil des traites de la Porte Ottomane avec fes
puissances etranf!.eres, depuis le premİer traite conclu en 1536 entre Sur.'eyman 1 et François 1 jusqu'
nos jours (Paris, 1864), ı, p. 6.
Edward Van Dyck, «Repon on the Capiru:ations of the Ottom~n Emp"'re,»
The Executive Document.:, U S. Congress, Sen:::te, 46:h Cong., 3rd es5ion
and the Special Sess:on of the Senate convened March 4, 1881, Speci:ll
Session Ex. Doc. No . 3, (Washington : Government Printing Office, 18:81),

a

(3)

p.

12.
- -6. ~

ı-igors

of Moslem law. (1) Th's conclusion is based on the fallacy that
Capitulations necessarily referred to the relations between Christians
and Moslems. It is now accepted that Capitulations were known ~ n
the Greek Empire between Chr stians and Christians and in the
Christian kingdoms of Jerusalem, Cyprus and Armenia. (2) ıı lt is an
interesting fact that concess ons similar to these made in the Turkish
capitulations were granted to foreigners in the Orient prior to the
establ shment of the Ottoman Power in the Levant .ıı (3)
According to Herodotus, the Phoenicians from Tyre settled at
Memphis in Egypt, possibly 'n the reign of Proteus (1294 - 1244
B. C.) and they were aEowed to have their own temples of worship. (4)
In the sixth century B. C., K ng Amasis (596 - 526 B. C.) ıı allowed
Greek merchants to establish themselves at Naucratis, and permitted
them to be judged by their own wagistrates accord'ng to their own
laws and customs .ıı (5) In Athens, officials called proxenoi were in
charge of the wants of strangers and empowered to adjudicate their
differences. The proxenoi had spec · aı immunities and privileges and
were often nominated by the parent state of the foreigners con cerned. (6)
In the Roman Empire conflicts between foreigners and between
Romans and foreigners were decided by praetor peregrinus. The
Emperor Claud us (41 - 54 A. D.) exempted merchants of Cadiz from
Roman jur sdiction and gave them their choice of judges.
During the time of Theodoric (453 - 466 A. D.), the laws of the
Visigoths granted extraordinary privileges to foreign mercnants . :n

(1)

Ph:Jip Marshall B owıı, Foreieııers in Tur'k,ey (Princeron : Princcton University Prcss, 1914), p. 3, quoti ng Bonfils, Droit International Ptf.blic, Sec.

.

80.
(2.)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

G. Bie Ravnd3J, «The Origin of thc Capitularions and of the Con·ular
lnstitution,» The Executive Documents, U. S. Congress, Senate, Ex. Doc·
No . 34, 67th Congress, lst Session (W8 shing:on: Governmcnt Print;ng
Office, 1921), p. 5.
James B. Angell, «The Turki h Capitulations,» The Annual Report of
the American H istorica! Association (Washington : Government Printing
Office, 1901), I, p. 513.
B ownı Foreie.ners in Tur'k, ey, op. ciı. , quoting Herodotus, il, ll2..
lbid., p 9, quoting H erodotu s, Il, 178-179.
'
lbid., p. 9, quoting Miltitz, Manuel des Consuls (London, 18:7), I, ll.

- ·7 -

Spain, allowing them to take the r cases before their own magist rates. (1)
Justinian allowed the Armenians of Constantinople to settle
questions of nheritance, marriage and the like according to their
own laws. About 636 A. D., the Greek monks in Palestine received
ft"om the Cal ph Omar the privilege of exemption from local jurisdiction (2)
In the ninth century A. D., Arab traders were admitted to the
port of Canton, with the privilege of forming a settlement and of
having a Moslem judge and the r own jurisdiction. (3)
Charlemagne, in the ninth century, was able _to receive some special
grants for French merçhan ts. In the tenth century (907, 912 and 945),
Russia and Byzantium made treatie granting each other exterritor· aı
privi.eges. (4) The Varangıans (War ings) «who were of the same Scan diı.ıavian stock as the Engl sh ıı (5) were r ulers of Russia at that time. '.li.'he
Enıperor of Byzantium in the treaty of 912 granted Russians charged
with assault the right of tr ial accord ng to Russian law. (6) Cases of
sh pwreck were foreseen and some provisions concerning them were
included in the treaty. The treaty of 945 is the earl est docume nt
granting immunity of jurisdiction to foreigners Article IV of this
treaty reads :
«If a Russian should seek to steal from any one in our
Empire, the pun shment f_o r th s act shall be severe; amd
if the theft has already been committed, twice the vallue
of the stolen obj ect shall b~ paid by him . Likewise, 1the
rule is applicable to the Greeks in their relations w itb
Russians; furthernıore the gu:Ity person shall be pun · slııed
in, accordance with the laws of his own country. u (7)
(1)
(2)
(3,)

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

lbiıJ,.

lbid. , p. 10, quoting Rau sa ·, op. cit., p. 9.
Tbid., quoting Wiıhe m Heyd, H stoire de Comm erce de ı 'Orient, IL 246;
Angc.l, op· cit., p 513, quoting Tra\·crs Twiss, Revııe de droit lnterrnC"tiunal (1893), p. 207.
Brown, Foreivı.ers in T urk,ey. op. cit., p. 11. Lucius Ellsworth Thaıycr,
«T hc Capi:ulations of the Ot oıuan Empire and the Question of tbeir
Abrogation as it Aff~ c:s the United State ,» The American / ourna! of
l nternationa' Law (1923 ), XV II, p. 207 givcs these dates a. 907, 911 and 944 .
Brown, Forei';!,ners in Turk,ev, op. ciı. , p. 11.
l bid., q uoting Chronique de Mes:or, pp 36-44.
Thayer, op. cit., p. 208.

- -8 -

Article X of the same treaty reads :
ıılf the Greeks who are under our sway should eommit
any erime, the Grcat Russian Prince shall in now'se exact
satisfaction; but he will await the orders of Tzar (Emperor
of Byzantium) for the infliction of the pun"shement which
the r erime shall have deserved.n (1)

In 1093, Amalfi had its own eonsular eourt in the neighboring
port of Naples where the Amalfitans were tried in aecordanee with
the provisions of Ama:fitan Tables. (2) About the same time the ealifs
of Egypt granted similar privileges to the merehants of Amalfi. (3)
In the eleventh and twe:fth eenturies, the merehants of Ven ee and
Amalfi earried with them their own laws and jurisd ction to the Latin
t:olon es in the Greek Empire aı:ıd on the coast of Africa and Syria. (4)
The inhabitants of Wisby on the Island of Gothland in the Baltic
in the twe:fth eentury were allowed the r own jurisdiction in the
Republie of Novogorod in Russia. These privileges were given under
the form of munieipal statutes, but they were of a reciprocal nature. (5)
They ııwere poss bly exeerpts from the famous Laws of Wisby, whieh
served as a kind of international law for the merehants of those
northern nations. " (6) Pisa and Ragusa too had obta ned exterritorial
privileges from the Greeks and from Moslems.
Some speçial privileges were aecorded to Genoese in Constantinople, in the thırteenth eenttJ.ry. (7) In western and eentral Burope
th<! Holy Roman Empire (800 - 1806 A. D.), like the Roman En'ıpire,
left the local laws and customs intaet, the annexed eountries were
adın nistered by their own laws. (8) A Frank comm1tting a erime in
Saxony was punished not aecording to the Saxon law but aecord ng
to the Frank law (9) In 1230, by a treaty between the king of Sieily
and a Moslem African prince, a eadi was allowed to govern the Mos(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)

C9)

Brown, Foreieners in Turkeyı op. cit., p. 11.
Thaycr, op. cit., p. 208.
Angelı, op. ciı., p. 513.
lbid.
Brown, Foreiv.ner; in Turk. ey, op. cit., p. 14.
Ib:.d.
Brown, Encycloped;'c of Social. Sciences, op• cit·
Mahmut Esat Bozkurt, D evletler Arası Hak (Ankoıra : Ankara Hukuk Fakü resi N eşr.i ya u Ser. 11. S ~y ı 19, 1940) . p. 1Q4.
lbid.

-9-

:em colony in Corsica. (1) As late as the fifteenth century Italian consuls in England and .n the Netherlands were empowered with judic'al
functions and Italians in both countries enjoyed exterritorial priviJeges. (2)
All this information shows that the exterritor·al privileges
ex sted between Christians and Christians a~d that Capitulations
were not established on the radical diss.milar ties that religion,
custorns and institutions have created between the Christian world
znd the Moslem world. (3) The fact that many treatı es were ·~ oncluded
between Western powers and China, Japan and Sam providing for
exterritor al rights for the nationals of the Western states indicates
that the system was not restricted to the Moslem world but was
also applied between the Christ an and the non-Christian world excluding the Moslems. The argument used by adherents of_ this theory
to explain the ex stence of Capitulations stems from the Koran requirement that all non-Moslems must have special guarantees (Aman),
otherwise they are considered as members of the House of War
(Darul Harb), «with whom perpetual ho~tilities are enjo ned in the
absence of a truce.ıı (4)
«Fiqq, as the science of Moslem jur'sprudence is called, knows only one category of relations between those
who recognize the apostleship of Mohammed and all others
who do not namely, Djehad, that is to say strife or holy
war. (5) From the Moslem point of view the whole world
is divided into two parts - the House of Islam and the
House of War. Out of this divis on has arisen the other
popular di~uın of the Mohammedans that «all kinds of
unbelievers form but one people. ıı (6)
Such explanations are inadequate and wr.ong. it is true that the
Koran divides the world into these two categories, but _t is also true
that in the Koran
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Thayer, op. ciı., p. 208.
l bid.
Louis Joseph Delph:n F eraud-G .raud, D e la Juridiction française dans
!es echelles du Levanı et de Barbarie, Zd ed. rev . (P ari . : D urand and P.
L auriel, 1871 ), 1, p . 29.
Brown, Foreieners in T urkey, op. cit., p. 4.
Van D yck , op. cit., p. 5.
Ibid. , p. 9, quotin g W orm 's R echerches sur la Constitut de la propriete
dans les pays Musulrnıms, p. 315.
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ıcOne finds frequent comments to observe a particularly considerate attitude towards ıcthe people of the
Book' Kiaf r-i Kitaby, as Mo!J.ammed chose to denote
Chr stians and h~ ws al ke, in dıstinction from genuine
pagans or idolators (Mushrikin), towards whom no merey
was to be shown.,, (1)

Multeka ul-ebhar (confluence of the seas), written by Sheik Ibrahim of Aleppo by order of Suleynıan the Magn ficent (1520-1566)
was the universally accepted authority on Moslem jurisprudence in
the Ottoman Empıre. It had five codes - religious, civil, commercıal,
polit cal and military. The th rd chapter of the political code is
entitled «Fore gners in Moslem Lands.» it reads as follows :
"When he en ters with the express permission of the
sovereign or of hıs representatives, the foreigner ought to
enjoy in Moslem territory the protection of the laws. ·
Commentary. By this permiss·on, protection and safeconduct (aman) is accorded to the foreigner who, in consequence, is called Mustemin, that is to say, placed under
the protection of the state. If necessary, ~ny Moslem,
provided he be a freeman, may also grant to a foreigner
at the frontier, entrance .nto the country, and his gua .
rantee should be respected.ıı (2)
The term Mustem·n did not intend anything invidious, the same term
under the pledge of a public safe conduct.
ıcA

Moslem should not go to a foreign land
under the pledge of a public safe conduet.

except

Commentary. L"kewise he sqould then bear the title of
Mustemin, as the foreigner in Moslem lands. (Chapter
IV). » (3)

.

Ulr.r

A western writer who claims that uthe theory of an open and
(1)

(2)

B own, Foreİf!.ner.; İn Turkev, op. ciı., p. 5.
lbid., p. 6. Freder c Marie Joseph ChisJ ~.. n va n den S een de Jehay, De la
situa:ion /ef!.a/e des sujets ottomans non-musulmans (Bruxe.les: G. Schepen:;
& cie, lc.:xJ6). p. 21. l gna ius Mouradgea
d'Ohson, Tableau f!.eneral de
l'Err:pire Ottoman (Paris: De l'impr:merie de monsieur F . Didot, 1787-90),
IV, 37.

(3)

Brown, Foreirzners in Turkev, op. cit., p. 7.
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irreconcilable hosflity between Moslem law and the law of nations
:rs regards the rıghts of foreigners is not based on fact ," (1) adds.
ıılt would be difficult to express in simpler terms the
rights of foreigners under the law of nat ons than in the
words of this Moslem code: "When he enters with the
express (or impl ed) permission of the sovereign or of his
representatives, he ought to enjoy ... the protection of
laws. " Such a liberal, tolerant point of view conflicts w_th
the theory previously alluded to, namely, that all unbelievers must be warred against until they are conquered or
obtain special guarantees by means of a truce. ;, (2)

'it was no longer necessary for a foreigner to first obta'n a safe conduct, granted by a treaty or otherwıse, in order to enter the Turkish
Emp re, even wühout it the foreigner was given the full protection
of the law. The experience of the Spanish Jews is the most eloquent
proof of this facl These peop:e, executed by the Inquis tion and
depı;ived of all foreign protection received a warm welcome and an
as:ylum in the Turkish Empire, where they enjoyed with the other
non-Moslem subjects exemptıon from local jur sdiction.
All th s indicates that the designation of non-Moslems as members- of the House of War did not have any practical value in determining the juridical status of foreigners . The term, a member of the
House of War, is equıvaıent to the hostis of the Romans and the
barbar:an of the Greeks. The safe conduct (aman) was a kind of visa
perm tting foreigners to stay for a while in the country, just as today. (3) It s interesting to note that, on many occasıons, in order to
gain adın ttance into the United States the personal guarantee of an
American cit.zen is required just as in the old Turkish Code.
Another document refut ng this theory is the Prophet Moham(1)
(2)
(3)

Jbid.
Jbid.
Thc fol'.ow:ng sc:ıte ment about safe-conduct is very in ·eresrirrg: «So !ate
as the time of Ca dini. Richel' eu, it was held to be _he riaht of aJ nations
ta arrest stranger- who caıne into the country without a safe conduct.»
Robert P .um{'.r Ward, En qııiry into ıhe Foundation and H istory of ıhe
Law of Naı·ons in Europe, From the Time of the Greelu and Romans, to
the Aee of Grotius (Dublin Pr:nted by P. Wogan, P. Byrne, W. Jones
and J. Rice, 1795), J, 9.
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med's treaty made with the . Christians to give them complete toleration of their religion in Moslem lands. (1) ·The name of this treaty,
published both in Latin and Arabic at Paris in 1630, was Testamentum et pactiones in tae inter Mohammeddum et Chrlstianae fidei
cultores. - «This treaty should be cons dered as a masterpiece of
political forethought and as a rare monument of wisdoin, morality
and toleration. " (2)
The second th ~ory on the ex istence of Capitulations is that Moslems can not be subjed to any international law, and «that th.ere
0ught always to be war " against them. (3) The European jur sts of the
M ddle Ages defended this theory on the ground that only those
people who had adopted the Roman law had a r ght to share fü:
ı~ enefits . They said that:
"Whereas the laws of Caracalla declared all the inhabitants of the Empire to be Roman citizens, it. follows that
all Chr istians actually ı-epresent the Roman people, whilst
infidels cannot be deemed Romans; and that the Romans
recognized common r 'ghts and duties only as between eacb
other and not toward outland sh people; hence Christians
are pledged to continual warfa~e against Turks and Saracens, which state of warfare is to be carried on according
to the rules of Rom an law .ı• (4)
The argum ent of the Middle Ages' jurists was without foundation
as Caracalla or Caracallus, son of Septimus Severus, lived a century
before Christianity was made the state religion by Flavius Valerius
Aurelius Constant nus I (306 - 337 A. D.). In fa ct, Caracalla was born
:n 188 A. D., was elected emperor in 210 A. D., and died in 217 A. D.
Thus when he declared aU the inhab tants of the Empire to be Roman
citizens ob viou s~y he meant pagans and Jews and Christians Unfortunately for the development of international law, war upon the
inf del was for centuries a part of European public law.
"1t became a general principle of belief and action 'n
Christian circles Uı the Middle Ages that it was not only
a right but a duty to reduce to obedience, for the sake of
(1 )

Brown , Foreirzners in Tuı-kevı op. ciı . , p . 7.

( 2)

lbid.
lbid.

(3)
(4)

v~ n

D yc k, op.

ciı., p.

9.
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conversion, every people who professed a relig'ous faith
d fferent from their own.n (1)
Of course this aggressive princ · p~e was against the humanitarian
<ınd peaceful basis of Christianity, but the notion of the legality of
conquering and subduing Moslem and pagan countries persisted.
ııLord Coke held that an alliance for mutual defense was unlawful
between Christians and Turks and Grof us was very cautious as to
the adm'ssion of the lawfulness of alliances with inf dels. (2) Even
Lord Bacon spent time on such questions as whether a war with
infidels m~ght not be undertaken merely for the propagation of the
Chrisf an faith without other cause of hostility and whether a war
with infidels qas not f rst in order of dignity and to be preferred
to all other just, temporal quarrels. in 1550, the University of
Salamanca decided in favor of Las Casas who refuted the thesis
maintained by Sepulveda that it was a r ·ght and duty of Christians
to make war upon Pagans and Hereteics in order to propagate the
true faith. This issue was not settled at all; it rema·ned a controversial point in catholic countries and the doctrines of Sepulveda are
sa· d to ha ve been sanctioned during the first half of the n;neteenth
century by the Royal Academy of History at Madrid. (3) This theory
remained in vogue until the twentieth century. As late as 1876, a
very learned scholar, an illustrious American lawyer, denied the
benefit of international law to non Christians ' n the fo!low 'ng words:
law of nations, so far as it is founded on the
principles of natural law 's equally b'nding in every age,
and upon all mankind. But the Christian nations of Europe,
and their descendants on this side of the Atlantic, by the
vast superiority of their attainments in arts, and sc'ence,
and commerce, as well as ' n policy and government: and,
above alL by the brighter light, the more certain truths,
and the more definite sanction which Christian'ty has
communicated to the ethical jurisprudence of the ancient,
have established a law of nations pecul'ar to themselves.
They form together a community of nations united by
ıı The

(1)
(2)

(3)

Jbid.
James Kent, Commrntaries on American Laıu, llrh ed. (Bos·on:
B·own and Co , 1867), I, p. 10.
lbid., quo ~ ing Grotius, bk. 2, eh. 15, sec. 11, p. 12.
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rel"gion, manners, morals, humanity, and science and united also by the mutual advantages of commercial intercourse, by the habit of forming alliances and treaties w th
each other, of interchanging ambassadors, and of studying
and recognizing the same writers and systems of public
law .ıı (1)
ln a report submitted to the United States Senate the following
view is set forth :
ıc The
intercourse of the Chrisf an world with the
Mohammedan world is not founded upon the pr nciples
of the law of nations. International law, as professed by
the civilized nations of Christendom, is the offspring of the
communion of ideas and pr'nciples from which could
grow a true internat onal law between them; their relations one with the other had to be regulated solely with a
view to political expediency and in accordance with treaties enterad by them." (2)

To sol ve internaf onal problems in terms of political exped'ency
rather than according to international law is erroneous. Throughout
history the world has paid very expensively with the lives of its youth,
and the destruction of . ts civilizaf ons for such an approach.
The quotation above advances the concept that the normal relationship between Christian and non-Christian is war, and that only
by making treaties with non-Chr.stian elements could this war be
cnded. If this theory :s accepted certain conclusions necessarily
follow :
1. A reciprocity of treatment will result. Turkish subjects, by
logic, must ha ve the same rights in the territor·es of foreigners as
are anjoyed by other nationals on Turkish soil. But the ıc capitulations
were un later al obligations because only one of the contracting parties 's bound .ıı (3)

2. The Christ' an world forced upon Moslems these privileges,
which they had extorted from the Moslems. But -this conclusion is
( 1)

l bid., footnotc, quot'ng Dic. His. art. Sepıı 1 veda. Verpl::ınck's D i-rourse
brfore th N ew York H' storical Society, (1818).
l bid., P· 4.
Van D yck, op. cit., p. 8.
0

(2)
(3)
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not an accurate one. uShort sighted men insist that the capitulations
were wrung by grasping Chr stians from unwilling Sultans.ıı (1) But
in fact, the Turks ruled eastern and central Europe when they f rst
granted Capitulations.
3. This theory is still further incorrect as the normal state of
relations between Christians and non-Christians after the Crusades
was not war but rather peace. The Christians ma ntained commerc al,
social, religious and dip!omatic relations with Moslem rulers. An
acceptance of this thenry is to deny th.e very essence of Christianity.
Any attempt to rat onalize the host le attitude of some elements of
Chris.tianity against non-Christians is to make a dangerous generalization regarding all Christians. Thus this second theory is also
unahle to expla n the existence of Cap ·tulations.
The Capitulations have also been explained in terms of economics. (2) It is argued that the privileges granted by Capitulations
demonstrate the economic interests of the grantors, who were only
ınterested in attract ng
European commerce to the Orient s nce
wittıout European trade the Orient could not find an oueet for its
good:s.
uPradier Fodere, who gave special study to this subject, thinks that the Mohammedans were very ready to
grant large privileges to the foreign merchants because
of their d.sincL.natinn to leave their own cmıntry för the
purposes of trade, and because of their lack oi experience
in navigation and their extended coast, their fine harbors,
and their abundant products. ıı (3)
It is true that the Arab, Saracen and Chrisf an nations bordering on
the Meditarranean Sea granted extraterritoriality in the paramount
ınterest of commerce, but to explain the existence of the Capitu!ations
only w th regard to economic factors is not suffic· ent.

(l)
(2)
(3)

R a us ;ıs .

op. cit., p. 14.
Rarnd al, op. cit·, p. 44.
Charles G. Fenwick , l nternationc;[ L aw (Zd . ed ., N ew York: Apple·on
Cen~ury Co. , 1934 ), p. 195.
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Still another theory explains the existence of Capitulations by
way of the difference between Eastern and Western civilizations. (1)
As the laws, manners, customs and the general cultural pattern of
life were different in each civ lization, a harmonious way of life
r;ould not be obtained un~ess foreigners were given many immun'ties.
ıCapitulations were a natural outgrowth of the conditions in which
these peoples of d verse origins found themselves and were regarded
cıs no more beneficial to the fore,igners than to the natives.,ıı (2)
There is also the suggestion that Capitulations were originally
c:ı badge of inferiority imposed upon foreigners. Exclu'sion frorri local

3ur sd ction was viewed as a disability and a penalty, which later
became a priv lege. (3). The law of each nation, blended as it is with
tlıe particu.ar religıous doctrine of that nation, was considered by
the practicing natiÔn as super or to the law of those whose rel gious
views are different. Both parties, the immigrants or foreigners and
the natives, were satisfied. The foreigners were content to keep their
cwn laws, while the nat ves were pleased not to have to share the
benefits of the r own laws, which they considered iınınensely superior.
Capitulations are sometimes seen as proof of exceptional wisdoın
and tolerance on the part of the far-sighted Sultans. These ınagnani
mous concessions were made to attract western trad.e, and to provide
freedom of worsh p to each differeut religious group. According to
this theory, the Sultans realiz ng that the laws of a people are a part
cf their religion, saw that freedom of religion would not exist if the
lcı.w
were applied to those of a different faith. ccLeaving to
to defeated Christ ans the r !aws and judges the first caliphs gave to
Europe a great example th<ı:t Europe unfortunately did not follow
always.ıı (4)
To summarize, it can be said that Capitulations granted a prıvı
leged status that the West, in the pursuit of its colonialism and iınperi
«11 sın, was eager to find in the East, whether Moslem, Christian or
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

George Grafton Wilson, Handbook of lnternational Law (St. Paul, Ninn.:
West Publishing Co., 1910), p. 158.
Angell, op. cit,, p. 514.
Ravndal, op.· cit., p. 44.
Rausas, op. cit,, p. 22.
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pagan. Western arguments pointing to differences of religion and
dvilization .were merely pretexts to maintain western privileges. The
East gave these privileges to the West when the East was powerful
and victor·ous. Respect for those who believed in a different God,
wıiose manners and customs were different was shown by granting
to them freedom of worship and exemption from other exeessive
burdens, and was shown by the East at a time when the West was
destroying itself in a fut le religious war.
IH -

THE NATURE OF CAPITULATIONS

Some authors claim that Capitulations are treaf es which bind
both parties. According to this view, regardless of the names given
to Capitulations, they are ıcrealıı treat es and theya helped to establish
a vital international rule of conduct between the West and the
Levant. (1) The opposite v'ew accepts Capitulations as unilateral obligations deriving from a grant or concession. (2).
The most logical explanaf on is that Capitulations were unilateral
logal acts by which Sultans promised to deal with foreigners in a
spec fied manner. Capitulations can also be considered as executive
decrees binding only during the admin stration which decreed them .
In 1740, Sultan Mahmud I, in a treaty with France, bound not only
h.imself but his successors also, to respect the prov sions of this treaty.
But, actually, they were not treaties as only one party was bound.
They were not reciprocal 'n character and the parties involved were
rıot contract ng with each other, but one was granting while
th~
(1)

(Z)

Van Dyck, op. ciı ., p. 12; Thayer, op. ciı., p. 207; R:ıvnclal, op. cit., pp.
33 - 34 Van Martens quotecl in Ravnd ~J : <ffhere can not be the sligh:e t
doubt that ali these acts (capitulations) were the results of an agreement
betwcen two contracting parties ancl that for this reason frorn their very
nature they posse sed the binding force of inte ı na tional treaties.» Herbert
W. Briggs, The Law of Nations (New York : F~ S. Crofts, 1947), p. 282.
Rausas, op. cit., P· 14; Angell, op. cit., p. 515; Brown, Encyclopedia of
Social Sciences, op. cit.; Bozkurt, op. ciı., p. 103; Charles Cheney Hyde,
lnternational Law Chiefly as ln.terpreted and App!ied by the Uniıed States
(Bostan: Li:.ı:le, Brown and Co., 1922), 1, p. 450. Nihat Er~m, Devletleraran
Hukuku ve Siyası Tarih Metinleri, 1 (Ankara: Ankara Üniversitesi Hukuk Fakültesi Yayınları, 1953), p. 6.
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other was receıvıng. lt is true that in some of these grants there
were some reciprocal provisions, but these prov sions were so few
that they are ins:gn ficant as evidence in any attempt to classify Cap tulations as bilateral grants.
An international document shows c1early that Capitulations
were not treaties but unilateral acts . The Treaty of Navigation and
Commerce concluded July 10, 1861 between Turkey and Italy in
speaking of the rights 'nherited by the new Italian states from the
c,ld repüblics reads as follows :
uAll the rights, pr vileges, and ifnmunities that have
been conferred upon Italian subjects and ships by the
Capitulations and treaties formerly concluded between
Turkey and the states that actually form the Italian Kingdom are here n granted.ıı (1)

,

Here the Capitulations and · treaties are mentioned separately.
This shows that they were considered different, Cap tulations being
enilater~l and treaties bilateral acts.
Some early examples can be
given to prove that Capitulations were un · ıateral acts. France received its first Capitulation from Sultan Selim I after h s conquest of
Egypt. This Capitulation was given in May of 1517, at Gaza by Hatti
Sher f of Selim I, which confirmed the pr. vileges accorded to Frenchrnen and to Catalans by the Mameluke Sultans of Egypt in the Charter
uf 1251. This confirmation was renewed by the Hatti Sherif (imperial
decree) of Sultan Süleyman on September 20, 1528. These Capitulations were given, then, by ;Hatti Sher fs. Later they wers called Capitulations instead of Hatt · Sherifs granting Capitulations.
Treaty is often defin~d as ua compact between two or more
independent nations with a view to the public weıfare ıı (2). Capitulations do not fit this def\nition; they were g"ven in beftalf of the public
welfare of the receiving party and as a friendly gesture. Treaty has
also been def ned as :

l 1)

(2)

Van Dyck, op. cİt·, P· 19.
Henry Campbell Black, Black's Law Dictionary, 4th ed . (St,. Paul, Minn.
West Publishing Co., 1951), p. 1673.
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cıAn agreement, league or contract between two
or
more nations or sovereigns, formally signed by commissioners properly anthorized and solemnly rat fied by the
several sovereigns or the suprems power of each state" (1)

Capitulations do not fit this definition e:ther. It is. true that the
party usually asked for the Capitulations. But is should be
emphas zed th~t they asked for privileges; they did not demand them.
Nor were there negot ations and bargaining before Capitulations
were granted. The foreign ambassadors begged for grants; they did
not act at all as plenipotentiaries who negotiate on an equal hasis.
A Capitulation was given :n form of a decree so there was no question
of ratification because the sovereign had already s gned it. Treaties
would have necessitated ratific.ation by or in behalf of the heads of
states. There was no such ratif cation by the receiving states. Nor
does history provide an example of a refused Cap.tulation, still another evidence proving that they were unilateral.
rec.eivirıg

Many treaties were not ratified in the nineteenth century, such
as the treaty of commerce and navigation negot ated and signed between Turkey and Greece at Istanbul in 1840, which was not rat fied
lıy Greece. Capitulations were unilateral documents and their validity
was not conditioned upon the ratificaf on of the receiving party. In
many cases the Sublime Porte mod fied the demands of the receiving
state to the latter's displeasure, but there was noth ng the receiving
state could do: Capitulations can be defined as un lateral decrees
which regulated the status of foreigners within the Ottoman Empire,
they were reflections of municipal law and on an international plane.
This point can be defended by the fact that Capitulat'ons which were
valid only during the lifetime of the granting Sultans, (2) were applied
nevertheless as municipal law even when they were not renewed
upon the succession of a new sultan ı Dur ng the reigns of eight difierent sovere·gns from the years 1535 to 1740 the French Capitulations were renewed only four times. There were no renewals from
(1)

(2)

lbid•• p. 1674.
ln 1740, the French Capitulations were

gran~ed in perpetuity to acknowledge the work of a French amb2ssador who helped to conclude a profitable peace between Austria and Ru.sia on the one hand and Turkey on
the other.
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1604 to 1673. (1) But the provisions of the Capitulations were applied
to Frenchmen. This indicates that Capitulations were reflections of
:nun cipal law on an internat onal plane and, although in the absence
ut a renewal the reflection ceased on the international plane, the
Capitulations continued to exist as a part of municipal law.
It would seem that the confusion of Capitulations with treaties
derives from the fact that in international law almost all agrements
:Jre bila t~ral. In civil and municipal law there are many unilateral
legal acts, but in internaf onal law the agreement involves at least
two parties and that leads to the idea of the bilateral character of
i!l.ternat onal agreement.
iV -

THE TURKISH CAPITULATIONS

In the law of nations it fa possible to see some servitudes similar
to those of civil law. Many t'mes a- state freely gives up or is forced
to give up a part of its _sovereign r ·ghts and to accept the direct
participat" on of a foreign authority. (2) Internat'onal law calls these
pcrmanent concession, arising e'ther from prescription or from
treaties, serv:tutes juris gentium voluntarar~ae. As in civil law, these
servitudes c:re of two kinds - affirmative servitudes and negat've
rnrvitudes. Affirmative servitudes are privileges that are exercised;
negative servitudes are those consented or agreed to such as giving
up jur·sdiction over resident foreigners, the engagement never to
occupy militarily a certain zone, or giving to another government the
administration of certa·n branches of internal public service such as
post offices, telegraphs, customs-duties, ete. Negative serv'tudes
rcstrict the territorial, political and administrative independence of
: state . The Turks granted Cap·tulations to more than fifteen nations,
the first of these was given to the Republic, of Ragusa in 1365. (3)
The principal privileges given to foreigners were personal, juridical,
economic and administrative.
(1)
(Z)
( 3)

R ausas, op. cit., p. 57.
A detailed study of interna!ional scrYitudcs i ~ «Les Servitudes lnternationale>,» by Georg Crusen , in Recueil des Cours, (1928), Vol. XXII.
The C~pirulations werc g~ Yen to rhe following nations which are listed
here in eh onological order. The Republics of Ragusa, of Genoa and of
Venice; Fr~ n ce; England; Hollan<l; Austri:ı; Russia; Sweden; Denmark;
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PERSONEL PRIVILEGES

The personel pr:vileges were several. Permission was granted
to fore gners to come on Moslem land and to navigate in territorial
waters, with the exception of the Hedjaz province containing the
holy cities of Medina and Mecca. Foreigners were permitted to come
either on' p lgrimages to the holy places or for trading in unprohi- .
b ted goods. An additional persomü privilege granted was the liberty
cf residence in the interio_r, and freedom to follow on Moslem ground
one's own habits and customs and perform the rites aI).d fulfill the
duties of one's own relig on. This privilege was expanded in later
centuries from foreign control only of holy places to general control
over non-Moslem rel gions throughout the Empire. The French
elaimed the right to protect Catholics and the Russians the right to
protect Greek Orthodox believers. After the Treaty of Kuchuk-Ka;rıardji, Russia ela med the right to protect all Ottoman Christians. (1)
The Berlin Congress gave the hardest, blow to the autonomy of the
Turkish government in religious administration. Art ele 62 of the
Treaty of July 13, 1878, guaranteed the religious liberty of foreigners
and of native Chr stians, and proclaimed the Turkish government's
recognition of the right of official protecf on of foreign diplomatic
and consular officers over ecelesiastics, pilgr·ms, and monks of their
nationality, and over their establishments. (2) By the same article,
the Turk sh government engaged in a general manner to maintain
the principle of religious liberty there by leaving itself liable to
f urther foreign control.
2 -

JUDICIAL PRIVILEGES

Judicial priv'leges granted allowed the consular courts absolute
jurisdiction when both parf es of a suit in either a criminal or civil

(1)

(2)

Kingdom of Two-S 'c il i es~ Tu -cany; Prussia; Spain; Sardinia; The United
S a·es; Belgium;. Banseatic Citics (Bremcn, Lubeck and Hamburg); Portugal; Greece; Brazil ancl füt\'nri a. For m aior sourccs on Capitulations, see
Angcll, op. cit.; Brown, Foreirzners İn Turkev, op. clt.; Ekrem, op. cit.;
Rauses, op. cit; Thayer,op. cit.; Van Oyck, op. cit. Erim,op. cit .• Mu ammc c R aş: t ScY·ğ, Devletler Hususi Huk uku, I. (İstanbul : İ tanbul ÜniYersitesi Hukuk F ~.kültes i yayını, 1947. 2. ci bası). PP· 174 - 205 ..
Van Dyck, 011 . cit., Appcnd'x XVII, p. 127, written bv Edouard Engel
h :ırclt, The Rielı ı of lntervwtioıı and Turkev - A Hisİorica' R estarch .
Britdı and Foreien State Pr:/1ers, l f578 (London : Fmeign Office Publica t ion , 1880), pp. 60, 7fı6.
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case were foreigners of the same nationality._The only exception to
this was cases on real estate which were governed by the protocol
of 1874, the Turkish Court being authorized to use Turkish law.
When foreigners of different national ties were parties to a civil case,
the consular court of the defendant had jurisdict on. (1) The Turkish
government never denied the competence of the consular court in
such cases, except with regard to questions of rent, mortgage, ete.,
which relate to the ownership of realty by foreigners according to
the provis ons of the Turkish law. (2) On these points the Turkish
government den ed exclusive jurisdiction of the powers having
Capitulations. But the consular courts continued to be the proper
courts for such cases. (3) The legal principle acter sequitur forum rei
rendered customary the bringing up of the suit by the plainf ff in the
r.onsular court of the defendant. However there was an exception to
this rule. Ac:::ording to the provisions of the British Orders ın Council
concerning the functioning of British courts :n Turkey, these courts
were allowed to assume jurisdiction in cases where the defendant
1,,,-as a fore gner who had submitted himself, with the express consent
of his government, to be tried according to the law wh'ch was ordin:u ily admin stered in these British courts. (4) According to British
Orders in Council, Turkish cif sens had the same privilege. However,
such a case has naver arisen. Had it arisen, the Turkish government
probably would not have g ven its consent to a preceeding so derogatory to the sovereignty of Turkey. (5).
Before, 1881 , Turkey had accepted the competence of the consular courts in erim nal cases involving two or more foresigners of
different nationalit es. The Turkish government, in 1881 , claimed
jurisdict on in all cases between foreigners of d'fferent nationalites
where public order and morals were involded . The legal foundation
cf th2 claim was Article 52 of the Capitulation w'th France. This
<..rticle gave to consuls jurisd'ction in d"sputes between foreigners
of different nationalities. The Turkish contention was that the word
«dispute,,, n·za, was used for disputes of a civil character and that
criminal cases, such as murder (kati), misdemeanors (töhmet), ete.,
(!)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)

Seviğ, op. cit, p. 363.
Rrown, Foreieners İn Turkev, op. cit., p. 66.
lbid·, p. 67.
lbid.
lbid.
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I

:nvolving public order and morals were without doubt within the
cxclusive competence of the Turkish courts. The States having Capitulations did not refute the Turkish interpretation of the article but
l.ıased their claim to exclusive jurisd ction on recognized and undisputed usage, asserting that «the alienation of a sovereign r ·ght may
be completely affected through tacit abandonment. ıı (1) The Turkish
government answered with the assertion that «SOvereign r 'ghts might
not be parted with by non usage, these rights are imprescriptible ıı (2)
The Powers resisted this ela m of the Turkish government and until
the abrogation of the Capitulations, consular courts had jur'sdiction
in c vil and criminal cases involving foreigners . In the case of foreigners of different nationalities, the courts and procedu:ı;e, w'th slight
variatioris, were the same as in cases between foreigners of the same
ııationality; the penalties inflicted and laws enforced were l.kewise
the same. (3)
Crim·nal cases involving both native's and foreigners were originally tried in the local court according to lex loci. But a dragoman
of the foreigner's legation was present at the trial and confirmed the
judgment. The dragoman had the right to be present in each stage
of the criminal suit and to sign the records of proceedings. (4) The
presence of the dragoman was necessary at the interrogaf on, at the
cross exam·nation, at the hearing of witnesses, at the indictment and
at the trial. If the dragoman had not come or had left of had not
signed the records of proceedings, the trial had to awa't his return .
It could not proceed without him.
France, England and Italy accepted the competence of the Turkish courts ;n criminal cases involving natives and foreigners, but
they denied that this was an exclusive jur'sdiction. On the other hand,
the United States and Belgium refused to accept the competence of
the Turl\ish cour ts in such cases and claimed exclusive jurisdiction.
In c'vil law suits and cases between n~tive asd fore'gners the
local courts had jurisdiction but the suit had to be tried in the
presence of the consular dragoman and the Turkish judge was not
to give heed to the native unless he had written proof of his claim.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

lbid,, P· 68.
lbid.
lbid. Sc viğ, op. ciı. P· 363.
Cem !] B ;l sel, D evletler H uk uk u, G iriş, İkinci B ası (İst:ınbul:
İs •a nbul
ÜniYcrsitcsi Yavın h rı N o . 137, 1940) , p . 128. Sc,·iğ, op. cit., p. 363.
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Commerc·aı law suits betweerı Turkish subjects and foreigners were
tr ed in Mixed Courts. Civil law suits between Turkish subjects and
foreigners involving more than 1000 kurush were also tried in Mixed
Courts. The Mixed Court was formed by three Turkish judges and
two foreign judges sent by the consu~ate of the fore·gn party at
litigation. Its decisions wece final and could not be app~aled. It was
an Appellate Court for the prov ncial courts. The decisions of the
Mixed Court were executed by the respective consulates. (1) Sum mons to foreigners were made by the consulates. Civil law su'ts involving less than 1000 kurush and law suits involving real estate were
tried in the Turkish court if Turkish subjects. were involved. According to the protocol on real estate, litigat on between foreigners also
was supposed to be resolved before Turkish courts, but foreigners
resisted this jurisdict on, as shown above. The presence of the dragoman was necessary even in secret sessions of thı: Turkish court, in
Court Martial, and in Pr.ze Courts. Because the dragoman was not
accepted by the Court of Appeals, decisions of this Court in crim'nal
and civi1 cases were accepted by foreigners only when these decisions
were in their favor. (2) In actions concern·ng the heritage of foreigners, the consular court had jur sdiction even if Turkish subjects
were involved Foreigners had full freedom to give and bequeath by
will, and in case of interstate estate the Turkish government was
obliged to allow the consul of the he·r, if there was one, to take
· unhindered charge thereof and administer the estate, and in the
abs~nce of both consul a_
nd heir, to itself fake care of the estate and
del ver it to the heirs without cost.

In bankruptcy cases involving foreigners, the liquidat'on and
iaw suit were assumed by the consulate. Turkish creditors had
to go to the co nsu ~ate. (3) The right to arrest foreigners was given
to consuls. Even in flagrante del'cto no foreigner could be arrested
' n any place without the presence of the dragoman. (4) Sentenced
fore·gners were sent to prisons in their own countries, not to Tur (1)

Bil sel op. cit· p. 128.

(2.)

lbid .

(3)
(4)

Bilscl, op. cit., p. 12.9.
lbid., p. 128 . The Consul kd thc right to arrest :ınd surrcnder an alleged
criminal :o the country whe.e ıhc erime wa · committed. lbid., p. 130;
Angell, op. cit. p. 515
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k'sh prisons. (1) The domiciles of foreigners were like their castıes,
entrance was prohibited to local authorit es except in cases of urgent
necessity and than only after notification was made to a consul. (2)
The pol c~ or court officials were not allowed to enter houses, shops,
hotels or printing offices and their annexes belonging to foreigners
w thout ·t he dragoman's presence. They could not inspect, search, or
arrest n such places. (3) Ships were considered the territory of the
tlag they flew. Without the dragoman's presence no inspection and to
no invest gation was possible, and often the dragoman did not cooperate. (4)

•

3). Economic Privileges

The economic privileges of foreigners were their exernption
from all taxes and duties w th the exception of real estate taxes, and
ad valorem import and export duties, the maximum being fixed as
ü per cent by the capitulatory pow'e rs after long negotiations and
npon the insistence of the Turkish government. The capitulatory
powers claimed that once Turkey had consented to low duties, then
she might not alter her customs tariff without their consent. (5) The ·
Turkish government could not monopolize any item. There was
protracted discuss on over Turk sh freedom to monopolize some
items, but the capitulatory powers refus zd to consent to any monopoly
They did not want to lose their good market. (6) Turkey did not
have the cabotage right, tiıe coasting trade not being exclusive to
Turkish vessels. The fishing , coral fishing , sponge trade, and other
trades were not exc1us·ve to Turk sh citizens. These trades were
most1y in the hands of for eign marchants . Handicrafts and the

(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Bilse], op. ciı., p. 128.
Thayer, op. cit·, p. 21 8.
Bilse!, op. cit., p. 129.
lbid.
lbid.; G abriel No rado unghian, R ecueil d''acte.< interna!İonaus de l' em pire
Ottoman (P a r~ s : F. P ichon, 1897 - 190: ), III , p. 130, p. 136; E krem, op.

cit., p. 205.
in 1889, the T urkish gove mment granted a rnonopoly for the compulsory
s'. orage of petro'.eum . The United States protested agains! this on
g o und that it doub 1ed the im port dutv·
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t he

professions such as law, medicine, and pharmacy were not exclusive
to Turkish citizens. • Many famous foreign lawyers, doctors, and
pharmacists monopolized their professio'ns. (1) The Turkish govern
m ent could not levy any nternal tax on foreign goods. (2) In 1887,
a law was promu:gated prohibiting foreign joint stock companies
from doing business in Turkey without a perm t from the govern ment. -This was held to be against the Capitulation giv'ng freedom
uf commerce in the Turkish Em pire. (3) "Unfortunately .the powers
have abused their economic priv leges to such an extent that Turkey
has been prevented from developing her own industries and infer or
European goods have been loaded upon the country in great quantities. n (4) .
The vision of Turkish rulers was well demonstrated in the realm
of economic pr vileges For instance, the right granted fore'gners
in the nineteenth century to will and dispose of their estates within
th e Turk sh Empire embodied a more advanced conception of law
than was to be found in Europe.

4) Admin:strative Privileges
Among other adın nistrative privileges were the post offices
operated at ports and inland cities by capitu1atory powers. Their
traffi.:::king in contraband goods was proven many times, but they
cont nued to operate as usual. Their bags could not be opened and
checked. (5) Even ' n places where they had no citizens the capitulatory powers had their own schools, hosp tals, monasteries and
churches. They asked a firman for the construction and establishment of such institutions bu t if ·füe firman was not received ' n a
given time the powers considered themselves as already having it. (6)

(l)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Bil c!, op. cit., p. 129.
Foreien Relations of th e United Sta:e.i, 1883 (Washington, Government
Prinıing Office), p. 819.
lb id., 1888, p t . II, p. 1592.
Thayer, op. cit., ı:>· 216.
Ri :~ e l, op. cit ., p. 129.
lbid.
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Such ı nstitutions were exempt from real estate taxes, municipal
duties, customs duties on items they were importiJlg and paid no tax
on ı quor which they inanufactured. (1) These institutions were
closed to inspection, their dragomans and trustees and administrators
of Turk sh nationality were considered foreigners and dealt with as
such. (2) In quest ons of citizenship, the documents and records of
passports given by consulates were considered as official docnments.
(3) Besides these privileges the United States insisted on the right to
print and circulate books. (4) the right to hold religious serv. ces in a
dom cile" (5) and the r ght to be exempt from Turkish censorship.
These rights w~re not specifically provided for in the treaty of 1830
or 1862 or ~ n any other agreement between Turkey and the. Un'ted
States.
In the case of conflict between Turkish and foreign law, fore 'gn
law was considered superior. (6) Laws which were n·ot accepted by
embassies could not be promu ~ gated; for this reason Turkish laws
relating to passports, pr inting, societies, and patents could not be
put · nto force. (7)
5)

Privilege of Having Proteges

The most extraordinary privilege granted was the right of a
capitulatory power to have proteges who could shars in its pr.ivileges.
This right was first granted to France which exerc'sed throughout
the Turkish Emp re "a religious protectorate at once effectual, legitimate, and recognized. ıı (8) In 1620. Osman II gave to the French
Ambassador, M. de Harlai, a firman «which declared the Frank religious monks to be the anc·ent exclusive possessors of the holy places. ıı
(9) The requirements of justice and the all'a nce which had for a long
(l)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(? )
(8)
(9)

lbid., p . 130; Foreien Re/ations of the U11ited Staırs, 1883, op. cit., p. 800.
B:Isel, op· ciı. , p. 130.
lbid.
Foreien R e'c;tions of tlıe U nited Sıates, 1888, pt. 2, p. 1594.
lbid., 1891, p p. 755. 757, 765.
Bilse!, op. ciı., p . ı .::o.
lbid., p . 129.
Van Dyck, op. cit., p. 124, quoting En gelha rdt, op. cit.
Jbid.
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time united the two countries given as the reasons for this concession.
The Capitulation of 1673, explicitly gave to France the right of protect' on over holy places and the right of protecting under her flag
the foreigners wh~se countries had no Capitulations. (1) In 1675,
England deprived France of the exclusive r ght of proteCtion of other
nations. Under the new Capitulation some states, such as Genoa, had
the choice of French or Engl sh protection. Austria got, in her Capitulation of 1718, the right for Genoa and Leghorn to use her flag. (2)
"Perhaps no concession made by the capitulations to fore gn powers
has been more abused than the grant of this right of protection.» (3)
French, English . and Russians sold the protect on to na ti ve Greeks
and Armenians with a document which exempted them from import
taxes. (4) The following is a summary of th s corruption.
ıc The ambassadors were allowed to have a large number of dragomans, to each of whom they gave a barat
which secured for them valuable exemptions. The ambassadors came to dispose of these appointments or barats
for sums ranging from 2500 to 4000 piastres. üne of the
French ambassadors, :t is stated in an official re,port,
received more than 400,000 francs from this source. The
English ambassador is said to have received 2000 to 3000
income from the same source. The ambassadors presumed
to bestow this barat for life. They used to bribe officials
even in the Sultan's household . They went so far as to
issue patents of protection to whole famil' es of Greek or
Armenian subjects of the Sultan.

uRussia and Austri~ shamefully abused this r;ght of
protection for political ends. Rivals in seeking influence
in Moldav a and Wallachia in 1780 and 1782, their consuls
competed with each other m granting gratuitous patents
of protection to the natives. At the close of the last century, Austria had by this process more than 200,000 sub(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Angell, op. cit., p. 516.
lbid.
lbid.
Frar,ıcis Rey, La Protection Diplomatique et con!ulaire dans !es echelles
du Levanı et de Barbarie (Paris : L. Larose, 1899), pp. 220-292 .
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jects in Moldavia and 60,000 in Wallachia. But these last
were afterwards made Russians by changing the patents,
when the Russ an infiuence became preponderant in Wal.
lachia.
1806, in order to embarass Russ·a, Napoleon put
an end to the abuse by French ambassadors to the right
of issuing the barat to any persons but the dragomans.
And Turkey succeeded in persuadıng most of the foreign
·powere to imitate his example. But this did not prevent
Russia an.d Austria and Great Britain through their consuls
taking large numbers of Turkish rajahs under their protection by one preteiıse or another. In 1808 it is said that
Russia had 120,000 Gre€k subjects of the Sultan, Austria
a large number of Dalmat ans and Croats, and Great
Britain many Ind ans and Maltese registered as their
proteges. Of course they formed , lawless crowds claiming
exemption from police supervis on. Some o fthese proteges
were rich merchants whose acts caused diplomatic conflicts.,, (1)
ııln

In 1869, the Sultan issued a firman nullifying the r ght of protection
by forbidding h s subjects to become naturalized under a foreign
government without his consent. (2) So this extraordinary privilege
mded.
The Turkish Capittilations were a real minutio majestatis of the
Turkish Empire. Even though it was poss ble uto regard this privileged status of foreigners, not as a bitter humiliation for the Turk
but rather as very much to his credit" (3) accepting these !mmunities
uas an ev dence of a more enlightened and a more liberal mterpretation of the law of nations than had been granted in Europe," (4)
the Capitulations legalized the permanent intervention of foreign
governments ~n the Turkish Empire.
The Capitulations were grants of fr "endship and amity. There
(1)
(2)
(3}
(4)

Angcll, op. cit., pp. 516 517.
Rey, op. cit., p. 290.
Brown, Foreieners in Turkey, op. cit., p. 4.
lbid.
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ıs no precedent in the history of the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth,
seventseeth or eighteenth centuries that a Capitulation was granted
as the result of war. The granting of a Cap tulation meant th:ıt the
scate of peace had not been broken between the Porte and the power
to which the Cap tulation was conceded, or at least that. if it had
been broken, the end of war had been sanctioned by a special
treaty. (1)

The spirit of earlier Capitulations was somewhat different from
more recent ones. For two centuries F~ance had a preferential posilion, being the first major European power to enter into an all ance
with Turkey. But later Turkey bound herself to exercise no preference
towards any one of the states which had Capitulations. In all treaties
entered into by the Turkish Empire from 1861 unt 1 the fall of the
Em pire, it was expressly stated «That all the r ·ghts, privileges or
immunities that the Sublime Porte now grants or may hereafter
grant to the subjects, vessels, commerce or navigation of any other
foreign power, the enjoyment of wliich it shall tolerate, shall be
likewise accorded, and the exercise of the enjoyment of the same
shall be allowcd to the subjects, ships, commerce and navigaf on of
foreign powers. " (2)
6) Abolishment of

Cap:tuıations

Capitulations, constituting a status of v·rtual immunity for
foreigners from all local jurisdict on, gravely limited Turkish sovereignty. Native institutions were unable to compete w th foreign banks
and commercial houses entirely exempt from Turkish control and
supervision. The treasury was under considerable fore gn control.
«Foreigners misused the immunit es with impunity, smuggling, bribery and corruption.n (3) Pol tical espionage, the ma'ntenance of saloons, gambling houses and brothels in Istanbul by foreigners were
not unusual. Turkish authority could not control any of these establishments, not even to mainta n public order. «The extraordinary
privileges of miss onary institutions resulted in certain instances in ·
(1)
(2)

(3)

Rausas, op. cit,, p. 93.
Van D yck, op. cit·, p . 23.
Brmrn , E ncyclo pedia of the Social Sciences, op. cit., pp. lll, 214.
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t!ıeır

becomingcenters of

political propaganda and diplomatic int

rigue.ıı (1)

On March 18, 1856, the Ottoman Empire was accepted into the
family of nations by the Treaty of Paris. She was formally declared
el gible to participate in the use of European public law. (Article
VII.) On March 25, of the. same year, dur ng the conference the Turkish Chief Delegate plenipotentiary, Ali Pasha, asked abrogation
of the Capitulations asserting that Capitulations corıstituted a multiplicity of governments wh eh · nfringed upon the power of the local
government. (2) He added that reforms in the Turkish judiciary ~nd
government had been and were being made.
At the Paris Conference of 1856, a protocol was made to reconsider rules regulating commercial relations between powers and the
cond tions to which fore gners residing in Turkey would be subject. (3)
The Turkish proposel to abrogate the Capitulations was refused on
the ground that «Turkey insists upon being the sole interpreter of her
latest religious magna charta. » (4) Suc~ was the treatment received
from the allies who had just admitted Turkey into the soc"ety of nations. The provision made for a later conference in Istanbul for abrogation of the Capitulations was never put into effect under the excuse
that «the powers were not satisfied with the progress made in per manent judical reform. " (5)
In 1869, the Turk.sh government communicated a memorandum
to the powers through their diplomatic; representatives in Istanbul
asking for abrogation of Capitulations and referring to them as an
impediment to the civilization of Islam. (6)
The Ottoman Emp·re promulgated a commercial code, penal
code, laws on civil and criminal proceedings, bailiff and bankruptcy
1aws and civil code and reformed its courts, and asked in 1880 the
abrogat on of Capitulations. The commissions formed by ch"ef drago(1)
(Z)

lbid.

(3)
(4)
(5)

B !sel, op. cit .• p. 180.
op. cit., p. 213.
lbid.
lbid.

(6)

Rausas, op. cit., p. 99.
Th ::ıye r,
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mans of the embassies and Ali Shahbaz and Parnis Efenqis with
their reports on April 2, May 25, ancl June 30 of 1880 objected to the
abrogation of Capitulations on the hasis of the '.nsufficiency of the
laws and the r differences from European Codes. (1) In fact, in 1874,
The Realty Protocol giving to foreigners the right to own real estate
in the Turkish Empire was signed by most of the capitulatory powers.
The Turk sh government in giving this r ght to foreigners was trying
to restrict some other privileges. Local authorities were authorized,
nnder given conditions, to search the residences of foreigners. Local·
tr bunals under this protocol had the right to try some cases involving fore ·gners without the presence of a co_nsular dragoman. The
United States asserted that these concessions to Turkey were not
a general limitation on the Capitu!ations but only affected the
rights of American citizens who owned Turkish realty. (2) In 1908,
the government of the constitutional monarchy, taking into consideration the pressing demand from the people, put the abrogation of
Capitulations high on their program. (3) In the Bosn;a Convention of
February 20, 1909, there were three articles concerning Cap tulations.
With this convention, Turkey ceded Bosnia-Herzegovina to Austr'aHungary and obtained in return the promise of help from Austria
in the abrogation of the Turk"sh Capitulations. (4) Austria-Hungary
would not object if the other powers consented to abrogate them.
ln the Lausanne Uch' treaty of 1912, by which Italy annexed Tripoli
and Libya, three articles of the Bosnian convention were included.
Italy in that way gave her consent to the abrogation. (5) France, too,
gave her consent to a modification of the Capitulations. (6)
During the first World War in September, 1914, Turkey terminated th s humiliating regime on the general grounds of the right
of sovereign independence and in conformity with the rebus sic
stant'bus rule of interpretation of treaties. On September 10, 1914,
the Turkish government notified the embassies of the powers having
Cap 'tulations that Capitulations would be abrogated on the first of
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Bilse!. op- cit., p. 180.
Foreien Relatioııs of the United Stt+tes, 1892. op. cit., pp. 545, 554.
Bilse!, op. cit., p. 180.
British and Foreien State Papers, op. ciı., vol. CII. p. 180.
Bilse!, op. cit., p. 181.
Th:ıyer, op. ciı., p. 214.
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October. The note given by the Turkish ambassador to the American
Secretary of State read :
uSir: I have the honor to inform you that by Imperial Irade
the Ottoman government has abrogated as from the f rst
of October next the conventions known as the Capitulations
restricting the sovereignty of Turkey :n its relations with
certain powers. All privileges and ı mmunities accessory
to these conventions or issuing there from what was an
intolerable obstacle to ~ll progress in the Empire, the Imperial Government has adopted as the basis of its relations
with the other Powers the Principles of Internat. onal
Law.ıı

(1)

In spite of the war and of the commonly accepted doctrine that
belligerent powers have no legal relatiop.s, through the mediation of
the Italian ambassador, the representatives of Entente powers and
Central powers joined in an ident cal note of protest. The United
States ambassador d d not send a similar note because he thought
that it was not strong enough, but he refused in the name of the
United States to acquiesce in the abrogation.
Had the Turkish government a right under international law
to abrogate the Cap tulations? If so, the Turkish government claimed
this right on four grounds:
1. The Cap tulations had no binding for ce upon the Turkish
government according to international law because they were given
before Turkey was accepted into the society of nations by the treaty
of Paris ·n 1856; (2)

2. Cap t.ulations were unilateral agreements terminable at will;
(1)
(2)

ForeİJ!n Re/ations of the United States. 1914, op- cit., p.

109().

The Turkish government's Yiew was that the existence of the capitulatory
sy. tem was contrary to in._ernational law. The sentence «H aving thus freed
itself from what w::ıs ::ın intolerable obstacle to ali progress in the Empire,
the lmperial Government has adopted as the hasis of its relations witlı
the other powers ~he principles of international lawıı proves that in the
note to American secıetary of state.
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3. Even if they were accepted as biparfte agreements under the
principle rebus sic stantibus, · they could be terminated; and
4. Capitulations were treaties which did not survive belligerency.
What were the

mer~ts

of these Turkish contentions?

ı.

Though Turkey was formally admitted to the society of nations
in 1856, even before this date her. relations with other powers were
based on the principles of international law; the treaties she signed
;:md the ambassadors she exchanged were all according to the prın
c ples of international law. Even Capitulations which were given
when the Empire was at the zenith of its power show a more advanced and enlightened un~erstanding of international law. So to refute
Capitulat ons only on this basis was not in conformity with the enligh. tened and learned spirit of Turkish statesmen who gave them as a
iriendiy grant to allied powers.
2. The assertion that Capitulations were unilateral agreements
was set forth in the note of the Turkish government to the several
States in September, 1914;
«The Imperial Ottoman Government, animated by a spirit
of hospitality and sympathy toward the subjects. of fr endly
Powers, formerly determined ın a special manner the rules
to which foreigners should be subjeçt on coming to the
Orient to engage in business here and communicated these
rules to the Powers. In the course of t me these rules,
wh eh the Sublime Porte had promulgated upon its exclusive initiative came to be 1 nterpreted as privileges,
strengthened and extended by certain practices, and maintaintained to the present under the name of old treaties
or Capitulations." (1)
The identical note of the Central and Entente Powers on the
contrary insisted that «the Capitulatory regime ... is not an autono mous insftution of the Empire but · a resultant of interriat'onal treaties, diplomatic agreements, and contractual acts of diverse kinds.ıı (2)
(1)

Forei'ı!.n Re!atiorıs of the United States, 1914, op. cit., p.

~L.)

Second Russian Oranr;?_e Book, 1914, no. 43, quoted in Thayer,
p. 224.

.
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1092.
op. cit.,

The United States protest ins·sted Capitulations were bipartite international agreements and that one party could not abolish them . (1)
The Capitulat ons were decrees of internal public law regulating the
status of foreigners. The notification of respect ve governments gave
them an international sanct on. They were not treaties because there
v.. as not any reciprocity; they did not grant rights but privileges.
3. According to the principle of rebus sic stantibus, an important
change in cond tions permits the ending of treaties otherwise ınvio
lable. There are many reasons for this change. F:rst, every law
changes according to time and place. Not only law but the conception
of just ce changes. Second, it .s often impossible to stipulate a provision to denounce a treaty in the treaty itself, because many treaties,
such as peace treaties, are not concluded on the bas s of the equality
cf the parties. The victorious party ,would never permit a provision
to denounce. Th rd, in ınternational law many conflicts can not be
taken before The Permanent Court of Arbitration or the Permanent
Court of International Justice because their jurisdictions are on a
voluntary hasis and the question of change in conditions can be solved
only if it is submitted to these international courts. The criter a commonly accepted in international law for the denunciation of a treaty
under the principle r ebus sic stantibus is that :f the execution
of the treaty puts in jeopardy very ex stence of the state, it
may be terminated . (2) If the treaty prevents the development
and progress of the country, this ı s not enough to warrant denunciation In 1881, the United States based its right to ask revision ·of the
Clayton Bulwer Treaty on the hasis that it was made uunder exceptional and extraord nary circumstances which have cesased to exist .ıı (3)
Russia had annexed in 1878, dur ng the Congress of Berlin, the port
Batum on condition that she would make of it a free port On June
2.2, 1886, Tsar Alexander III signed an ukase on his yacht, Tsarina,
denouncing the 59th article of the Berlin treaty and fort fying Batum starting July 5. (4) Austria Hungary was administering the Tur(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

Foreirzn R e'ations of the U nited S!atesı 1914, op. cit., p. 1094..
Frantz Clement Rene D ~ spagnet, Cours du droit intematiorıal Public
(Paris : L. Larose et L. T enin, 1910), p. 708.
Foreirzn R elations of the United States, 1881, op. cit., p. 554.
Cemil ff lsel, D ev 1etler arasında Arıdla,rmalr.r Ostanbul : İ stanbu l ÜniYer·
sitesi Yayınl a rı, 1936), p. 214.
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k.ish provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina accordi:µg to Article 26 of
the Berlin Treaty. In 1908, she annexed these two provinces on the
rebus s!c stan tibus princ ple. (1) Iran, in May of 1918, declared to
Holland the denunc ation of the treaty of 1908. establishing British
and Russian spheres of interest in Iran. (2) Many other examples
c.ould be cited.
Others claim that ccthe probability is that a treaty providing for
extraterr toriality or for neutralization would be intended to be
perm anent .ı• (3) This view is wrong, it does not take into consideration
lhe changing dynamic character of the law. Besides this cc every generation of a political comunity dwelling in a given area holds its powers
of sovereignty in trust for the next ıı (4) No political authority can
grant away its sovereign powers, binding the community in perpetuum.
~ uch grants made for perpetuity can be disregarded as ultra vires
by the successors. Turkey was just fied :n using this principle to
denounce Capitulations because her very existence was in jeopardy.
France had created in the states of the Sultan a huge colonial empire
wh eh had cost and was costing her nothing and which brought her
a great deal. (5) Foreign diplomacy was intervening in the external
and internal affairs of the Empire basing their claims on Capitulations. Though Turkey was received into the family of nat ons, it
i urned out to be a legal excuse for additional foreign intervention.
«In reality, since 1856, foreign diplomacy took so active and steady
a part in tbe regulat ng or in the controlling of the Ottoman affairs
that on~ day the Grand Vizier was heard to complain bitterly of a
systematic intermeddling that deprived his government of every
iniative (a(:tion), and of all authority. ıı (6)
4. Could Cap 'tulat'ons survice belligerency? The effect of war
on treaties is one of the unsettled problems of international law. The
text writers on internationıH law are divided into three groups :
1 - The outbreak of war ipso facto terminates all treaties between
bell' gerents. This v· ew is based on the concept of war as a condition
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Jb id., p. 215
l bid.
J. L. Br;erly, The La"' of Nations, 4th. ecl . (Oxford

1950) p. 240
Thayer, op. cit, , p. 225.
Rausas, op. cit., p. 88.
V~n D yck, op. cit. , p. ·129. quotinrı: EngelharcJ ·, op. cit.
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Clarendon Press;

destroying all normal r elations between contracting parties. American, English, Franch, German, and Italian courts have ' . uniformly
held that there are exceptions to the old theory that the outbreak of
war generally puts an end to all freaties between the parties. (1)
2 - War terminates and suspends some treaties but leaves others
2 - War does not term nate treaties but suspends them.
unaffected. Treaties making arr angement for property tenure, and
public debts remain unaffected. Amer can courts on two occasions
accepted the th"rd view. In one case the Supreme Court hald that uthe
stipulations of Article of the treaty with Great Britain (1794) dealing
with land tenure were in no way affected by the war of 1812. ıı (2) In
Techt v. Hughes, (3) Judge Cardozo (New York Court of Appeals) held
that the Second Article of the 1848 treaty between the United States
and Austr'a had survived the first world war. In only one subsequent
case has the Supreme Court backed the first v'ew. (4) If the Capitulations were not renewed after the end of the war, they were considered
terminated. The powers were cautious to renew their Capitulat'ons
cıfter every war with Turkish Empire. In the Italian war of 1911 Turkey
reasserted that any state which made war on Turkey was automatirally deprived of 'ts capitulatory rights. Thus, Italy in the treaty of
1912 (5) and Greece in the treaty of 1913 (6) 'ncluded a provision to
confirm their Cap·tulations. After the first world war, in the Treaty
of Sevres of August 10, 1920, Capitulations were reaffrmed . The
reaffirmation ' n the peace treaties of Capitulations shows that they
were ended during the hostilities. The "Treaty of Sevres was never
r atif ed, however.
In the national charter pr omulgated during the Turkish war of
independence, December 28 , 1920, Article 6 r eads that the national
will is aga' nst all agreements preventing the political and juridical
development of Turkey. (7)
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

Brigg ·, op. ciı., p. 458, q uoting H. J. Tobin, The Termination of M u.ltipartİ!e Treaties (Ncw York: Co!umb i:ı Un!nrsity Prcss, 1933), p. 1186.
Th :ıvcr, op. cit . . p. 226. Society for Propaf!.ation of Gospel v. Towıı of
H ew Haııen · 8 W h e:ıton 464, 494 (182.?) .
229
Y. 222., 128 N . E. 185 (1920).
K arnuth v. U. S., 279 U. S. 231 (1 920).
G eorg F riedrich rnn M~ı rtens, No11veau recucil ehıeral des traites et cutre.<
actes relatif• aux rapport.r de droit İnternational, .?d serie (L c i pzİg :
D ie·e~ich , 109), V II, 8.
B riti•h and Forcİf!n Sta 1 e Papcr.;, op. cit., yol . CV IT . pt. l, :ırt · 11 , p. 894.
Bilse!, Devletler H uluıku, G irış, O/J· cit., p. 181.
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The Moscow treaty concluded between Soviet Russ'a and the
Government of the Turkish Grand Assembly on March 16, 1921,
stated that Soviet Russia considered Capitulations as an impediment
to the national development of every free nation, and she considered
all treaties and laws related w·th this system in Turkey to be abro .
gated. (1)
The Treaty of Lausanne prov ·ed for the ıccomplete abolition of
the capitulations in Turkey from every point of view.ıı The Lausanne
Conference was divided into three commissions headed by the chief
delegates of France, England and Italy. The second commiss'on under
Marquis Garoni was on the status of foreigners in Turkey. (2) The
delegates all agreed that without a new system of justice, Capitulations could not be abrogated; the twenty years that Japon had spent
in its transitory period from a capitulatory system to a free regime
was pointed out. The establ'shment of new and modern tribunals
was a po ·nt irisisted upon. Marquis Garoni advocated juridical guarantee for foreigners saying that this did not mean political guarantees. The chief Turkish delegate, Ismet Pasha, answered all these
saying that the Government of the Turkish Grand National Assembly
was ready under condition of reciprocity to conclude with ;nterested
powers treaties of commerce, settlement, extradition and consular
conventions according to the principles of international law. (3)
After long negotiafons dur'ng which Marquis Garoni and Lord
Curzon objected to the abrogation of Capitulations, the conference
agreed to the abrogation of the Capitulations without any safeguards
for foreigners except that Turkey accepted a declaration on the
eı.dministration of justice. By this declarat'on, Turkey agreed
to
cmploy four fore'gn legal advisers chosen from a list submitted to
the Permanent Court of International Justice. They were to ıcexercise
:ı sort of platonic surveillance of the admin'stration of justice.ıı (4)
They would be employed for a period of not more than five years
cı nd would be attached to the Minister of Justice. They would partici.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(-i)

Ibicl.
lbid ., p. 173.
Jb;d., p 174.
Phil'p M ars hall Brow, «Fronı Scvres ro L ausn nne, ıı American fournal of
ln tema 1ional Lanı , XVIIT, (1924), pp. 113-11 6.
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pate 'n the work of the commission to prepare laws and would study
the work of the civ'l, commercial, and criminal courts without interfering with the duties of judges and would give reports to the Minister of Justice. They would receive all complaints on legal proceed'ngs
and prosecution and would give this information to the Minister.
This was a restriction of sovereignty, but was not comparable to the
Capitulations. Turkey also made a concess'on that uforeigners may
settıe questions concerning personal status according to their own
laws and customs in their own national courts.» (1) Turkey also consented to recognize in her courts private agreements in civil matters
arrived at by the concerned part'es.
Capitulations belong now to history, Turkey enjoying her full
sovereignty on political, jurid :cal and administrative questions.

(1)

l bid. Accorcling to a La\\' of 1915 if the both partics \\'ho arc foreigncrs,
;ıgree to submit their cLffereııce, on person al status to a T urkish court, the
tribuna l is competcnt :otry rhc c;ıse but app lics the rıational law of the
partie i. H •.he partics h:l\·c cliffercnt nation;ılities, the court applies the
nar:on::ıl l::ı\\' of thc party
\\'hich is determinecl by the rules of private

in ternational law.
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CHAPTER iV
TURKISH STRAITS iN INTERNATIONAL LAW

The Straits problem has been one of the most important and
pers-stent problems of modern history and international law. It was
an imposing problem even in Antiquity. Greek mythology gives the
story of Jason and the Golden Fleece. (1) More than twenty treat es
in modern times mention the Turkish Straits. Five of these treaties
were made exclusively to regulate passage through these waters: the
London Agreement, 1841; Paris .Straits Convention, 1856; London
Convention, 1871; Lausanne Straits Convention, 1923; and the Treaty
of Montreux, 1936. Phillipson and Buxton aff rm that one of the
causes of the First World War was _the Straits problem.
«There is no doubt that this chronic malady of the
Near East, which has lingered so long and has wrought
such incalculable havec in the pa_şt, has been the most
potent factor in the chain of cause and effect that has
brought the nations into armed conflict. And th's complex and comprehensive question is itself made up of a
number of closely allied problems, the most important of
which is that of the Straits of the Bosphorus and Dardanelles. ıı (2)
James T. Shot;\·ell ancl Fran L:.. Dc:·k, Turkey at the Straits (London,
1940), p. 1.
(2) • Coleman PhiJlipso n and Noel Buxton, Th e Question of Bosphorus and
D ardane!les (London : Stevcns and H ay nes, 1917), p. 1.

(1)
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In practically all tr eatises on internat'onal law there is a section
on the Turkish Straits. (1) In the race for expansion between Slav~c
and Teutonic races toward southeasterri Europe, the Turkish Straits,
since they controlled the only ice free waterway of Russia, were of
the utmost importance. England was concerned at the prospect of
c:ıny other power threatening the sea lanes to India. France's nterest
in the Straits, made apparent by the attention paid to them by
Napoleon and other Fren eh statesmen, is well known. Another cause
of concern to the Great Powers was that the Turkish Straits were in
the hands of a declining empire.
The Straits are important strategically but even more 'mportant
e::onom cally. Accordin-g to Chicherin, during the first decade of
1900, more than 70 per cent of all Russian grain exported was sent
through the Straits. (2) Through the Straits passed 88 per cent of
Russian n ported· oil, 93 per cent of its mang~nese, 61 per cent of 'ts
iron and 54 per cent of its total exports by sea, according to the
White Russian memorandum submitted to the Paris Pence Conference
in 1919. (3) Roumania and Bulgaria transported the overwhelming
part of their exports through the St~aits. A large major'ty of Russian,
Roumanian and Bulgarian imports were received through the Straits.
The interest of Russia in the Straits is well known since the Russ'an
government has repeatedly asserted it. At the Conference of Lausanne, the Soviet d"plomat, Chicherin , and, during the negotiations
of the Montreux Convention, Litv·noff, pointed out the importance
of the Straits to Russ 'a. Litvinoff called them the vital l'feline of
Russia. (4) The geographical position of the Straits made them
(1)

(2)

. Bric ly , op. ciı ., p. 171; Erııcst Nys, L e D ro;t lnternational, (Bruxelles :
Al frcd C asrn igne, 1S04), pp. 459-460; L Oppen heim, ln tcrnational Lam
(Lo ndo n: Longmans, G reen and Co ., 1937), pp. 403-4D6; Rob ~rt Ph ;llimore,
Co mmen'aries on lıı temationa! L aw (Ph 'lacl e1phi a: T. and J. W. Johmon,
Lı w Book Se!lers, 1854), I. pp 172-178; John W c ·lake,
l nternational
L aw , P art L P eace (CJm bri dge: The UniY e rs i ~y Press, 1904), pp. 193-196;
H en rv Wheaton, Elem eıits of ln tern ationa1 L atv, 6th English ed. (Lonclon:
SteYens ;ın cl Sons, L td., 1929) pp . .?177-380.
Cem il Bi lse], ((The Tu rk;s h St ı a İ !s in the Li ght of R ecent Turkish-Soviet
Corre· po nclen ce,n American /o urna! of l nternational L am, XLI (1947), p·

727.
( ~)
(4)

lb.:d.
lb . d.
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politically, economically and strateg·cally important and of permanent
interest in world politics.

e

Both Straits are in Turkish terr"tory. The Bosphorus is twentyseven kilometers long and varies in width from 550 to 1500 meters.
The Dardanelles are sixty-four kilometers long with a width varying
from 1800 to 7000 meters. The Turks crossed the Straits to Europe
'n 1356, thus occupying both banks of the Dardanelles. The first
treaty on the Dardanelles concluded by the Turks dates from 1416.
(1) A sea battle between Turk sh and Venetian forces had ended in
Turkish defeat. In the treaty which followed, the Turks were prohibited from entering the Aegean Sea. (2) In 1430, Venice tried to stop
the Turkish advance in Europe. In the battle fought before Gal'poli,
the Venetian fleet lost, ·but the prohibition of the Turkish navy's
r ·ght to sail in the Aegean Sea was renewed nevertheless. (3) In the
Treaty of Segedin, July 12, 1444, the same prohibition was confirmed.
(4) During the war of Murat w th Hungary, the Byzantine Empire
tried unsuccessfully to bar the passage of the Turkish navy tfırough
the Bosp!J.orus. The Turks, determined that this should not happen
again, decided to get control over the two Straits. After com'ng to
power Mehmet II ordered the construction of Rume'.ihisari (Fortress
of Europe) in front of Anadoluhisari (Fortress of Anatoh). After
the construction of the fortress, Mehmet II ordered the garrison to
stop all ships and to exact a fee for passage. In this way the Straits
became Turksh. When the Turkish Empire war strong, its ownership
eıver the Straits did not cause too much concern, but when it began
to decline, concern over Turkish control increased.
The Bla,ck Sea became a Turkish lake w;th the capture of the
last two fortresses left (Kilia and Akker man). (5) After that, no ship
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

N ccuh:i D asco\·;ci, La Question du Bosplıore et des D ardenelles (Geneve:
G eorgc & Cic , Libra ires ele l'u niYe rsite, 1915), p. 44.
lbid. , p . 46.

lbid.
lbid , The clate of the Trea:·. ;ı>cn in Dascovici is 1446. This date

is
erro neo us because thc Treaty of peace ıA·as concluded in ' 1444. Reşat Ekre m, op. cit., p. 19.
D as coı·ici , op. ciı., pp. 60-61.
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could enter and leave without the permission of the Sultan. In this
way the principle of interdiction of the Black Sea to foreign navigat on became a fundamental principle of Turkish public law. It is
generally agreed in int~rnational law that lakes and land-locked
ı,eas which do not communicate directly with the ocean, and which
are entirely surrounded by the land terr tory of a single state, are
territorrial. Consequently, as long as Turkey controlled all the
shores of the Black Sea it had an absolute right to regulate the passage
of shipp ng through the Straits in any way it thought conformed to
its interest. The Straits problem in spite of its '. mportance «has been
assigned a minor place in the more general surveys of diplomatic
and commercial history in the nineteenth century,ı• for the reason
that access to authoritative :nformat on necessary to write an unbia::ed account of one of the most insistent problems of world politics
has been difficult. (1)
1)

Fu · ı

Turkish Jur'sdiction Over the Straits
(1480, . 1805)

Until Russia gained territor·es on the shores of the Black Sea
the rule of Turkish public law closing this sea to foreign ships was
legitimate. This sea was considered a "chaste .and pure v. rgill» by
the Turks. (2) Peter the Great 'naugurated the policy of Russian advence to the south. In 1696, he conquered Azov and was able to put
'' warship on the Black Sea. The armistice treaty of Carlowitz recognized the annexation of Azov by Russia in 1699. (3) During the
ııegot ations of 1700, Turkish plenipotentiaries
claimed that the
Black Sea was an 'nterior sea of Turkey, all its shores being under
(1 i
( Z)

(3)

Ve non John Puryear, Enp_land, Ruscıa and the Straıts Oue;ıion 1844-1856
(Bcrke'.cy, California: Uni,·crsity of California Press, l931), preface, xi.
Sergici Mikhailm- :rch Cor'ainoY, Le Bosphore e.ı fes Dardanelles, etude
hi..-ıorique sur 1a question des Detroits. D'apres la correspondence diplomatique depo see aux Archives centrcJes de Sa;nt-Petersboure: (Paris :
Plon-Nourrit Cie, 1910), p. 2.
In 1697, the French offercd to media!e between Turkey and Russia. The
DiYan (Turk'.sh C ·b·nu ) refused but accepted
the medi<!'ion of the
British ambassador and later of •he Dutch ambassaclor- Thi ~ was the first
time that the Turks recognizecl the principle of mcdiation. Dascovici,
op. cit,, p. 96.
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•

the domination of the Sultan. They stated that it was a very old rule
of Turkısh public law to close the Black Sea to foreign ships. A concession was made, however, to Russia. Permission was given to Russian merchants to trade in Black Sea ports on the condition that
Turkish ships be used for the traffıc . (1) In 1701, Peter the Great
had to cede Azov to Turkey. (2) By the peace Treaty of Pruth (1711)
Russia gave back tc Turkey all territories conquered from it. With
the Treaty of Passarowitz (1718) Austr.a expanded towards the Black
Sea. In 1722-23, during the war against Persia, Russia cooperated
with Turkey, but three ye.ars later made an alliance with Austria
(1 726). In the Treaty of Belgrade, concluded on September 18, 1739,
ic was st pulated that Russ a would not maintain a navy or merchant
fl.eet on the Black Sea or on the Sea of Azov. The permission to
Russians to trade in Black Sea ports on Turkish ships was confirmed
in this treaty During the reign of Catherine the national policy of
expans on to the south was pressed vigorously. In 1769, Russian and
Prussian diplomats discussed the fate of the Turkish Empire and a
plan was made to seek the expulsion of the Turks from Europe and
to set op a Greek empire under a Russian Grand Duke. (3) In 1770, a
Russian Leet left Cronsdat for the Mediterranean and destroyed the
Turkish naval forces and blockaded the Dardanelles. (4) In May, 1772
uad July 1772, land and naval armistices were signed between Rus
sia and the Turkish Empire (5).
(l)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Nys, op. cit., p. 461, quo:ing La Mer Naire et le Detroit de Constantinople
Essai d histoire dip'omatique par XXX (Pari-, 1899), p. 60. In the Capitul:::tion s of 1606, thc English were gran~ed the Jiberty to trade in the Black
Sea on cond:tion of using Turkish sh:ps for n::ıvig::ıtion. Dascovici, op.
ci ı., p. 80. The Dutch ob· ::ıincd : he samc libcrty with :hei!· Capitulations
of July 1612. lbid., p. 81. During the ııegotiatioır; of 1700, the Sultan
convoked the Divan wh:ch aftcr long reflection clccidccl tlıat there was
no rrason ·o g ant .o Russ :a wh::ı t Turkey refusccl to other powers, namely
the navigation in the Bl::ıck Sea, but they concludecl that they should
concecle to the Tsar what ''::ıs already concedecl to the English and Dutch.
Jbid., p. 101.
N ys, op. cit., p. 461. in 1701 , Pe:er the Great sent ::ııı extraordinary envoy
to Turkey who came by ~ ea. Turkey formally declared that .the next time
the Russian ;ımbassador wou ld not be permitted to come by sea. Dascovici,
op. cit., p. 103.
Phillip~on ancl Buxton, op. ciı., p. 5.
Nys, op. ciı .. p. 462.
Reşat Ekrem,, op. cit., pp. 100-102.
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The modern history of problems of the Straits began with the
Treaty of Kuchuk Kaınardji ın 1774, betwen Turkey and Russia. Article II gave the unrestrıcted right to the Russians to navigate the
Black Sea and the right of passage through the Straits to and from
the Black Sea. (1) A conventıon explanatory of the Trea.ty of Kuchuk- .
Ka nardji was concluded on March 10, 1779. This treaty confirmed
the right of passage for Russıan ships through the Straits. The old
rule of Turkish public law closing the Straits and the Black Sea to
all foreign ships was modified by these two treat.es, but Turkish
jurisdict on over the Straits remained complete. Turkey, which until
1774 had kept the Straits and the Black Sea closed, changed its policy
and permitted Russian merchant vessels to pass. The Turk sh-Russian
treaty of commerce of June 10, 1783, confirmed the right of navigat.on in all seas . (2) In the Convention of February, 1784, Austria
obta ned free passage through the Straits for her ships. The only
restriction on this right of passage was that the sh.ps must be no
larger than the Russ an ships which were permitted passage. (3) A
treaty establishing a defensive alliance was concluded in Istanbul,
on December 23 , 1798, between Turkey and Russia for a period of
e ght years. The contract ng parties mutually guaranteed the integrity of their territories. Article 10 of the Treaty (4) stipulated that
ciuring any common war the warships and transports of the contracting parties would be r eceived without hindrance in the ports of the
others This was a .k nd of reserve for the future passage of the Russ·an fleet through the Straits. On January 5, 1799, England, which
had already formed close ties with the Emperor of Russia, signed
an act of adhesion to the Turkish Russian treaty. (5) On October 30,
1799, England obtained the liber ty of navigation in tlıe Black Sea
on equal terms w.th Russia and Austria.
In 1800, Tsar Paul favored a scheme of partition;ng Turkey and
made an alliance with France. He wanted to destroy British power
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

D epartment of S:ate, The Problem of the T urk ish Straits, Publication
2753, N ear E as·ern Series no. 5, (Washin gton : G overnmen t P rin tin g Office, 1947), p. 14.
British and Fo reien State Papers, op. cit., X III , p . 903.
D ascovici, op. cit., p. 138.
Th e Problem of th'e T urkish Straits, op. cit., p . 14.
N oraclo unghian, op. cİt·ı II , pp. 24-31.
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in the East. On October 9, 1801, the preliminary of the peace treaty
\Nas signed between Turkey and France in Paris. The definitive treaty
of peace was concluded on June 25, 1802. Both parties in an addi tional and secret agreement in Paris mutually guaranteed the integrity of their terrıtories. Furthermore, France obtained freedom of
Eav gation in the Black Sea. (1)
2) Bilateral Treaties Bestrict~ng Turk"sh Jurisdiction
over the Straits (1805 - 1840)

In 1802, Alexander I reversed Tsar Paul's policy and adopted
the view that ıt was advantageous for Russia to preserve a weak
Turkey. In accordance with thıs new policy and because of the French
threat, Russıa concluded on September 23 , 1805, a defensive alliance
with the Ottoman Empire. For the first time in an internatonal
agreement the B.ack Sea was considered closed to the armed ships
of any foreign power. (2) So the old rule of Turkish public law closing
the Black Sea and the Straits to all foreign ships was modified once
more. By the Treaty of Kuchuk Kainardji (1774) and subsequent
agreements merchant vessels had been allowed to nav gate the Straits
and the Black Sea, but warsh ps were still prohibited. In 1798, Turkey had made an exception and given permissıon to Russian warships
to enter the Straits in case of war against a common enemy. But with
the Treaty of 1805 the old rule of Turkish public law became subject
to an :nternational agreement restricting Turk sh jurisdiction over
the Straits Turkey was bound by an international agreement to close
the Black Sea to all foreign warships .
. In 1807, before the signing of the Treaty of Tils't, Russia negotiated with France for the part tion of the Ottoman Empire, but
Napoleon, desiring to make the Mediterranean a French lake, ins'sted upon ownership of the Dardanelles. With this demand the scheme
of partition was dropped. The Treaties of Tilsit (1807) and Erfurt
(1808) brought Russia · and France closer together. Confronted w~ th
the French-Russian alliance, England and Turkey, whose common
interests were now threatened, made peace with each other. The
(1)

(2)

D;,: scovic; , op. cit., pp. 148-149.
The Problem of tlıe Tur'l(ish Straits, op. cit., pp. 14-15.
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peace of Dardanelles was concluded on January 5, 1809, followed by
the secret treaty of the same day. (1) England agreed under Article
XI to respect the "ancient regulation of the Ottoman Empire.ıı All
foreign mılitary flags, includıng the British, were excluded from the
Stra ts. (2) By this treaty, Turkish jurisdiction over the Straits was
once more restrıcted. In fact, Turkey had sent a note on January 3,
1807, to the embassies of England, Austr a, Denmark, France, Holiand, Prussia and Sweden announcıng its declaration of war upon
Russia. (3) In this way the Treaty of Defensive Alliance between
Russia and and the Ottoman Empire ended, thus restoring the full
jurisdict on of Turkey over the Straits in time of peace. In appearance
England was respectıng the ancient regulation of the Ottoman Empire,
but Turkey was no longer free to change it or modify it any way she
might think best for her interests.
The peace ~reaty of Bucharest of May 28, 1812, did not mention
the r ght of passage gıven to Russ a in 1805, but Article III stipulated
that all conventions and treaties concluded previoulsly were con firmed and were in force , except such provisions as time had rentlered obsolete. (4) The Convention of Ackerman, which was explanatory of the Treaty of Bucharest, confirmed the freedom of passage
for Russian vessels. On October 16, 1827, a treaty was signed bet ween Turkey and Spain «perm tting Span sh merchant vessels to
navigate and trade in the Black Sea. ıı (5) The Treaty of Peace s gned
z.t ;Edirne (Adr anople) between Turkey and Russia opened the Black
Sea to the commerce and navigation of all powers at peace with the
Oltoman Empire. (6)

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Reşa t Ekrem, op. ciı., p. 132; Noraclounghian, op. cit., II . pp. 81-85.
Th e Problem of tht Turkish Straits, op. cit., p. 15.
Reşat Ekrem , op. cit., p. 127. On Janııary 1, 1807, another note was sent
by the Sublime Porte ckclaring the closing of the Straits to merchant
ship ·. Accordin g to thc p incip!cs of İnternational law the Straits should
have been open to neu tral sh · ps. However, Turkey used the right to
in~erfere with n{:ut ral commerce by a blockade of Russia's Black
Sea
shores. Thi s right «wa~ exclusi\·ely a belligerent right before the 19th
cen · ury, and existed on ly in time of war.n Briggs, op. ciı., p. 684.
D ascoy :ci, op: ciı ., p. 166.
British and Fore;f!.n Sta 'e Papers, 1827-2.8, op. ciı . , XV, 762.
The Problem of the Turki.ih Straits, op. cit., p. 15.
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Bef,Jre thıs treaty the ancient rule of Turkish public law pro\ı.'
b tıng the Biack Sea to foreign ships was rarely modified. Opening
the Stra ı ts and the Black Sea to all merchant vessels, the Treaty of
Edırne · null fıed the old rule of Turkish · public law. The Black
Sea was still closed to warships of all fore ign nations. Another stipulation of this treaty permitted Russia to send through the Straits
sh tıs without any restr ction of size and tonnage uprovided they be
merchant shıps ." In the earlier Treaty of Kuchuk Kainardji only
Russian merchant shios usuch as are universallv employed by the
nther P owers for commerce and in the oorts " were permitted freP
nassa12:e.
(Jn May 30, 18:-HJ, a treaty of commerce and navigation was
between- the Unıtea Statcs and the Ottoman Empire. Art'cle 7
gave to American sh ps the rights alreaay granted in the Peace Treatr
of Edirne (Adrianople) of 1829. (1)
::;ıgned

ln 1831 , the governor of Eg:'pt, Mehmet Ali Pasha, revolted
<Jgainst the Sultan and after defeating the Turkish armies, entered
A..natolia .
The Sublime Porte asked help from England in 1832 . Canning
supported this r equest but Palmerston turned it down saying that
England was busy in Belg:um . (2) Su ltan Mahmut II asked Austrıa
and then France for help but was refused . At the tıme France was
furnish ng officers to help train the revolutionary army as well as
cquipment. The Egyptian governor's arın es under the command
of h s son, Ibrahim Pasha, were approaching Istanbul, The Turkish
s0vereign asked Tsar N i ~ho l as for naval and milita~y aid to defend
his capita l. Nicholas, whose policy was to keep a weak Turkey and
to coopera te with other powers of Europe 'f the downfall of Turkey
was inevitable, sent an army corps and a part of his Black Sea fleet.
(3) The eighteenth cemury Russian policy, designed to secure the
partition of Turkey, had been abandoned ' n 1829 . (4)
The presence of the Russian fleet before Istanbul stopped the
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

lb ~·d .

P uryear, op. cit .. p. 19.
lbı d,, p.

Jbi d. , p.

4.
8 and fn . . 15. When Adrianop 1e fell to the Ru ssians, Nicholas
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forces of Mehmet Ali. On February 21 , 1833, a trealy was concluded
at Kutahya between Turkey and ~gypt s rebeJlıous governor. (1) The
Russıan fieet and troops ıeft Turkey, but Europe soon ıearnea that
Count Orloff had succeeded in con·~rnding the Treaty of Hünkar ıske
lesi (Unkıar Iskellessı) wıth 'i'urkey gıvıng to Russ a a preponderance
m the Straıts. Engıand and France had protested to ltussıa agaınst
sendıng its navy and troops to Istanbul;
Austria and 1-'russ~ a had
approved the Russian move. Upon the conclusıon of this treaty, Tur
key became an ally of Russia and her only ob .. ıgat ori was to cıose the
Straits against Russia's enemı es . The concıusıon of th.s treaty aroused
the fears of the W estern Powers who had refused the heıp wanted
by Turkey before she turned to Russ,a. Engıand and France made
protests ın identical language. The Brıtish government delivered the
ioliow ng protest to the Porte on August 26, 1833.
«The undersigned has been instructed
Porte the deep concern with
Government has learnt the conclusion
the 8th of July between the Emperor
Sultan.
Sublıme

to express to the
which the British
of the Treaty of
of Russia and the

"That treaty appears to His Majesty's Government to
produce a change n relations between Turkey and Russia
to which other European States are entitled to object, and
the undersigned is instructed to declare that if the stipulations of that treaty should hereafter lead to the armed
interference of Russia in the internal affairs of Turkey,
the British Government will hold ~ tself at 1 berty to act

(:

1

ordercd a sc~re· committcc wınpo~ed of Princc 'Po!stoi, Prince A. Galitzinc,
Coun
essclrodc, Couııt Chcrn ":he\·, Priı· y Couıısc:or D::ıchkov
::ıncl
Count Kochubcy as ch <: İ nıaıı . .o tudy pe::ıce term~ fayor:.ıb·e ~o Russİa·
Th's coınnı't cc aftcr studying the memoirs of Couııt Nessclrode
ancl
Priı· y Couıısclor Dashko\·, d ~ ciclcd unanimously that ıhc nı:ıintenancc of
the Üt'om :ııı Emp:re was in ·.he iııterest of Ru s ·ia. Thc Commi.tee advised
thc coıırlusioıı of :ııı hoııorablc peace with Turkey. Thus the problem
oııce poscd by M ct' crnich whether to turn «the s!ck man» over to h's doctor or ·.o his heirs was ::ıııswe.ed by Ru si::ı w:th h:s preservation. Jbid·,
and also Andre N. Mandelstam, «La Politique Russe d'Acce3 a la Mediterraııee au XXe Siecle" Recuei! des Cours (Pa.is : Libr:ıifie du
Receuil
Sirey, 1934), I, pp. 602-801.
Reşa~ Ek em, op. cı't., pp. 160-161.
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upon such an occasion in any manner in which the cir •
cumscances of the moment may appear to require equally
an ıf the treaty above m e ntıened were not in existenceıı (1)
'fhe Brıtısn and French object ons were not based on legal
for the Turk sh government jurıdıcally was free to make to
any sıate any concessıon ıt thought ±ıt. With respect to the Treaty
of 1809, wnıch Engıand ınvoked to question the rıght of the Turkish
government to reguıate passage through the Straıts, the princ.ple of
rebus sic stant.ı.bus can be applied. The very exıstence of the state
was in danger and to preserve its existence Turkey had every rıgyt
to depart from the stipulations of the Treaty. Contronted with danger
'l'urkey had appealed fırst to her al.y, Engıand, but England had reJeded the plea for assistance.
grouncıs

As a general refiection on th s period one can say tiı.at the alli
ance and the counter alliances, the efforts to make friends and then
to betray them without hesıtation, reflect the crisis which preva led
;n Europe in the beginning of the ?ineteenth century. The desire of
hegomony among the Great Powers and the fear and susp'cion of
each other are clearly evident in the documents of internatıonal
law of this period. Turkey, to prevent a clash between the Great
Powers, restricted in time of peace its jurisdiction over the Straits, closing them to all foreign warah'ps.
3) Coltective Treaties Restrict1ng Turk'sh Jurisdiction
over the Straits (1840 . to date)
During this period, Westerıı powers wanted to bring the problem of the Turkish quest on to the European Concert. Russia for
many reasons did not oppose this policy. On the coritrary Russia tried
to find support for it in Europe and found ~ t in Austria. Two Conventions on the Straits were concluded in 1840 and 1841 with the participation of major European Powers. The events which led to the
conclusion of these two Conventions were the following. In 1833,
the Russian Baltic fleet was allowed passage through the Stra!ts into
the Black Sea after it had been denied to an Anglo-French squadron.
Upon th's Lord Palmerston observed to Mavrojeni Bey, the Turkish
(ı'

Phillipson and Buxton, op. cit., pp. 67-68.
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Mintster in London, that accordıng to the Treaty of 1809, the British
sholl!d have been granted the right to pass through the
St_raits because th s right was accorded to ı<.ussıan warshıps. ·ıurkey
reJected the Britısh argument. From January to May, 1833, there
were prelım nary negotıatıons between Russia and Austria on the
Ttirkısh question. The vigorous opposıtion of England and France to
the ·Trea cy of Hünkar İskeıesi caused the conclusion o{ a series of
comprehensive agrceements between Austria and Russıa, September
18, 1833, (1) Prussıa acceded to some of them. The most important
of these agreements was the Aus tro-Russian Convent on of Munc hengratz w_th its separate and secret articles. Russia promised, as
long as it was possible to do so, to preserve Turkey. Th s was in t]::ıe
interests of Austria. In the case of the ultimate partition of Turkey,
Austria prom sed to cooperate in order that the interests of the two
countries should be protected. (2) Russia had thus secured the first
foreign support for its pol ey toward Turkey. A commentator claims
with reason that the participation of Austria in Russian policy toward
Turkey decreased the importance of the Hünkar İskelesi (Unkiar İs
kelless) Treaty.
wars~ıps

«The admission of Austria into full partnership with Russia
in everything concerning Turkey, moreover, nullif ed the
advantages secured by Russia at Unkiar Iskellessi. Under
the alliance w th Turkey,- Russia's protectorate and pre ponderance were unquestioned, for Russia m ght exercise
control over the Straits; under the agreement with Austria, Russia virtually promised not to acquire or to act upon
an ·solated advantage o fany kind . Thus Austria was admitted to the benef ts of that treaty without having to share
the respons bilities or else the Treaty of Unkiar cessed to
have any import at all. " (3)
The secret Austrian-Russian alliance was not communicated
generally to other powers. Metternich. mediated the issue between
Russia and England, assuring the latter that Russia had no :ntention
( 1)

(2)

(3)

Puryear, op. cit., p. 21.
The text of thr Secret Ar·' cles of the Convention of Munchen gratz is fou nd
in F . F . Marten s, R ecueil des T raite et Conventions Conclus par la
R ussie avec les Puis "ances E trcnrzeres. IV, 447-49.
Pu ry<a r, op. cit;, P· ZZ.
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uf seizing Istanbul The argument used was that Tsar Nicholas feared

that ı; h s southern provinces, including Georgia, the Ukraine, and
Bessarabia would gravitate toward Constantinople as a new polit cal
center and that the Russian Empire would be cut into two parts.» (1)
The principle of closure of the Straits was agreed upon between
H ııssia and Austria. Baron Brunnow was sent to' London in 1839, to

present the Tsar's offer to substitute a European Treaty for the
Treaty of Hünkar İskeles '. See ng the impossibility of an early agree.
mcnt wıtlı the British government, Baron Brunnow left London on
October 1, 1839, for Suttgart. (2) But, on his way he stopped in England to visit the Duke u{ Wellington and in Germany to visit Prince
Metternich. Dur ng a discussion of the world situatior.., the Duke of
Wel1ington gave as his opinion that first Turkey shou'. d be given the
right of keeping guard at the Straits, and if Turkey was recognized
;:ıı; independent and the Black Sea closed, the Turkish quest on would
be soved. This opinion was the same that the Duke had given to Lord
_ .:ılm ers to n in 1835, when the latter was again back in power. He
had asked the Duke what policy to follow . whether to open the sea of
Marmara and thus the .Straits toBritish ships and zonsequently to
other ships. The Duke had answered .that the Str aits should be kept
closed. (3) Baron Brunnow on his visit to Prince Metternich des·red
th at the Su:tan should declare th s prin cip1e and that the other powers
should then adhere to it. Meanwhile, Palmerston and his cabinet
accept3d the offer of the Tsar and the Four Power Treaty was concluded on July, 1840, for the pacification of the Levant and the estab1 shment of the European principle of closure of the Straits. (4)
it was clearly stated in the preamble and in Art ele 111 that aid
should be sent only upon the demand of the Sultan The sovereign
r ghts of the Sultan were saved, at least publicly. But the aim of the
powers was to maintain the integrity and the independen : '. e of the
Ottoman Empire and it that way to keep pear.e in Europe. They
w::ı uld protect Turkey even without the Sultan's appeal. By the Treaty
of Unk ar Iskelessi, Turkey had accepted the protection of Russia;
(l )
( 21
(3)

(4)

l bid ' p. 24.
Go :ianov, op. ci ı. , p . 72.
lbid., p . 73.
The Problem of ıhe T urk ish Straiıs, op. cıt., pp. 16-1 7.
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the Treaty of 1840, she was put under the collective guarantee of
the Powers. (1) Russia got nothing, her rights in Turkey were reduced ,
but it cooperated in order to gain the friendship of England. The
basis of the Secret Anglo Russian agreement of 1844 was th e negotiafons of 1840. (2)

The French government joined the Powers s·gning the Convention of July 13, 1841. (3) In the preamble, the five signatory Powers
aff rm that this Convention was the manifest proof of the determination of the Powers to resp ect the inviolability of th e Sultan's sovereign
rights and the r sincere desir e to see the strengthening of peace in
his Eİnpire. Th s wording was according to the proposal of France
which sought to preserve the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. Austria had supported this during the negotiations. Brunnow, with whom
Lord Palmerston agreed, obj ected to such a pos tive guarantee. In
the f nal draft there was no guarantee as demanded by France for
the integrity of the Ottoman Em:üre. In the preamble, as in the
preamble to the Convention of 1840, the Powers stated that they
came at the Sultan's invitation to consider jointly in a formal resolution the observance of the an cient rule of closing the Str aits to warsh ·ps of fore gn powers when the Porte was in peace . Whatever w ere
the precautions taken by the Powers to save the dignity of the Sultan, his sovereign rights were r estricted to th e greatest degree. In
tne first article, the Sultan reaffi rmed his intention "to maintain for
the future the pr ne ple invariably established as the ancient rul e
of his Em pire. " This was an obligation towards all powers fo r an
indefinite period, thus a permanent and general obligation
This
obligation lim ted Tur k sh ju risdiction over the Straits for an indefiı•.ite perod . The second article, which was an attemp t to save the
dıgnity and the independence of the Sultan , revealed how h e was
restricted in his rights by being allowed only to deliver fr mans for
ight vessels. (4)
(l )

{?)

(3)

(4)

in Fd1 !· u :ır \' , 184 L ı h e Goı-c . rnr o f E gy pt, M ehm et Ali , acce pted ·the
: u: ho rir\' of · he Turk 'sh Sult;•n !n re turn for :he hereck ary right to rule
in Egypt. T hus ı h e o bie ctiı-e of ı he C om ·ention of 1840 to aid the Sultan
in h is s tru ;ı: gl e •.ı·! th h is rrbell .ous F, gy pti an n sa l was re :ı ched .
Pu ryea·, op. cit., p. 35, and ıı ote 84.
Jbid., p 83.
Th e Prob'em of tlı t' Turk ;slı Stra ;ts. o p. cit., p. 17.
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The Convention of 1840, was considered as the first general
European check to Russ ~an ambitions in the Levant. (1) But this
Convention was at the same time the first collective treaty restr'ctıng Turkish jurisd ction over the Straits. The Convention of 1841
was a gen~ral contractual engagement when the Porte was at peace.
With this ·2ollective treaty Turkish jurisdiction over the Straits was
ı estr c.ted permanently for the pr~ce of bringing the Straits quest'on
oefore the European Concert instead of discussing it only with Russia.
Besides these two conventions, the important event of the period
i840 - 1850 with respect to the Eastern question was th-= secret Anglollussi:ı n agreement of 1844. Tsar Nicholas visited England ' n June
cıf 1814 and discussed the problems of Poland, Be1gium and Persia
eınd the difficulties with France. French intervenLon had magnif ed
the Egyptian quest on to serious proportions in 1832 and 1839 .
.!•'r Jnce s obje ct was the creat on of an Aralı Egyptian. Empire to
~;ıpplant the Ottoman Empire . (2) The Tsar came to a complete agreemen t w th England on the Turkish question. «The question of the
u timate partition of Turkey was settled, conditional upon a later
ıor mu:ation of precis2 terms of the success·on to Turkish domin ions " (3) France was to be excluded in the part tion. The secret
l\.nglo-Russ _an Agreement was unwritten except for the Nesselrode
memorandum and exchange of m nisterial letters in acceptance of the
Memorandum. (4)
In 1853, questions arose as to the rights of neutrals in the Black
Sea. In the cvent Turkey was involved ·n a war, did the neutral
')Owers have the right to enter the Black Sea? Russia denied this right,
clai m ;ng that only the Black Sea Powers could have the use of the
watcrs in time of war England and France claimed that the h' gh sea
\\· as oo~n to all flags . In this case, Turkey being at war, the rule of
elosure of the Straits was suspended and all neutral warships had a
righ t to enter the Straits and they could anchor in bell'.gerent ports.

(l)
r )
(3)

Das coı·· ci, op. cit., P· 198.
Purycar, op, cit., p. 14, 46.
l bl /., p 53.

(4'

Jb;d,
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(1) Turkey's right to refuse passage to the neutral merchant vessels
was discussed above.
The peace negotiat~ons were m.ıı.de on the famous four points
formulated by Fren ch Prernier Drouyn de Lhnys. They were
1. The abolition of the Russian protectorate over the Danubian
principalities;
2. The free navigation of the Danube ;
3. The revision of the Treaty of July 13, 1841 in the interest of
European equilibrium by l n1-ting the power of Russ a in the Black
Sea; and
4. Renunc ation by Russia of its former right of protecting the
Christian subjects in Turkey. (2) Russia accepted all the po nts except .
the third one On December 28, 1854, at the meetirı:g of the representatives the Fr:ench Ambassador to Austria, Baron de Bourqueney
presented to Frince Gortchakoff, Russian Ambassador to Austria, a
memorandum which had been prepared with the assistance of Count
Buol, the Austr an M n ster for Foreign Affairs, and Lord Westmoreland, the British Ambassador to Austria. Russia was told that the
object of the revision of the Treaty of 1841 was to balanc:e the Ottoman Empire against Russian power in the Black Sea area with the
lıope of establishing a permanent state of equil brium among
the
European powers. (3) Pr nce Gortchakoff said that the principle of
relating Turkey to th 3 European state system was acceptable to
Russia, but in an attempt to limit Russia's power on the Black Sea,
the other European powers were in effect violating the sovere gn
rights of Russia. The conclusion of the treaty of De:::ember 2. between Austria and England led Russia to revise her adamant pos tion
and accep t the "Four Points ." Prince Gortchakoff, in the end, said
that he did not obiect to a ·.c onference on the meilnS to put an end
to the Russ an preponderan~e on the Black Sea if the other powers
did not seek to violate the honor and dignity of the Russian Tsar.
This was agre€d to by Emperor Franc s Joseph on January 2, 1855,
in an interview with Prince Gortchakoff. Russia accepted the abolition of the Russian protectorate over the Ruman·an principalities
and the freedom of navigat on on the Danube. In order to save the
(1)
(2)
(3)

N ys, op. et., P· 466.
Dascovici, op. cit., p, 212..
Phi l: r:·on and Bux on, op.

cıt . , p

-
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face of tbe Tsar, Prince Gortchakoff had added the stipulation that
th2 protectorate had never existed. The Russian Chancelor, Count
Nesselrode, in a communication to Gortchakoff stated the view of
th e Russian government on the revision of the Treaty of 1841.
uThe Emperor judges this question with perfect impar
tiality He starts from the principle that our transactions
concluded direcly with the Porte, never rpade the Black
Sea a c·osed sea. The closing of the stra ts to the military
flag was not then the result of our transactions with the
Porte. It was due only to the ancient legi~lation of the
Ottoman Empire, the treaty of 1841 serving simply to
recognize and confirm this principle, established by the
Sultans in the r capacity of sovere gns of the territory
adjacent to the two straits. They are free to open the passage as they are entitled to close it. As long as the straits
remain closed it followed naturally that the Black Sea
was accessible only to warships of the two litteral powers,
Russia and Turkey. The inferiority of the latter is not a
new fact; we do not contest it. Furthermore, the Emperor
h mself does not object to the Sultan's emerging, if he
deems it ne..::essary, from the forced isolation imposed on
him by the Black Sea so long as_ it remained closed. The
Emperor is th2n the f rst to admit the power that the Sultan possesses in right and in fact to open the passage of
the straits to the warships of States with wh'ch he is at
peace; but, reciprocally, in open;ng the straits on easier
terms, to authorize the passage from one sea to the other,
·n favor of a' l nations. If this principle adopted in the
interest of the general equ.librium, can serve to put an
end to the re~ative inferiority ·n which the port was pla ::ed
through its isolation , the Emperor will be ready to give
spontaneously th "s fresh pledge of security to the peace
of Europe ." (1)
in stating that Russia nev.e r made the Black Sea a closed sea,
Count Nesselrode forgot Arfcl ~ VII of the Treaty of September 23.
i805. in this article the ancien t . _: G of the Ottoman Empire in acceıı
ting the Black Sea as a closed sea was not ment;oned. On thı; contrary,
(l)

fb;d, , P· 90.
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•
ıt vvas said that ııthe two high contracting parties agree to consider
the Black Sea as closed ." The anc ent rule of the Ottoman Empirc
appeared for the first t me in an international agreement in 1809,
in a treaty conc' ud ed between Turkey and Great Britain. Baron
Brunnow attempted in the negotiations of 1840, to get the assent of
the other powers in declaring tlre Black Sea as a closed sea; but
Pa1merston and Metternich objected to it on the ground that it was
not consonant with the stipulations of the Treaty of Adrianoplc
which opened the Black Sea to the commerce of all the nations. (1)
Coun t Buol explained to Prince Gortchakoff that the western powers
considered that a large Russian fleet stationed in the Black Sea area,
which was closed to other warshi_!)s, was a permanent and cont;nual
menace to Turkey as well as a cause of concern to Europe. Prince
Gortchakoff answered that Turkey was weak and that the Russian
fleet would insure Istanbul from falling into the hands of any great
European power. (2)

There were two ouestions to be determined : 1. a mod' fication
of the Treaty of 1841 in such a manner as to inc1ude Turkey in any
arrangement for the maintenance of European equ librium; and 2.
the stat.us of naval forces on the Black Sea. On the second question,
Russia asked the freedom of passage for all warships through the
Straits. England, France and Turkey reiected this proposal. There
upon the Russian government proposed to close the Straits accord ·ng
to the ancient rule of the .Ottoman Empire and to give to the Sultan
llberty to reopen the Straits if in h .s judgement he considered it
uecessary. Th;s was a vain effort. England and Fran ~e were united
in their determination to contain the Russian fleet. The mare apartum
:ı nd m<.>re clausum propositions of Russia were
rejected. Russ a,
refusing to have the operations of its naval forces restricted, broke
ııegotiati ons . In October, 1855, Austria offered new proposals. In
f,pite of its alliance with England and France, Austr· a was unable to
intervene in the war becauze the German Diet had rejected the
mobilization proposal of the government. The new proposal to the
Russian government consisted of a memorandum asking for the the
neutralization of the Black Sea: no mirtary flag would fly in the
(1)

Ibid.

(2)

G 1 :·İ;> r m·,

•
op. cit,, pp . 101-102.
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Black Sea with the exception of security forces judged necessary by
Hussia and Turkey for the protect on of their shores. To this pr9posal,
Russia answered with a counter-proposal which was to close the
Straits and to neutralize the Black Sea with the except 9n of Russian
:ı.nd Turkish forces whose number and tonnage would be determ'ned
by direct negotiations between the two powers. In December, Austria
s ent an u1timatum to Russia demand ng negotiation on the basis of
the Allied f>roposals. The attitude of Prussia and the Scandi oavian countr es :nfluenced Russia to sue for peace . Russia accepted
the Austrian ultimatum and the peace preliminary was signed the
first of February at Vienna. (1) The first meeting of the Peace Conierence was held at Paris on February 25, and after long d scussion
a General Treaty and two Conventions were signed. The Black Sea
was neutralized by the General Treaty. It was 'n perpetuity inter .
dicted to all warships; only some light warships were allowed. It
was open to the merchant navy of all nations. The maintenan : e of
any military-marit me arserıal on its coasts was prohibited. In the
Convention Respect ng the Straits of the Dardanelles and of the
Bosphorus the Su'tan declared to mainta!n for the future the ancient
rule of his Empire, thus not to admit any foreign warships into füe
Straits so long as the Porte was at peace. The S gnatory Powers
engaged to respect this rule.
From the standpoint of internaf onal law the most important
article of the General Treaty is Article VII, which reads as follows:
cc Article VII. Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, His Majesty the Emperor
of Austr a His Maj €sty the Emperor of France, His Majesty the King of Pruss·a, His Majesty the Emperor of all
the Russias, and His Majesty the King of Sardinia, declare
the Sublime Porte admitted to participate in the advan
tages of the public law and the system of Europe. Their
majesties engage, each on h' s part, to respect the independence and the territorial integr'ty of the Ottoman Empire
to guarantee in common the strict observance of that
engagement, and will in consequence, consider any act
tending to its violation as a question of general interest.ıı
(2).
( l)
(2)

D ascovici, op. cit·, p. 221.
Ph 'Jlip on ~ nd Buxron , ofJ. cİl·ı pp. 95-96.
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Until 1856, the family of nati0ns (a concept originaf ng in the
Treaty of Westphalia in 1648) was limited to Christian nations. Its
strict y European nature gave way with the admission of Amer can
0tates; with Turkey's acceptance in 1856, a non-Christian state was
admitted for the first time. (1) Today the concept of the family of
nations and its law has been expanded until 1 t is universal.
With the General Treaty a new notion was added to in~rnational
iaw, that of the neutral zed ·sea. The high sea and the territorial sea
only were known to international law before the General Treaty of
1853. The prindple of continental neutrality accepted in the case
Jf B e lg ıu m and of Switzerland in the interest of European equilibr. . um
was applied for the same reasons to a sea (2) The fact that warships
were denied accese to some seas does not constitute a violation of
the liberty of th2 seas, th s denial can, on the contrary, be designed
to maintain th s liberty. (3) Some writers on international law welcomed this new prind ple but advocated giving an island in the .
Aegean Sea to Russia as a naval station for 'ts fleet. (4) Russia's open
ınten Eon s as to Istanbul and theStraits prevented the powers from
L:ıking such action. They preferred to neutral ze the Black Sea. The
only r eal objection to the neutralisation was that the Black Sea was
n~atra 'ized only in t me of peace , (5) If the
Black Sea had been
ııe utra lize d
for war as well, as Switzerland was, the new system
would have been logical and Russia could have had no objection. The
Black Sea neutralised only during peacetime meant in case of war a
Turkish preponderance in the Black Sea. In fact , Turkey by keeping
~ :_ıbstantial fl.eets in other waters was able to assemble in a short time
::ı 1arge force on the Black Sea in case of war. The powers found a

( l)
(7)
(3)
(4)

•

(5)

\' son, op. cit., pp. 20, 2L 48; Fenwick, op. ciı. , p. J08.
P ,. 1 Lou' s Enet P r: dier Ernest, Tra.'t/> dr Droiı lnternaı~·onal Pub!ic
l:,ı "0/Jenı c ! Aıınricain (Par :s: G. P . doııe-L::ıuric', 1885), II , p. 185.
ı ~. h;ınn K a s p:ır B'u ntfc h i. L e Dro:'ı Jn ·trnational Codifi~, Trad. franca isc,
'~ · cd. (P:,.·i: : Gu i ll ;ı uıı:ıin et Cie, 1886).
D scovic' , op. cit., p. 223, quotiııg L. Kamarowsk ;, u L :ı Qu estioıı d'Orient»
Rwur Generale de D roit I nternaıiona! Public (1869), p. 420.
i n fac the Bl ack Sea wa : neu tra l'zecl in pe ı pe '.uity acco rdi ng to the General Trea y of 1856. B ut the Convention R especting thc Strai ts expressly
dec:mcd th ;ı t rhe Sultan would c 1ose t lıe Straİ '.s and ehe Bb ck Sea to
ıı·:•ıs h ips only during tim~ of peace.
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ew and effe:::tive principle for international law. The neutral sea
was better than mare apertum wh eh left Istanbul and the Straits
open to a sudden Russian attack; and it was even better than mare
clausum with a Russian preponderance in the Black Sea. The princ ·pal
of mare clausum ·:::ould not prevent the Crimean War. The powers
insisted on the reduction of armaments in the Black Sea during peace
instead of accepting it on a permanent wartime-peacetime bas s. (1)
The Un ted States was ·1:)t c signatory to the Treaty of }laris. In
go ve nıınent obtained a firman which had
the
effect of admitting a l igl:ıt warship for legation service. The f fty gun
frigate Wabash was sent promptly to Istanbul Upon this the British,
French ant! Russıan governments protested and the Wabash was
soon w thdrawİı. The Am 2rican-Turkish Treaty of Commerce and
Navigation of February 25, 1862, reaff rmed the freedom of passage
to American merchant vessels, but the freedom of passage for
·varships was not mentioned. Another incident was the arrival in the
Bosphorus of the U. S. S. Franklin in 1868. Again upon the protests
0f the interested powers, Turkey sent a note to the American government ueclaring that ·n th 2 future only the passage of l·ght vessels
through the Straits would be allowed. In this note of September 28,
1861, Saffet Pasha declared that uhenceforward there will positively
be no exception· but for vessels of war which may have on board a
rnvereign or the chief of aforeign state ... (1)
1858, the American

On September 9, 1870, a few days after Prussia's victory at
Sedan, Bismarck sent instruct ons to the Prusş· an minister at Petersburg to communicate to the Tsar the view of the King of Prussia that
(1 )

(l)

In the General Treaty the neutralization Was for all times, not on]y for
pc::c c . (( ...... its waters, ...... are fo.mally and in perpetuity intcrclicted to
ıhe flag of war.» Art:cle XI. In the Convention respecting the Straits of
the D arda nelle ; and of the Bosphorus, Articl e I exclucles warships only
in :ime of peace.
«·· · · · -so long as the Porte is at peace, His M ajesty shall ad mit no foreign
ship of wa r into the said Str:ı;ts.ıı What was the real intention of the
Powers? The logical interp. etation would be that the \·ictors wanted to
proeced to the Black Sea in case of a Turkish Russian war. En~land and
France were concerned with Russia's aim on the Straits.
Harry N. Howard, «The Uni ted States and the Problem of the Turkish
Straits.>> Middle E a.rt fournal (Wash "ng'.on , 1948). I, 59-60.
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Russia was jusffied in askng for a modification of the Treaty of
1853. Prince Gortchakoff, feel ng conf dent that none of the Signat'.>ries of the Treaty of 1856 would dec~are war, and having the open
support of Prussia, issued his circular dispatch of October 31, 1870.
The important parts of this faı:nous note are as follows :
«The successive alterations which the transactions con sidered as the foundat on of the European balance of
power have undergone dur·ng late years, have rendered
it n~cessary for the Imperial Cabinet to inquire how far
their results affect the politica! position of Russia. Among
thes~ transactions, that which interests Russ a most directly
is the Treaty of March 18/ 30, 1856 ... ,By laying down
this principle (neutralization of the Black Sea) the
signatory Powers intended to remove any possibility of a
confllict between the Powers bordering on the Black Sea,
or between them and the maritime Powers. It w.as intended
to increase the number of the terr_tories which ha ve been
accorded the benefit of neutral ty by unanimous consent
uf Europe, and thus protect Russia herself from all danger
of attack. A fifteen years. exper·ence has proved that this
principle, on which the safety of the whole extent of the
Russian front ers in th·s direction exclusively depends, is
no more than a theory.,, (1)
The note stated that Turkey maintained unlimited naval forces
in the Aegean Sea and at the Straits, whereas, Russia had only limited forces in the Black Sea. France and England were powerful in
the Mediterranean . The General Treaty excluded warships from the
Black Sea, but the Stra ts Convention excluded them only in time
of peace This ccıntradiction exposed Russian shores to attack. Many
infractions of the Treaty occurred; the Signatories consented in regard
to Moldavia and Wallachia certain practices which were aga'nst the
written sf pulations; foreign warships were allowed to en ter the
Straits and ııwhole squadrons ıı were admitted to the Black Sea.
"Under these circumstances, His Majesty could not but ask
himself what are the Rights and Dut;es accruing to Russia
from these modifications of the general situation and the
(1)

Phillipson ::nd Buxton, op. cit., p. 106.
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departures froın the engagements whicJı, although ·: once ved in a spirit of dis trust towards herself, she has invariably and scrupulously observed .
uAfter maturely consider ng this question, His Imperial Majesty has arrived at the following conclusions,
which you are instructed to bring to the knowledge of Lhe
Government to which you are accredited.
uOur illustrious Master cannot adm·t, de jure, that
Treaties, violated in several of the r essential and general
clauses, should remain binding in other clauses directly
affecting the interests of his Empire.
uH s Majesty cannot adrnit, de facto, that the security
of Russia shou· d depend on a f·ction which has not stood
the test of time and should be imperilled by her respect
for engagements which have not been observed in their
integrity.
uConfiding in the feeı:ngs of justice of the Powers
who have signed the Treaty of 1856, as well ·as ' n their
consciousness of their own dignity, the Emperor comma~ds
you to declare that His Imperial Majesty cannot any longer
hold himself bound by the stipulations of the Treaty of
18/ 30th March, 1856, as far as they restrict h s Sovereign
Rights in the Black Sea.
"...... In acquitfng yourself of this duty, you will take
care to point out that our illustrious Master has only the
safety and dignity of his Empire in view." (1)
Russ a declared that she was prepared in the inter ests of peace
'o come to an understanding with the Powers for the purpose of
estab:ish ng a just and equitable arrangement on a more solid foundation. On November 10, Lord Granville, the British Foreign Minister,
p: 0tested the Russian note. He insisted that the power to release
a s gnatory par~y from any or all of the stipnlations of an engagement
belongs to the States that are parties to the instrument. (2) He
cont'nued :

(1 )
(2)

Briggs , op. cit., p. 475.
Phillipson ancl Buxton, op. cit., p. 109.
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uThe d2spatches of Frince Gortchakoff appear i.o
assu~e that any one of the Powers who have signed the
engagement may allege that occurences have taken place
which, in its opinion, are at variance with the provisions
of the treaty, and, although this view !s not shared nor
admitted by the consignatory Powers, may found upon
that allegat on, not a request to these Governments for
the consideration of the case, but an announcement to
them tha t it has emancıpated itself or holds it emancipated ,
from any st pulations of the treaty which it thinks it to
dissapprove. Yet it is qu te evident that the effect of such
a doctrine, and of any proceeding which with or without
avowal, is found ed upon it. s to bring the entire aut hority and efficacy of treaties under the discretionary
control of each one of the Powers who may have signed
them; the result of which wou ld be the entire destruction
of treaties in th~ir essence. For whereas their whole object
is to b nd Po.wers to one another, and for this purpose
ec.·ch one of the parties surrenders a portion of 'ts free
agency, by the doctrine and proceeding now in question,
one of the parties in its separate and individual capacity
brings back the ent re subject into 'ts own control and
rema.ins bound only to itself. ,, (1)
Granville added that Grea t Britain was ready with other signatories to consider any changes in the s'tuation and negotiate
mod ficat ons. Gortchakoff commented that the English protest was
a real dissertation on the law of nations. (2 )
In an interview bet·.veen Granville and Brunnow, the Russian
Ambassador to the Court of Saint James, the latter pointed out two
precedents contrary to the British contention that treaty stipulations
could be leg timately abrogated only by the consent of all part'es.
First of these precedents was the fact that Lord Russell and Lord
Clarendon had acquiesced in 1864, in the denunciation of the Treaty
of London of 1852, by Prussia and Austria during the negotiations
in London relative to the affairs of Denmark. The second precedent
(1)
(2)

lbid.; p . 110.
I bid ., p. 111.
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was that ' n 1866, in accept ng Prussian annexations, Lord Stanley had
acquiesced in the consequent repudiation of the Treaty of Vienna of
J 815. The Russian procedure surprised the European cabinets. Even
Bismarck was d sappointed because he wanted to discuss the quest on of the Orient after the complete defeat of France. (1) American
opınıon
favored Russia. Hamilton Fish, the Secretary of State,
acknowledged to the Russian Minister at Washington that uthe American Government had never recognized the Treaty of Paris.n F sh
even suggested the conclusion of an offensive and defensive all;ance
between the two Powers, if Russia would be prepared to support the
United States in the Alabama claims. (2) Fish declared that :
ult is true that the United States, not having been a party
to the Treaty of Par s, may have more or loss reason to
complain of any curtailment of their r ghts under the law
of nations which it may be effected . No · formal complaint
on the subject, however, has yet been addressed to either
of the parties to that instrument, through the restriction
which it imposes on the r ght of our men of war to the
pass!ige of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus is under
serious consideration. ıı (3)
Closure of the Straits to warships was a generally accepted principle.
in some instances, as pointed out above, the United States acquiesced
in th s principle by withdraw ng its warships upon protests by the
interested Powers. The insistence of Hamilton Fish on the right of
American men of war t9 the passage of the Straits was based therefore more on political than legal considerat ons.
The protests contained in the Russian note deserve analysis.
One concerned Moldav a and Wallachia and stemmed from the un'on
of these prinsipalities under a foreign pr·nce. Russ:a chose to ignore
Lhe fact that its representative at the Paris Conference of 1856 had
intervened in faver of the now-criticized union. A second Russian
~'rotest referred to uwhole squadronsıı be ng allowed through the
Stra ts in violation of the Treaty of Paris. This charge was not in
accord with the facts . According to a return laid before Parliament
(1)
(2)
(3)

Dascovici, op. ciı., p. 236.
Phillipson and Buxton, op. cit., p. ıız .
Foreİf!.n R elations of the Uııited States, 1871 ,
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OfJ.

cit., p. 89().

(1871), (1) in the fifteen years from 1856 to 1871, nine foreign warships, larger than the 1 ght vessels allowed by the Treaty of Paris,
were permitted to pass through the Straits. In seven other cases the
passage of foreign ships was questioned but n none had a violation
of the Treaty occurred. Of nine warships allowed one was British,
three were American, two Austrian, one French, one Prussian and
one Russ an. The United States not being a signatory party to the
Treaty of Paris, the passage of Amer.can vessels dıd not constitute
a breach of the Treaty. The Russian warship passed through the
Straits on April 5, 1868. A complainant's breach of a rule can not be
arcepted as proof of the inapplicability of the rule. «Cette invocation
semble manifestement contraıre a un princ ple moral consacre en
clroit : nemo auditur propriam turpitudinem allegans.ıı (2) The invocation on the introduction of armored warships, unknown at the
conclusion of the Treaty of 1856, was not sufficıent by itse.f to justify
the un lateral declaration of Russia, because the recent progress
made in maritime techniques did not modify the general situation
of 1856. (3)

Russia claimed that her r ghts of sovereignty and self preservation and her d .gnity were affected by the Treaty of 1856. But in peace
treat es the sovere:gnty and dignity of the defeated party are always
more or less affected . In international law duress does not invalidate
consent, as it does in a munic pal law contract. «A d ctated treaty is
as valıd as one freely entered into on both s des ıı (4) A peace treaty
can not be denounced unilaterally. Lauterpacht, asserting the fundamental ident ty of contracts and treaties, accepts, nevertheless, that
ııthere are few questions in international law in which there ' s such
a measure of common agreement as this, that duress, so far as States
are concerned, does not invalidate a contract.ıı (5)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Phillipso n and Buxton, op. clt., p. 11 3, quoting Sir E. H ertslet, Map of
Europe bı• Trtat)I (London, 1875 1891), lII, 1895.
D ascoYici , op. clt., p. 230. Thi s inrncat ion seems m ani festly against a moral
principle consecrated in law·

lbid.
Brier!y, op. cit., p. 230.
Lauterpacht, Prlvate Law Souı ces an d Analof!.İe• of lnternational
London, 1927), 161167, quoted İn Briggs, op. clt .ı p. 480.
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Law

One of the Russian allegations was that fundamental relations
ın Europe had changed, and the circumstances ın which the Treaty
of Par s was concluded no longer existed. This allegation is based
on the presumption that «all treaties are made upon the tacit assumption that a vital change of circumstances will justify the unilateral
denunc ation of a treaty : conventio omnis inteltigitur rebus sıc
stantJbus.n (1) Bismarck's opinion on thıs subject was that «the
clause rebus s ~c stantibus is tacitly understood :n all treaties that
involve performance. All contracts between Great States cease to be
uncond tionally binding as soon as they are tested by the struggle
for existence. (2) Bismarck along wıth German experts on ınterna
tional law defended this point of view.
«No great nation will ever be induced to sacrifice its
existence on the altar of fidelity to contract when it :s
compelled to choose between the two. The maxim «Ultra
posse nemo obligatur ,, holds good in spite of all treaty
formulas whatsoever, nor can any treaty guarantee the
degree of zeal and the amount of force .that will be devoted
tv the discharge of obligations when the private interest
of those who lie under them no longer reinforces the text
and its earl est nterpretation. ıı (3)
Bluntschli, who defended the rules of international law against
the military necessity theory of Von Moltke, presented the view that
a state was bound to respect the treaties and other international
engagements affecting its amour-propre but was not obliged to perform such obl gations as were incompatible with its exıstence or
prevented its deve opment. (4) For Hefter the criterion for the
(1)

(Z)

(4)
(3)

Rescarch İn lııternationa/ Law Unda tlıe Auspices of the Faculty of the
H arvard Laıv Schoo!, American f oumal of l ntenıaıional Law, Supp!emenıs,
(1935), V. XXIX pp. I0>6-1126. Hcreinaftcr cited as Harvard Research. J.
W. Fo ter, The Practice of Diplomacy, (1906), eh. 15, quoted in Phillipson
and Ruxron, op. ciı ., p. 115.
Otto Bi marck, Bismarck the Man and the Statesmanı beİnf!. the reflecıions
and reminiscences of Otta, Prince voıı Bismarc kı written and dicra·ed
by himse:f after his retirement from qfficc. A. J. Butler, t~ans . (London:
Smith, Elder & Co, 1898), Il, 280.
l bid.} p. 270.
Phillipson, lnternational Law · and the Great W ar, (London 1915), pp.
138-141, quoted in Ph illipson ::ınd Buxron, op. ciı ., p. 116.
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.r epudiation of an agreement was the conflict of the international
agreement with a nation's wellbeing. These criteria are broad. Who
is to decide ı f the new cond tions put the nation's existence and its
well being in danger? Such an authörity is not invested in an international court and uone party to a treaty may not, under the rule
of rebus sic stantibus unilaterally declare its obligat ons thereunder
to have ceased to be b nding whether or not a request has previously
been made.» (1) P. right of unilateral abrogation or annulment is
mentioned n some decisions by, international tribunals, but this right
is recogn:zed only under the condit on that the disputed case be
submitted to a judicial authority for final decision.
The best method to dec de upon a change of conditions is to
call a new conference of the signatory powers and to discuss any
changes that seem nesessary. Th s was what Turkey did in 1936. The
conditions being chaİıged, the clauses in the Convention of Lausanne
relating to the regime of the Straits of 1923 had to be changed.
Turkey sent a note to the signatory powers asking them to rediscuss
the problem. This demand was accepted and after negotiations, the
M'mtreux Convention of 1936 was signed.
uif s gnatories are to be allowed to repudiate... t?eir
deliberately executed engagements at their arbitrary will,
then negotiation will become a hyPJcritical farce, relationsh ps between States will rest r:ıı a precarious basis, and
the community of nations w.11 be hardly more than a
name. Some refer the binding force of treaties to natural
or moral law, to the moral consciousness of mankind, or
to the innate sense 0~ right in man. Some derive it from
the self-limitation voluntar ly imposed by the respective
contracting par' ·.es, others again attribute it to long established custom. All these considerations are worthy of
being taken into account; but for our present purpose we
may say simply that if the b nd ng force of treaties and
international law is universally denied, treaties and international law cannot have any real existence, international
transactions become imposs ble and the soc ety of States
becomes a non-entity. But in the present condition of the
(l)

H arvard Research, op. cit., P· 1102.
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world the existence of a society of States is inevitable; and
the non-existence of a system of international law is
inconce vable. No doubt a State may at a certain moment
think it advantageous or expedient to renounce an undertak ng; but the dictates of honour and justice demand its
observance. And honour and justice are eternal attributes
of human worth and dignity, they are indispensable
essentials of public life; without them international rela·
tionships, frank harmonious, based on mutual understanding, are impossible.,, (1)
H is generally agreed in nternational law that «a Treaty may be
denounced by a party only when such denunciation is provided for
in the treaty or consented to by all other parties. A denunciation
ınust be in accordance with any cond tions laid down in the treaty
or agreed upon by the part es.,, (2) In Article XIV of the General
Treaty of Paris of 1856, there was no such permissive stipulation, on
the contrary there was a prohibition to abrogate unilaterally: «It
cannot be either annulled or modified w thout the assent of the
1 owers signing the present Treaty.ıı Russia could call for a conference
i.o d scuss the changes. The General Treaty was concluded for
perpetuity, which was not reasonable. But the method used by Russia
to obtain release from the Treaty restriction was not justifiable.
Lord Granville proposed a protocol declar·ng the inviolability
of treaties ~nd prohib ting signatory parties from withdrawing from
;::ny sitipulations without the consent of consignatories. Brunnow
agreed to sign th s declaration if it would not be retroactive. Bismarck,
who had encouraged Russia to break its promise, approved the
Br tish proposal and instructed Count Bernstorff to sign it. (3) The
following dcclaration was agreed upon.
«The plenipotentiaries of North Germany, of Austria Hungary, op Great Brita·n, of Italy, of Russia, and of Turkey, assembled to day in Conference, recogn ze that it is
an essential principle of the Law of Nations that no Power
can liberate itself from the engagements of a Treaty, nor
(l)
(2)
(3)

Phillipson and Bux·on, op. ciı. , pp. 117 118.
H arvard Reseaı·clı,. p. 117 ~
Phillipson and Buxron, op. cıt . , p. 121.
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modify the stipulations thereof, unless with the consent
of the Contracting Powers by means of .an amicable arrangement.
«ln faith of which the said Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Protocol.
«Done at London, 17th January, 1871. Bernstorff,
Apponyi, Granville, Cadorna, Brunnow, Musurus, Broglie
(13th March, 1871)." (1)
The Treaty of London of March 13, 1871, simply gave legal
standing to the de facto situat on. (2) By this new treaty the Turkish
jurisdiction over the Straits was increased. Probably to compensate
for the d scontinuance of the Black Sea's neutralization, the Sultan
was given the power to admit during peace time cı the vessels of war
of friendly and all ed Powers, in case the Sublime Porte should
judge it necessary in order to secure the execution of the stipulations
of the Treaty of Paris of March 30, 1856 " The Black Sea remained
open to the mercant le marine of all nations. Of the four collective
treaties regulating the Turkish Stra·ts, the Convention of London
of 1871 was least restrictive of Turkish jurisdiction.
Russia on April 16, 1877, concluded the Convention of Bucharest
with Rouman·a by which 't received permission to send troops across
Roumanian territory. A few days later Russian armies were to invade
Ottoman territory. On April 24, Turkey appealed to the Powers for
their mediation in accordance with Arf ele VIII of the Treaty of
Paris, and on the next day, it made a fo:r:l'\lal protest to the Powers
against Russia 's declaration of war and the invasion of Turkish
territory. (3) The Earl of Derby sent a dispatch to St. Petersburg, in
which he declared the British government's disappr oval of the Rus-

(1 )
(2)

Briggs, op. cit .. P· 476, quoting Henslet, op. cit., II, 1904.
The British P arliament blamed the governm.ent fcir con -enting to the re\'İ
sion of the P aris Treaty. cıMr. Gladstone replied ılıat Lord Palmerston
h ad always been of the opinion that the neu.t ralization of the Black Sea
could not be a dur~ b l e arr::ıngement and that Lord Clarenden has shared
thi s \'İew » Phil lip · oıı and Buxton, op. cit., p. 127, q uo·ing Hansard,
Parliamentary D ebates, 3d ser., CC IV, 850. Gladstone also revealed that
France ::ınd Au tria had formerly propostcl to revisc the principlc of nem,ra li za t icın.

(3)

Phillipson and B uxton, op. cit·, p. 137.
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s:an nvasion . This invasion was in violation of the Treaty of Par's
whereby Russia and the other signatories had agreed to respect the
independence and territorial ntegrity of the_ Ottoman Empire. The
dispatch went on stating that the invasion was against the Declarat on of 1871 signed by Russia and other Po\\'.ers, that no party to a
treaty may denounce it or modify its stipulaf ons without the consent
of other parties to it. (1)
Nothing resulted from the Turkish protests and the British note;
hostilities cont nued and on January 31, 1878, the Convention of
Adr anople was signed providing for the conclusion of an armistice.
In the armistice agreement s'. gned that day the Straits problem was
envisaged ·n the following form: "His Imperial Majes~y the Sultan
shall come to an understanding with His Majesty the Emperor of
Russia in order to secure the rights and ·nterests of Russia in the
Straits of the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. » (2) On March 5, 1878,
the Treaty of San Stefano was concluded between Russia and the
Ottoman Empire. Article XXIV dealt with the Stra ts. It was as
follows :
«The Bosphorus and the Dardanelles shall remain
open in time of war, as in time of peace, to the merchant
vesse!s of neutral States arriving from or bound to Russian Ports. The sublime Porte consequent'y engaged
.
never henceforth to establısh at the ports of the Black
Sea and the Sea of Azov a fictitious blockade at variance
w th the spirit of the Declaration signed at Paris, April
4-16, 1856. » (3)
When the British government learned about the provis·ons of
the treaty, there was great excitement, and the country prepared for
\AJ ar. Austria, too, armed Lord Salisbury in a circular denounced
the treaty as being in conflict with British interests ;n the East,
and n contravention of existing international agreements and declarations (4) On June 3, the German government invited the Powers to
meet at Berl n . On the following day a secret Anglo-Turkish defensive
alliance was concluded at Istanbul. Under the terms of this conven -

.

( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Jbid.
I bid., p. 145.
T he Problem of the Tu r"k ish Straits, op. cit., P· 18.
Phil lipson and Bux·on, op. cit., pp . 146-147.
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tion, England promise<i to defend the Asiatic possessions of the Sultan in the . case of the a_cquis tion of Batoum, Ardahan and Kars by
Russia. Turkey agreed to the occupation and administration of
Cyprus by Great Br tain. (1) The Powers accepted the inv tation of
the German government, and as a resuıt of the Conference the Berlin Treaty was signed .. Article IXIII took the place of Article XXIV
of the San Stefano Treaty, which dealt with the Straits.
uThe Treaty of Paris of March 30, 1856, as well as the
Treaty of London of March 13, 1871, are maintained in
all such of their provisions as are not abrogated or modified by the preced ng stipulations. » (2)
During the negotiations a difference of 'nterpretation on the prin ciple of closing the Straits appeared. Lord Salisbury declared that
that the British engagements in regard to the Straits were only w'th
the Sultan, and implied no obligaf on towards the other signatory
powers. Russian plenipotentiary Shuvaloff insisted that the rule of
dosing the Straits was based on a jo·nt engagement of the powers.
uNow Great Britain held what Russia had before maintained and
Russia held what Great Britain before maintained.» (3)
The British claim seems more justifable than the Russian.
Russia's point of view was right for the period preceding the London
Convention of 1871; but with this Conventiop the Sultan was empowered to open the Stra·ts, in case the Subl me Porte should judge it
necessary So no authorization of the other Powers was necessary
to open the Straits. Russia claimed joint authorization was necessary
to open them. Wilh the strengthening of its Black Sea fleet and the
concentration of its polit'cal action 'n the East, the Russian interpretation changed. Russia wanted to barga'n alone with the Sultan for
the passage of ;ts fleet; but at that time it was more to the advantage
of Great Britain that ·a more collective author·zation be required.
Russia and Great Britain were both wrong because in internaf onal
law it is inadmiss·bıe for a party to a treaty to interpret it according
to the necessities of the time.

(1)
(Z)
(3 )

lbid., p . 148.
Th e Problem of th e Tur kish Straits, op. cit., p . 18·
D ascovici, op. cit. ı p. 254; Phill ipson and Buxton, op.
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ciı .,

p. 170.

W th respect to Turco-American relations over the Straits there
is the instruction of Secretary Fish to Wayne MacVeagh, the American M nister in Istanbul, a few months after the Convention of
London of 1871 was signed.
uThis Government is not disposed to prematurely raise
any question to disturb the ex·sting control which Turkey
claims over the Straits leading into the Euxine. It has
observed the acqu eseence of other powers whose greater
propinquhy would suggest more intimate interests in
usage whereby the Porte claims the right to exclude the
nat onal vessels of other Powers from the passage of the
Stra ts. But while this• government does not deny the
existence of the usage and has had no occasion to question
the propriety of its observance, the President deems it
important to avoid recognizing it as a right under the law
of naf ons .. . If this right has been claimed by Turkey in
respect to the Black Sea, it must have originated at a time
when she was pos tively and comparatively in a much more
advantageous position to enforce it than she is now. The
B!ack Sea, like the Baltic Sea is a vast expanse of waters
which wash the shores not alone of Turk.sh territory but
those of another great power who may, in time of peace
at least, expect visits from men of war of friendly states.
It seems unfajr that any such cla'ms as that of Turkey
should be set up as a bar to such an intercourse, or that
the privilege should in any way be subject to her suf ferance.
uThere is no practical question making ;t necessary
at present to discuss the subject, but should occassion
arise when you are called upon to refer to it, you wil.l bear
in m·nd the distinction taken above, and be cautious to go
no further than to recognize the exclus'on of the vessels
as a usage. " (1)
There i sone point in this instruction which calls for a little
discussion. What authority does the United States President have t"
(1)

ForeiJ!.11 R e/at /o ns of the U nited States, 1871, op. c /ı .• pp- 902-903
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recogn ze or not a right under ·nternational law? What are. the legal
consequences of non-recognition by the United States to a right
already established in the Law of Nations? The answer to the s~cond
question is very easy - nothing, the right is firmly accepted in 'nternational law. Wh le American presidents have laid down doctrines
such as he Monroe and Truman doctrines, the mere enunciation by
the Pres dent does not make them international law. (1) The closure
of the Straits to warships was first a rule of Turkish public law,
then by treaties it became apart of European public law. All Great
Powers, at the time acquiesced in this rule without reserve. What
Secretar y Fish basically desired was to set aside a rule of European
public law.
On January 3, 1873, Fish reasserted the American policy;
uThe abstract right of the Turkish government to obstruct
the navigation of the Dardanelles even to vessels of war
in time of peace is a ser ous question. The r ght, however,
has for a long time been claimed and has been sanctioned
by treaties between Turkey and certain European States.
A proper occasion may arise for us to dispute the applicability of the ela m to United States men-of-war. Meanwh le it is deemed expedient to acquiesce in the exclu si on." (2)
In November, 1895, Mr. Terrell, the American Minister, applied
for the passage of the U.S.S. Marblehead. 1he Sultan Abdulhamit
refused on the hasis that th s would constitute a precedent for the
Powers not parties to the Straits Convention. (3) Sometime later the
United States asked authorizat on to station a light vessel at the
disposal of the American legation at Istanbul. Mr. Terrell obtained
the views of the ambassadors in Istanbul. All of them except the
Russ an Ambassador were either in favor of the admission or did
not object to it The American M nister argued that Article II of the
first annex to the Treaty of Paris, 1856, confirmed by the Treaty of
London, 1871 , gave the power to the Sultan to admit light vessels
(1)
(2)

(3)

Brie rl y, op. cit., p. ZSO. Abo ut the Mo ıı roc D octrinc he says, c<But ccrtain ly
it İ s not a rule of i ııte rn ati o n 3 ] law »
John Bas ctt Moore, A D ieest of lnternatio nal .L aw (Was hin gton: Governm ent Printin g O ff ice, 1906), I, 667.
Foreigıı R elations of th e United Str;tes, 18)5, op. cit., II , 1344.
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of friendly nations; whereas Article III entitled the signatory parties
to station 1 ght vessels ın the mouths of the ·nanuqe. (1). Mr. Terrell
c~a med that
dıfference of p):ıraseology
proves that all friendly
Powers, signatory and non-signatory, were given the right to have
a light vessel at the disposel of their legation. To this, the Russian
representatıve
answered that such a contention was erroneous
because the Treaty said that «the Sultan reserves to h mself, as in
past times to deliver firmansıı for lıght vessels, which shall be employed as is usual in the service of the Missions of Foreign Powers.
According to this text, the Russian Ambassador .argued, the exist ng
practice was merely confirmed in regard to the signatory powers,
wh eh did not include the Unıted States. (2).
The Russian interpretation was correct under the exist'ng treaties. uThe United States Government acquiesced, but has refused
to resognize the legal validity of the rule " (3) The Turkish Min ster
at Washington explained the reason of refusal in his communication
to the Secretary of State of June 16, 1896.
uHis excellency, Tevfık Pasha, has just informed me that
the Sublime Porte regrets that it cannot comply with Mr.
Terrell's request for permission for the Bancroft to pass
through the Straits, that vessel having been authorized to
remain at the disposal of the United States legation at
Constant nople. Your excellency knows perfectly well the
earnest and s ncere desire of the Imperial Government to
do all in its power to strangthen if possible time ties of
friendship which unite the two countries, but in this case
a certa n fact is involved, to w t, that only the signatory
powers of the Treaty of Paris enjoy the right to have
vessels of war permanently at Constantinople at .the orders
of their respective embassies.
uNow, the United States Covernment does not appear in
the number of the signatories of that treaty. I anı, consequently, sure that your excellency will be pleased to take
the foregoing into cons deration. n (4).
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Phi llipso n ; nd Buxton, op. cıı., pp. 165-166.
lbid.
lbid.
Foreİf!.n Rdatio ns of the U nited States, J8;6, op. cit., II,
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Another question was ra ·sed the following year by the application of the Bulgarian government for the passage of a Bulgarian
gunboat from the Mediterranean to the Black Sea. Involved in this
question was the status of Bulgaria which ,was a vassal of Turkey.
The Ottoman Em pire objected to the Bu!gar· an gunboat on the basis
that Bulgaria was not entitled to possess warships apart from the
Turk sh fleet The Powers were consulted and at the end of the
year permission was granted. In 1904, two merchant vessels belonging to the Russian Volunteer Fleet passed the Straits. In the Red
Sea the Russ an vessels v sited and searched the English ship,
Malacca. The Brit sh government prqtested sharply : if the Russian
vessels were warships they did not have the r ght to pass the Straits,
if they were not warships they did not have the right to stop the
Malacca. Fo! political reaso:p.s Russia did not at that time (1904) wish
to discuss the issue with England. The Malacca was re!eased.
In 1908, Austria-Hungary annexed Bosnia and Herzogovina which
were to be "occupied and administered .. according to the Treaty of
Berlin of 1878. Bulgaria was to be an autonomous principality under
the suzerainty of Turkey. In 1908, the Prince of Bulgar a declared
the independence of Bulgaria. Both actions were v olations of the
Treaty of Berlin. The British government protested to no avail. Russia tried to obtain an advantage from these violations by obta ning
the opening of the Straits to ı ts warships. It came to an agreement
with Austria upon the revision of the Straits regime. England opposed
the revis on of the regime when the new constitut~onal regime was
trying to settle in Turkey. (1)
During the Turco-Ital an war, :n November, 1911, Italy announced that it was planning to blockade the Dardanelles. The Russian
Ambassador to Turkey had a conversation with the Great Vizier and
Turkish Foreign Minister on the opening of the Straits to Russian
warships . The Turkish m nisters stated that they could not negotiate
the matter without the concurrence of all the other Powers signatory
to the Treaty of Berlin and declared that even if the assent of these
P.owers were given the Turks were in fav0.r of mainta n ng the
status quo. On December 4, Russia sent a note to Turkey asking the
liberty of passage for Russian warsh ps and closing the Straits to
(l)

Da-;coYici, op. ciı., p.

266.
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other foreign warships. uThe Sublime Porte replied that such a serious
departure from the st pulations of the treaties concerned could not
be made without the cooperation of. the other signatory Powers.ıı (1)
The attitude of the Turkish government was honest, even the threat
of force could not change its m nd. France and Great Britain now
showed a great change in their policy concerning the Straits. Upon
ınquir es from Turkey these two Powers answered that if the Sublime
Porte did not object to the opening of the Straits to military vessels,
li1ey would offer no oppos tion to the departure from the existing
ru~e , and that if uTurkey did oppose the demand they would refrain
from exercis ng pressure on her. n (2) Germany and Austria opposed
a change in the Straits' regime. The formal Turkish reply to Russia
was as follows :
uThe Imperial Government, conforming to the treaties existing t 11 1871 and ratified by the Congress of Berlin,
cannot author ze the exclusive passage of the Russian
fleet through the Straits in time of peace as in time of
war, and declares that ali rights over the Straits belong
exclusively to the Ottoman people and its sovereign for
the protection of the terr torial integrity. " (3)
During the F rst Balkan War, the signatory powers sought perın iss:on to send a cruiser e_
ach to Istanbul to prevent an outburst ef
fanaticism against the Chr st an population. This request was accepted
and the signatory• powers and even non-signatory countr' es such as
Spain, Holland and Roumania were perm tted to send cruisers. The
passage was the result of an understanding between the powers on
one side and Turkey on the other. However, a previso attached to
the authorization declared this passage as exceptional. (4)
The Treaty of London concluded on May 30, 1913 betweeıi Turkey and Bulgaria, Greece, Serbia and Montenegro, the Treaty of
Constantinople of September 24, 1913 between Turkey and Bulgar·a
c:ı nd the Treaty of Athens of November 14, 1913 between Turkey and

(l )

(2)
(3)

(4)

Phill ipson :ınd Buxton, op. ciı . , pp. 190- 191.
lbid·; DascO\·ici, op. cit., p. 266.
Phi ll ipson and Buxron, op. ciı. , p. 192.
lbid., p. 174; D ascO\·İc İ , op. cit., p. 266.
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Greece contained a great variety of provıs ons and made numerous
terrıtorial changes, but they dıd not effect the Straits regime. (1)
As Alexinsky, a former member of the Russian Duma, pointed
out, histor c and religious arguments do not have a logical basis.
They constitute «the verbal and metaphysical embroidery of the
economic and pol tical aspirations of the Russian nationalists.ıı (2)
The sacred duty of Russ ıa to pjant the Orthodox cross on tl1:e dome
of St Sophia at Istanbul and to conquer from the Turks the heritage
of the Byzantine Emperor are a series of !!J.eaningless words. «If
the Orthodox Russian Church has been able to do without St. Sophia
for so many centur es, it can do w thout it in the future; and the
Russ~an monanrchy can very well do without Byzantium. ıı (3)
The «h,storical mission ıı of Russia was invented to conceal Rusı::ian imperialism. Russia ela med to save Christ an nations under Turkish ruie. But after saving them she put them under a regime more
severe than Ottoman admınistration. Russia 's interests in the Balt c
Sea were and are as important as its interests n the Black Sea. Then
why did not Russia try to win control of the Straits of Sund? Because
the Northern Powers first , and Germany later, were very str<?ng,
and, moreover, it was not easy to make r 3ligious slogans as in the
case of the weak Ottoman Empire.
The Interparliamentary üııion since 1910 has sought to isolate
straits and maritime canals from the law of war. The E ghteenth
Conference which met in The Hague in 1913, heard the report of the
Commissıon charged with the study of the quest on. The conclusions·
of the Commission were as follows :
1. The application of the integral reg:me of Convenf ons concern ·ng the Straits of· Magellan and the canals of Su ez and Panama to
all the Straits and interoceanic canals presents too many diff culties
to take it for a possible solution;
2. There are, however, in this domain some principles that can
be considered as susceptib:e for adopt on immed ately by the generality of the civilized States in the interest of the international com-'
muniCations and of world pear.e; these principles would be (a) the

(l)
(2)
(3)

Phillipso n and Buxton, op. cit., p 193.
lbid' p. 206.
lbid., p. 207.
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express recognition of the right of free passage for the merchant
vessels without distinction of flag n peace ~ime and in time of war
in all the Straits connecting two non-interior seas and in the nterocean c canal, (b) the strJct prohibition of blockade of these Straits
and canals, (c) the ınterdiction of putting m nes and torpedos which
can bar totaıly the passages from these Straits and canals and the
obligation of giving information to navigation on the plaees of m nes
and torpedos in the neighborıng territorıal waters, (d) nterdiction of
lurn ng off even in time of war the lighthouse lighting the passage
of, these Straits and canals, (e) the. recognition in the treaties on the
Straits and canals of using arbitrat on or other amicable or judicial
means for the pacific settıement of disputes relative to . the appLcation or to the interpretation of these treaties; and
3. Some special cases, which by heir exceptional character const tute a serious impediment to the adopt on of _more complete general
rules, need because of their complexity a longer study and further
discussions. (1)
4) - The Straits During the First World War and After
The Straıts became an im'portant point of American policy w'th
the participation of the yn ted States in the First World War. The
Balfour Mission came to Washington in April, 1917 . On Aprıl 28,
l 917, Colonel Edward M. House had a conference with Arthur J.
Balfour on the subject of the peace terms to be imposed upon the
Central Powers.
House said :
uConstantinople was our next point. We agreed that
it should be internat onalized. Crossing the Bosphorus we
came to Anatolia. It . s here that the secret treaties bet ween the Allies come in most prominently. They have
agreed to give Russia a sphere of influence in Armenia
and the northern parts. The British take in Mesopotam a
(and the regiun) which is cont nuous to Egypt. France and
Italy each have their ~heres embracing the balance of
Anatolia up to the Straits.,, (2)
(1)

(2)

Un ion interparlementaire de la paix, compte-rendu de lax Vllle conference
t"nue a 'la Raye du 3 5 S ~ ptemb~ r. 1913, Bruxe !es. 1914, quoted in Dasco,.i i, op, cit., P· 298.
Charle Seymour, The lntimate Papers of Colonel House (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co , 1926 28)_, p. 45.
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Charles Seymour comments on the internatio.aalization of
Istanbul as follows :
ıc This _fioes not tally w'th the promises made by
Great
Britain and France to Russ a in March, 1915, according
to which Constantinople should belong to Russia but
should be a free port for goods not ·entering Russia. House
must have misunderstood Balfour, perhaps interpreting
'free port' as meaning 'free city'. » (1)
On the evening of April 30, at the White House, President
Wilson, Balfour and Colonel House had a conference at which the
postwar internalizat on of the ,region of Istanbul and the Straits was
discussed . Colonel House explains the diffculties in the following
words :
"When we touched ' upon the 'nternationalization of Constant nople I suggested that it might lead to trouble. It was
with some difficulty that I made them understand that I
thoroughly agreed with the , general idea, but desired to
point out that it would in.evitably lead to an attempt to
internationalize the Stra ts between Sweden and Norway
and Continental Europe and tht! Suez and Panama Canals.
They did not agree w_th me that the two questions had
much in common. "
House was right in his opinion. In history there is no example of a
free c ty of the size of Istanbul. The internalization of such an
important c ty would facilitate diplomatic intrigues, create dangerous
rompetition and promote fresh misunderstandings.
On January 8, 1918, President Wilson declared in his Fourtesn
Po.nts address that ıche Dardanelles should be permanentıy opened
as a free passage to the ships and commerce of all nations under
:nternational guarantee." The Straits were opened to all as merchant
vessels of all nations about a century before W.lson's address by the
1'reaty of Adrianople of 1829. The- frae passage of merchant vessels
was never obstructed. And by Conventions of 1840 and 1841 this
free passage was put under ınternational guarantee. Secretary of
State Robert Lansing later in 1918, came out with a project for an

(1)

lbid .. p. 45, Footnote no. l.
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international protectorate for İstanbul or also putting the city under
a government which would act as mandatory. The commission, or
mandatory, was to be charged w.th uthe regulations of the Dardanelles
and Bosphorus as international waterways " (1) The official commentary on the Fourteen P..oints of October, 1918, proposed tQ_ internationalize İstanbul and the Straits, either collectively or under a mandate
d the League of Nations. (2) The problem of the internationalization
of the Stra ts was discussed in Paris on December 2, 1918, between
David H. Miller, legal adviser to President Wilson, and Lord Eustace
Percy of the British foreign office. (3) Lord Eustace suggested that
the region of the Straits and İs~anbul be placed under the League
vf Nations with the United States as mandatory for that region and .
for Macedonia. Lord Eustace uwent so far as to suggest that, if the
form ulat on of general principles were attempted, the Panama Canal
v. ould come in the same class as the Straits." To this Miller replied
that such ua grouping seemed hardly among the possibilitiesıı and
thought Lord Eustce's «Panama Canal suggestion was an attempt to
show diff culties in the way of ideal stic principles of the United
States.ıı (4) If a general principle was going to be adopted for all
stra ts and maritime canals why omit the Panama Canal? The United
States did not want to give up its sovereignty over the Panama Canal
but backed the nternationalization of other waterways. The K·ng .
Crane Commission was sent to Turkey to study conditions. When
it returned ın August, 1919, it proposed to put the region of the
Straits and Anatolia under a general American mandate.
Some of these proposals was taken into consideration. The Ame·
rican delegation at Paris utook no real part in the drafting of the
Treaty of Sevres, August 10, 1920. ıı (5) This treaty would have provided a new regime for the Straits, but it was not ratified by Turkey.
At the Lausane Conferance the Straits constituted a very difficult
question. Closing of the Straits during the First World War and
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

Wilson (New York, 1927), II, 160.
Seymour, op. ciı . , IV, 199.
H arry N. Howard, «The United States and the Problem of the Turkish
Straits,n Middle East f ournal (1948), I, 63.
DaYid H Milk r, My Diary at the Conference of Paris xith Documents
(New York, 1928), Doc. 85, II, 428.
Howard, op. ciı., p. 65.
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their opening after armist'ce proved to be most disadvantageous to
Russia. Soviet Russia demanded a new regime forb' dding the passage
of all warships. Russian Foreign Commissar Chicherin, representing
h's country at the Lausanne Conference, said that in view of the fact
that Soviet Russ. a had abandoned the Tsarist governmenrs projects
over the Straits, there rema ned only two solutions; (1) to close the
Straits to warships and recognize Turkish sovereignty, thus forming
a buffer, or (2) to decide on some international formula which would
carry to these parts every s ngle point of difference and rivalry
between the countries of the world (1). Chicherin suggested the "nonpassageıı formula as being in conformity with international law. The
United States supported the views of Lord Curzon Secretary of State
Charles M. Hughes on September 26, 1922, told the press that he
approved unequivocally the proposal to insure the freedom of the
Straits. (2). The United States Goverment was not officially represented
at the Conference, but it sent observers with the following instructl . \
tions:
' •. 11. ~
·.. ıt is of distinct interest to this Government ... to
obtain effective assurances that the Straits would be
open :n time of peace for both merchant ships and sh.ps
of' war to proceed to Constantinople and through the
Black Sea. This sea is a highway of commerce and should
not be under the exclusive control of Turkey and of
Russia. The Department of State desires to protect American interests and is ready to th,row the full weight of
her infiuence to obta n assurances for the freedom of the
Straits. ıı (3)

The Ch ef Observer of the Special Mission of the United States,
Richard Washburn Child, made the following statement reflecting
the Amer:can view :
uThe discussion involves freedom of all those nations
which border on the Black Sea and all those nations
(1) Cemil Bilse], «lnternational L aw in Turkey,»American fourn a/ of Internationa/ Law (1 944). XXXVII, p. 550(2)
Foreİf(_en Rdations of the United State r, 19'!.3, op. sit •• 11, 88.
(3)
lbid., Memorandum of lnstruction, October Ll, 1922, pp. 887-888.
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outside the Straits who desire
friend iy errands . . . we cannot
the future of commerce in the
affair of the States border'ng
control of the Straits and the
nations is against the policy of

to reach them on their
accept the position that
Black Sea is the exclus~'ve
upon it . . . The unlimited
Black Sea by any one
the world." (1)

The conclusions reached by the Chief American observer were
"that warships should be allowed to enter wherever citizens and
commerc al vessels are allowed to enter, for warships had work of
i:t protectivc nature to do even in peaçe time.ıı (2)
Tne General Board of the Navy in a memorandum of November
10, 1922, indicated American :nterests in the Straits. The memorandum pointed out "that solution of the Dardanelles question which
vıill give the greatest prospect of lasting peace in the Near East is
l·kely to accord best with American interests.ıı (3) The Feneral Board
bel"eved that American interests demanded that (a) if an international
commission of control s set up, the United States should have representation on the international commission of control and in all positiollS" subordinate to that commission equal to that of any other
foreign power; (b) the Stra' ts, including the Dardanelles, the Sea of
Marmara and the Bosphorus, be open to the free navigation of the
merchant ships of all flags without distinction of preference ; (c) the
Un ted States and its nationals have the same rights and privileges
within and adjacent to the waters above mentioned as are possessed
or may be granted to any other foreign power or to its nationals; (d)
the Straits, induding the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara and the
Bosphorus, be open to all free navigation of th_e vessels of war of
all flags; (e) no belligerent right be exercised_and no hostile act
committed within the Straits includ·ng the Dardanelles, the Sea of
Marmara and the Bosphorus; and (f) all fortifications commanding
these waters be razed and that no new fortification be erected. (4)
Charles E. Hughes instructed the American observers
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

ibld., 11, 912-914.
Bil se!, <<lnternational Law in Turkey, ıı op. cit., P· 551.
Howard, op. cit ., p. 66.
lbid., pp. 66-67.
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at the

Lausanne Conference that although the United States government .
was for freedom of the Straits, it was unw'lling to assume any obligations to guarantee the observance of this principle. (1) This time Hughes rejected the comparison of the Straits with the Panama Canal on
the ground that the latter was an art ficial waterway built at great
cos t under the control of the United States. (2) The reasons given by
the American Secretary of State seem inadequate. If it was a question
of cost, actually the Dardanelles were much more expensive in term
of lives than the Panama Canal. Thousands of Turks had d ed to
defend it. At the Lausanne Conference a compromise solution was
reached. Any power m ght send into the Black Sea in peacetime a
force equal to that of the most powerful fleet maintained in that sea
by a Black Sea power. This would permit the Allies to send a naval
force totalling several times the s ze of the Russian fleet and keep
that force there as long as they wished. In time of war, Turkey being
neutral, the Straits would be closed. Russ a signed this Convention
but did not ratify it.
The United States was not a signatory of the Lausanne Convention on the Stra ts. For that reason the American government signed
a separate treaty with Turkey on August 6, 1923. Article X of this
treaty reads as follows :
«The commercial vessels and a~ rcraft and the war
vessels and aircraft of the United States shall enjoy
complete liberty of nav·gation and passage in the Straits
of Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara and the Bosphorus.
on a basis of equality with s milar vessels and aircfart of
the most favored nation upon confirming to the rules
relative to such navigation and passage established by the
Straits Convent on signed at Lausanne, July 24, 1923, ıı (3)
The Senate of the United States rejected the treaty in 1927, a
modus vivendi was established and in October, 1927, formal diplomat:c relations were resumed between Turkey and the United States.

(I)
(2)
(3)

Foreien Relations of the United States, 1923, op.
Howard, op. cİt·, p. 67.
lbid.
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ciı .,

II, 912-913.

The Montreux Conference met from June 22 to July 20, 1936. Turkey had requested the mod fication of the Straits regime by an
international conference. Freedom of passage was agreed upon and
diff erent rules were accepted for the following cases ; (a) in time of
peace, (b) in t me of war, Turkey being neutral, (c) in time of war,
_ Turkey be ng belligerent, and (d) in case of the threat or danger of
war. This last conting:mcy was not included in the Lausanne Convenlion. In time of peace merchant vessels of all flags were permitted
complete freedom of passage. In time of war when Turkey was
neutral all belligerent and neutral merchant vessels were given
complete freedom of passage irrespective o~ nationality and cargo.
In time of war, when Turkey was belligerent, only neutral vessels
carrying no contraband were permitted to pass. The Convention
stipulated security measures demanded by Turkey for the Straits and
by Soviet Russia for the Black Sea. The non-Black Sea powers were
permitted up to forty-five thousands of tons with no more than twoth rds of this tonnage being allowed any one power. First line battleships, aircraft - carriers and submar·nes were prohibited entrance,
the other warships could remain only twenty - one days An additional
eight thousands of tons were permitted for humanitarian purposes.
Warships be ong ng to non - Black Sea powers could pass through the
Straits only one at a time and be accompanied by two torpedo boats
c.,nly. (1) The exceptions for the passage of warships in a war when
Turkey was neutral are (1) by decision of the League of Nations, or
(2) to aid, in accordance with the provis·ons of a Pact of Mutual
Assistance, a country wh· eh is subjected to aggression.
Soviet Russia was ugranted a concession which had always been
şought in the time of the Tsars but never obtained, namely,
right
of passage for Russian warships (surface ships or underwater craft.)
2. In a war, Turkey remaining neutral, warships were permitted
passage. Warsh ps were described in detail. The International Commission of the Straits established at Lausanne was abohhed. uThe
Conference ended in a spirit of good feeling and with a recognition
that a sound compromise between conflicting views had been reached.,,
(3).

(Z)

fü b.: l, «Tntcrnational L ;.w in Turkey,ıı op. cit., p. 552.
Bilse], <CTurkish Strai•s,» op. cit .• u. 738.

(3)

Tlıe

(I)

Ploblern of the Turkish Straits, op. Cİt·· r~ 12.
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The Convenfon, wh'ch was for twenty years, went into force on
November 9, 1936. Article 29 stipulated the revision at the expriation
of each five yecır period from the date of entry into force.
Turkey, noting the failure of disarmament and of collective
security, wanted to strengthen its pos't'on at the Straits. It did not
denounce the treaty, but in 1936, made a formal demand to the signatory powers which ııwas well received.n (1)

4)

The Straits During the Second World
W ar and After

In 1941, President Roosevelt «found the defense of Turkey
vital to the d~fense of the United .States. n 1Jnder the title «U.S.
formalizes its aid to Ankara - Pres'dent terms defense of Turkey v'.tal
to ours and spurs supplies,,, the New York Times of December 4,
1941, gives the following information :
«President Rooseyelt formalized today the shipment
of the .lend - lease supplies to neutral Turkey which has
been going on secretıy and indirectly since last .May, by
issuing an announcement that 'the defense of Turkey is
vital to the defense of the United Stafes.'
«Such a formal declaration was made necessary by
the fact that while President Roosevelt could approve indirect shipment of war supplies to the Turks under the
Lend Lease Act, Edward H. Stettin.' us, Jr., recently placed
~ n charge of the Lend Lease program, could do so only
with regard to countries whose defense had been publicly
declared essential to this country.n (2)
Turkey remained a non-belligerent ally of Great Britain and
France until 1945. Great Britain and Soviet Russ;a reiterated ~n a
note their fidelity to the Montreux Convention and assured Turkey
(1)
(2)

Jbid., p.

z.

Th e New Y ork. T imes, D ecember: 4, 1941 , pp. 1 and 14.
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that they had no design upon Turkish territory. So the Soviet Union,
fighting for life , seemed to forget its claims of the common defense
of the Straits made during the Turkish foreign minister's v' sit to
Moscow in the autumn of 1939. The Turkish government interrupted
diplomatic and economic re1ations with Germany on August 2, 1944.
During the following months Great Britain and the United States
negotiated with the Turkish government on the right of passage of
merchant vessels through the Straits into Black Sea in accordance
with the Montreux Convention. The American point of view was that
the Montreux Convention gave this right in a war in which Turkey
was neutral, so that no special agreement was necessary. In the middle
of January, 1945, it was publicly announced that supplies t<;> the
Soviet Union were being sent through the Turk' sh Straits. President
Truman, in his repeort of August 9, 1945, concerning the Potsdam
Conference declared :
«Üne of the persistent causes for wars in Europe in
the last two centuries has been the selfish control of the
waterways of Europe. I mean the Danube, the Black Sea
Straits, the Rh·ne, the Kiel Canal, and all the inland
waterways of Europe wh' ch border on two or more states.
«The United States proposed at Berlin that there be
free and unrestr·cted navigation of these inland water ways. We think this is important to the future peace and
security of the world. We proposed that regulations for
such navigation be prov·ded by internat' onal authorities.
"The functi on of the agencies would be to· develop
the use of the waterways and assure equal treatment on
them for all nations. Membership on the agencies would
:nclude the United States, Great Br!tain, the Soviet
Union, and France, plus those states which border on
the waterways.ıı (1)
President Truman 'n an address of October 27, 1945, expressed
his belief · that "all nations should have freedom of the seas and
equal rights to the navigation of boundary rivers and waterways and

(l)

T he Problem of the T urk ish Straits. op. cit•, p. 36.

of rivers and waterways· which pass through more than one country. n
(l) The President in his annual message to the Congress on the state
of the Un-on on Januaty 21, 1946, repeated his remarks. (2)
in l'ne with the general principles of the Potsdam Conference
on November 2, 1945, the American government presented the Turkish government with a request for revision of the Montreux Convention, and the calliı'ıg of a conference ·on the Straits in 1946. Russ'a
had proposed in September of 1939, to mod fy the Montreux Convention. The Soviet Foreign Minister had asked the visiting Turkish
Foreign Minister, Saraçoğlu, to conclude a pact of mutual assistance.
Turkey's obligat.on would be to close the Straits to all warships of
non-Black Sea powers. Russia was_ in effect asking for a new Unkiar
Iskelless; Treaty. Turkey refused this offer saying that the Montreux
Convention was a collective treaty which could not · be denounced
unilaterally. Turkey, later in 1939, signed a pact of mutual assistance
w1th Great Britain and France but was careful to include in this pact
a stipulation exempting Turkey from taking any action which might
lead to hostilities with the Soviet Union. in 1940, Russia apparently
requested Hitler's consent to acquire a base for land and naval forces
in the Straits. Hitler rejected this demand As a hasis for an equitable
solution of the question of the Straits, the United States government
in its note of November 2, 1945, set forth the following. principles:
"1. the Straits to be open to the merchant vessels of
all nations at .all tim es ;
112. the Stra'ts to be open to the transit of the war ships of Slack Sea powers at all times ;
«3. save for an agreed l;mited tonnage in time of
peace, passage through the Straits to be denied to the
warships of non-Black Sea Powers at all times except when
acting under the authority of the United Nations, and
11 4. certain changes to moder~' ze the Montreux Convention, such as the substitution of the United Nations
system for that of the League of Mations and the elimina(l )

D epartment of State. Th e Depaı·tm ent of Stats Bulletin. O ctober 20,

1945, XIII, 654.
(2)

The Problem of the T urkish Straits, op. cit., p . 37.
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tion of Japan as a signatory.ıı (1)
The British and Russian governments were notified of the American note. On November 21 the British government in a memorandum to the Turkish government ind·cated that it was uagreable to
the American proposals,ıı but added that the matter udid not seem
urgent.ıı (2) On December 6, Turkey replied to the United States government and accepted the note of November 2, as a basis for discussion. The Turk.sh government welcomed the American note and
indicated publicly that Turkey would «part'cipate in an international
conference on the DardaneEes and accept any dec"sions reached there
provided Turkey's independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity
are not infringed." (3) The British government approved the Amer!can principles set forth in the note. On February 21, 1946, Ernest
Bevin, Br tish Foreign Minister, in an address before the House_ of
Commons expressed concern on Soviet desires w'th respect to the
eastern frontiers of Turkey and declared that any revision of the
Montreux Convention should be done internationally rather than
between Turkey and Russia. He added that Great Br'tain has a treaty
with Turkey Besin stated that he did unot want Turkey converted lnto
a March 25, 1946, Hector MacNeil, British Undersecretary of
satellite state,ıı but he wanted her to be "really independent. ıı (1) On
State for Foreign Affairs, declared that the Anglo-Turkish Treaty of October 19, 1939, compelled England to give assistance to Turkey if that
country was involved in hostilities with a European Power uin
consequence of aggression by that Power against Turkey, " but he
added that he saw no reason «to bel 'cve that any such aggression
was likely to take place. ıı (5) On April 6, 1946, President Truman
reaffirmed the intention of the United States to «press for the elimination of artificial barriers to international nav·gat'on, in order that
no nation by accident of geographic location, shall be denied unrestricted acces to seaports and internat'onal waterways. Truman made
the follow·ng remarks on the Near and M'ddle East :
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

lbid., and Department of Srnre Bulletin, op. cit., Nonmber JI, 1945, p. 766.
The Problem of the Turk_is!ı Straiıs, op. cit., p . 37
Press R elease No. 1, Turkish Embassy (Washin gton, Febru ary 1, 1946)
quoted in The Problem of the Turkish Straİt •, op. cit., p. 37.
Parliameııtary Debates, (Hansard). House of Commons, Official Repon,
Yol. 419, 5th ~eries. F eb. 21, 1946, cols. 1357-1359.
lbid·, mi. 421, no. 109, M ar. 25, 1946, cols. 6-7.
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"Turning. to the Near and Middle East we find an
area which presents grave problems. This area contains
vast natura! resources. It lies across the most convenient
routes of land, air and water communications. It is consequently an area of great econom'c and strateg'c importance, the nations of which are not strong enough individdually or collectively to withstand powerful aggression.
cılt is easy to see therefore, how the Near and M'ddle
East might become an area of intense rivalry between
outside powers, and how such rivalry m'ght suddenly
erupt :nto conflict.

«No country, great or small, has legitimate interests
in the Near and Middle East which cannot be reconciled
with the interests of other naf ons through the United
Nations. The United Nations have a r'ght to insist that
the sovereignty and the integrity of the countries of the
Near and Middle East must not be threatened by coercion
or penetration." (1)
On June 4, 1946, the Turkish problem was again d'scussed before the House of Commons in an address by Bevin No real basis of
misunderstanding or «fundamental disagreement ıı existed in his
cpinion concerning the Straits. He continued :
"We have been willing, equally with our predecessors,
to cons1der the rev'sion of the Montreux Convention. What
we are anxious to avo' d, and I emphasize this, is to do
anything, or agree to anything, which will undermine the
real independence of Turkey, or convert her into a mere
satellite state. But, with the recognit'on of these principles,
I am convinced that these two factors are not irreconc;lable. Let me go further and say tl;ıat we will always wel come the mercantile fleet of the Soviet Union on all the
seas of the world. We sail the Balt' c, but ~e have not
got a base and ha ve not got a port there. W e will sail to
Odessa again, to the Black Sea and Constanza, quite freely,
(1)

Department of Sıate Bul/etin, op. cit., April 21, 1946, pp. 622-24.
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but we do nat ask for a base or m'litary requirements to
enable us to do so. Our aim as a Government, is the free
movement of shipping and the world's trade. Therefore,
whatever responsibilities we undertake in the def ense
scheme of the world in any particular area, we give a
solemn undertaking that they will be on a başis of freedom to all members of the Peace Club on equal terms.
I behve that, if such an attitude is accepted all round,
this great desire for bases can be considerably minimized "

(1)
On August 7, 1946, Soviet Russia presented a note to Turkey
requesting thE: revision of the Montreux Convent'on which had been
decided upon in the Potsdam Conference. Russia cited the following
incidents as constituting the breach of the Montreux Convention by
Turkey.
1. On July 9, 1941, the German patrol boat Seefalke was sent
through the Straits into the Black Sea, with a result'ng protest from
the Sov'et government to the Turkish government.

2. In August, 1941, Turkish authorities permitted the İtafan
auxiliary warship Tarvisio to pass through the Stra'ts into the Black
Sea, with a consequent Soviet protest, as an apparent violation of
the Straits convention.
3. On November 4, 1942, the Soviet government aga;n called
the attention of the Turkish government to the fact that uGermany
intended to send 140,000 tons of aux'liary warships through the
Straits into the Black Sea under the guise of merchant vessels.
4. in June, 1944, the Soviet Government protested against a
series of passages through the Straits toward the end of May and
early in June of 1944 of German warships and auxiliary warships
of varying tonnage of the Ems (8 vessels) and Kriegstransport (5
vessels) types, which had taken part 'n naval operations in the Black
Sea . (2)

(1) The Problem of the Turkish
(2)

Straiıs,

op.

lbid .• p. 39.
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ciı ., p.

38.

Russia found Turkey responsible for all these breaches and
asked the revision of the Montreux Convention in the following
terms :
1. The free passage at all times to merchant vessels of all flags;

2. The free passage at all t'mes to warships of the Black
Powers;
3. Conditional passage for warships of the
wers.

ı;ıon

Sea

- Black Sea Po -

4. The establishment of a regime of the Stra!ts as the sole sea
passage, leading from the Black Sea and to the Black Sea, should
come under the competence of Turkey and other Black Sea Powers;
and
5 Turkey and the Soviet Union, as the Powers most interested
and capable of guaranteeing freedom to commercial navigation and
security in the Stra ts, shall orga[\ize joint means of defense of the
Straits for the prevent'on of the utilization of the Straits by other
countries for a1ms hosfle to the Black Sea Powers. (1)
The first three principles of the Russian note were harmonious
w"th the first three principles of the American note of November
2, 1945. But the fourth and fifth principles threatened the independence and the territorial integr"ty of Turkey. We may here raise the
question of the validity of the American and Russian requests. The
United States not being a party to the muWlateral treaty, did not
have a r'ght in international law to ask its revision. Three victorious
countries , the Un1ted States, Great Britain and Russia, had a r ;ght
under international law to take decisions regarding the future of
the un conditionaEy surrenderad nations, but Turkey was first a
non-belliegerent and later a bell'gerent ally. The Amer:can note,
then, can be regarded no more than a friendly suggestion. The Russian note, on the other hand, was technically invalid because the

( l)

The note of the Union of Soviet Sovialist Republirs dated August 7, 1946,
·o the United Stated Government, quoted in The Problem of the Turkish
Straits, op. ciı., p. 49.
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rev·sion ot the treaty was only possible under Article 29 whose second
paragraph reads :
uTo be valid, any request for revision formulated by
one of the Hihg Contracting Parties must be supported,
in the case of modifications to Articles 14 to 18, by one
other High Contracting Party, and :n the case of mod·fications to any other article, by two other High Contract.ng
Parties. » (1)
Russia wanted revision of the whole treaty, so two more High
Contract ng Parfes' support was necessary, but the Russian note
was not supported by any H gh Contracting Party.
It 's true that Rumania and Yugoslavia were both sateHites

of
Russia and at the same time signatories to the Montreux Convention.
So it would not be difficult for Russia to obtain the support of two
High Contracting Parties. This objection is true, but techn'cally
Russia, making its claim alone, did not observe the revision procedure.
Russia's aims are summarized by an American writer as follows:
uA chain of Sovie l bases in Turkish territory together
with a predominant influence at Ankara, might well lead
to still other results in turn. The USSR would be in a
posit'on to forestall any Turk~ sh action at the Straits
inconsistent with Moscow's desires.... The movements of
all vessels in the Aegean could be brought under surveillance. İstanbul could be screened off from the life-giving
seas and thereby increased pressure be brought upon teh
Turkish Government. Added political and m litary pressure
could be brought to bear upon Greece. With bases in the
&raits area, in İzmir region which might be demanded
for protecting 'the approaches' to the Straits, Sovies forces
could readily be projected into the Meditesranean .... The
Suez Canal would be only 370 miles away.» (2)

(1)
(2)

T he Problem of tlıe T urkish Straits, op. cit., p· 28.
Norma n J. Padelford , «Solutions to the P roblem of · the Turkish Straits
A brief appraisal,» Middle East /ourrı a/, 11, p. 185
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The Russian note to Turkey was transmitted to the Brit'.sh and
American governments. The American government in its note of
August 19, 1946, reaffirmed its view :n the note sent to Turkey on
November 2, 1916. This view, that the Straits were not the exclusive
concern of the Black Sea Powers, was set forth by American observers
at the Lausanne Conference in 1922. The American note maintained
that Turkey should remain primarily responsible for the defense
of the Straits an stated that if this region became the object of a
threat or an attack on the part of an aggressor, the resulting situation
«would constitute a threat to international security and would clearly
be a matter for action on the part of the Secur'ty Council of the
United Nati ons. ıı (1). The United States note further added :
"It is observed that the note of the Soviet Government
contains no reference to the United Nations. The pos:tion
of the Government of the United States is that the regime
of the Straits should be brought into appropriate relationship Wlth the United Nations and shou!d function in a
manner entirely consistent w:th the principles and aims
of the United Nations. ıı (2)

The British government answered Russia in a note dated August
21, 1946. The main po.nts of this note are as follows :
«Before, however, they comment on the proposals
put forward by the Soviet Government, His Majesty's
Government wishes to point out that the agreements rea.
ched r egarding this question at the Potsdam Conference,
as recorded ın Section XVI of the Protocol of the Conference, were that as a next step the matter should be the
subject of direct conversations between each of the three
Governments and the Turkish Government. it. was not. as
is suggested in the second paragraph of the note under
reply, agreed at Potsdam that the matter should be the
subject of d·rect negotiations between each of the three
Powers and the Turkish Government.. .. As regards the
ri)
~2 )

T he United States' notc to Russia of Augm t 19, 1946, quoted in
Problem of the Tu rkis lı Straits, op. ciı., p. 49.
lbid., p. 50.
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fourth proposal, ıiowever, His Majesty's Government would
point out that it has for long been internationally recognized that the regime of the Straits is the concer11 of other
States besides the Black Sea Powers His Majesty's Government cannot, therefore, agree with the Soviet view that
the future regime should be the concern of the Black Sea
Powers and Turkey alone. As regards the f'fth proposal,
that Turkey and the Soviet Union should reorganize the
defense of the Straits by joint means, His Majesty's Government considers that Turkey, as the territor:al power
concerned should continue to be responsible for the defense and control of the Straits.» (1)
Before citing the Turkish note replying to Russ' a, some facts
must be remembered. Annex II of the Montreux Convention contains
the descriptions of warships. The London Naval Agreement of Marcb,
1936, was the hasis of the descr ptions. In four Straits Conventions
previously concluded there was no such descript've list attached.
The Turkish project submitted to the Montreux Conference did not
have such a provision. (2) The descriptive list was contained in
Article 7 of the Br. tish plan According to th's suggestion, warships
should be described on the hasis of the explanations set forth in
Article I, paragraph B 6 of the London Naval Agreement of March
25, 1938. N cholas Po!itis, Chairman of the Com:te de redaction, on
Ju y 15, 1936, pointed out that :t was not sufficient to refer to the
des criptive text contained in the London Naval Agreement because
certain naval powers had not participated in this agreement. He suggested that the descriptive text should be attached in its entirety to
the new agreement. This resulted :n Annex II. But although the
proposal was to include the descriptive text in its entirety, the London
text described seven differ ent categories of warships, with the seventh
category referring to small vessels of war under a hundred tons,
while this seventh category was not included :n Annex II of the
Montreux Convention. uThe minutes of the meeb ngs contain no in-

( l~
(2)

British no te to Soviet Russia dated A ugust 21, 1946, quoted i n Th e Prob.
lem of the T urkish Straits, op. cit., p. 50.
Bilse! , c<The Turki>h Straits ,ıı op. cif., p. 739.
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dication as to whether this was the result of carelessness or whether
lt was decided that no need existed to include it. ıı (1)

Th's omission was noticed only in 1944 when misunderstand;ngs
and disputes arose over the smaller vessels. Turkey :n a note dated
August 22, 1946, rejected the responsibility that the Russian note dtemanded. The incidents recorded in the Russian note were explained
in the Turkish note. (2)
Turkey offered to submit the case~ if necessary, to arbitrat'on,
and rejected the proposal of the joint defense system and the establishment of a new regime putting the Black Sea under the exclusive
control of the Black Sea Powers. The Turkish note declared that
Turkcy was ready to rev se the Montreux Convention _under conditions of respect for Turkish independence and integdy of Turkish
territory.
On September 24, 1946, the Russian goverment replied to the
Turkish note_ It repeated the charges of violations of the Montreux
Convention during the Second World War. According to the Soviet
v:ew, the Black Sea was a closed sea, different from world seaways
1 ke Gibraltar and the Suez Canal. For this reason its control should
be the exclusiva concern of the Black Sea Powers Russia called attention of Turkey to the fact that in the Treaties of Moscow (March 16
1921) and Kars (October 13, 1921) and in the Turco-Ukranian agreement of January 2, 1922, Turkey had agreed to develop a regime for
the Straits only with the Black Sea Powers. The Soviet note ins'sted
on a new Straits regime exclusive to th,e Black Sea Powers and the
jo nt Turco-Russian tlefense system and indicated that these were
harmonious with the principles and purposes of the United Nations.
(3) The second Russian note was not transmitted to the Amer:can government; however, the American government indicated its views in
a note of October 9, 1946, ins st ng on its previous position. The American government made it clear that the three governments at Potsdam
(1)

(2)

(31

iıbid·
Turkish nore of August 22, 1946, to Soviet Union, quoted in The Problem of the Turkish Straiıs, op. cit., pp. 51 52.
R u sian note of September 24-25, q uoted in Th e Problem of the Turkish
Straiıs, op. ciı., pp. 55-58.
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.mutually recognized that all three signatories of the protocol have
an interest in the regime of the Straits and in any changes which
might be made in that regime. ıı (1) The Am~rican Ambassador declared the follow:ng in the note :
ııMy Government does not consider that it was contemplated at the Potsdam Conference that the direct con.
versations which m:ght take place between any one of
the three signatory governments and the Turkish Govemment with regard to the n:gime of the Convent:on of
the Straits concluded at Montreux should have the effect
of prejudicing the participation of the other two signatory
powers in the revision of the regime of the Stra:ts.• (2)

On October 9, the British government sent a note to Moscow.
The essential part of this short note is the following :
ııThe Potsdam Agreement laid it down that as
the
next step th:s matter should be the subject of direct conversations between each of the three Governments and
the Turkish Government. But it is the view of my Govemment that this ıınext stepıı has been completed by the
exchange of views which have now taken place between
these Governments. My Government therefore sees no
need for, or purpose in, continung direct correspondence
on the subject.
While my Government's attitude towards proposals
4 and 5 of the Soviet note of August 8th rema'.n as stated
:n the British note of August 21st, my Government remains ready to attend a conference of the four Powers
(namely the Soviet Union, the United States, the United
Kingdom and France) and all other signatories of the
Montreux Convention, excepting Japan, to consider the
revision of that Convention.» (3)
The Amerıcan and British notes were similar except for the

(1)
(2)
(3)

The American note to Soviet Russia of October 9, 1946, quoted in The
Problem of ıh e Turkish Straiıs, op. ciı., p. 59.
lbid.,
The Briti.h note of October 9, 1946, to Soviet Russia, quoted in lbiJ.
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new,:·pi'oposal- of a four power conference :ncluding France in the
British .note. Some political decisions concerning the future of the
world , were taken at the Potsdam Conference. And they could not
all be executed because of differences of opinion with respect to their
appl:ic.ation. The Great Powers conferences are a remnant of ninetee~th ceritury polit'cs. Today there is a world assembly, the United
Natiöiıs: ~ Every problem concerning more than
two nations and
which can not be settled by direct negotiations among the parties
mqst be brought to this international forum. Th s is obligatory when
the İate öf nations 's discussed. Secret diplomacy must be abandoned.
The ·ınihutes of all international negotiations should be made public.
Thls ·way world public opin on can be the supreme interpreter of
treatie's ·and of other international agreements. The Communist
reg mes w}:ıich are indifferent to public opinion in their own countr!es,
pay tremendous a.ttention to world public opipion, so the free world
must not therefore undertake any Great Power conferences with the
Co:qıinunists beh nd closed doors, with a short communique at the
end·.: ·
" .On October 18, 1946, Turkey replied to the Soviet government
with ' a ~ote which illustrates Turkey's thorough understanding and
devotion to the pr'nciples of international Jaw. The Turkish note
replied to the Russian assert:on that the Black Sea was a closed sea
in ·the following way :

...

., .

"Without w'shing to introduce into this debate the
authority of the doctrine which, moreover, seems to be
unanimous in considering the Black Sea as an open sea,
the Turkish Government limits itself simply to the observation that all the regulat ons of an internat'onal character
which have appeared thus far, in each case with the
participation of Russia, on the subject of the Straits have
admitted more or less severe restı;ictions on the freedom
of passage of riverain and non-riverain states only as
except.'ons freely agreed to by T_ur)rny, in common accord
with the other interested powers, in the general interest.
It is the exceptional character of the closure which ex plains the efforts made towards the middle of the 19th
· century by the Government of the Czar to have this same
- -98 .- -

rule set up as a general principle of European pubEc law.
To .cite only examples from the most recent conventions,
in support of the poınt of view developed above it suffices
to refer to the acts of Lausanne and Montreux which,
breaking with the ancient rule of the Ottoman Empire
sanctioned by internat'onal treaties, a r·uıe in vµtue of
which it was f~rbidden at all times for foreign powers to
enter the Straits while the Porte was at peace, having
admitted the principle of the freedom of passage through
the Straits, which includes equally the freedom of naviga.
tion in the Black Sea. The except'on made by the conventions mentioned above to the principle of freedom in favor
of the riverain powers of the Black Sea prove, not the
possibility of excluding the non·riverain powers from
negotiat.ons looking toward the amendment of certain
provisions of the regime at present in force, but the
necessity of basing the revision on the . agreement and
the consent of all powers interested :n a reasonable regula·
tion of this problem. To depart from these general limits
of competence would mean nothing less than the negatıon
of the fundamantal principle of the law of nations, accorı
ding to which a Power can be released from the obligations
of a treaty, or modify its st;pulations only by the assent
of the contracting parties. In consequence, since the point
under discuss on has reference to the regime of passage
through the Turkish Straits and since the Montreux Convention places upon the signatory Powers the obligation
of proceed ng to a modification of the provisions of this
document only in an international conference uniting
the contracting States and in accordance with a procedu.re
foreseen by the text of the convention itself, it follows
that the Soviet point of view is diff;cult to reconcile with
the principles of international public law.».. (1)
On this occasion the opinion of the Russian internat:onal law.
yer; F. de Martens, may be recalled. He wrote that the Bosphorus
Cl)Turki 3h note of October 18, 1946, quoted..- in The Problem of the Tur'l(_ish
Straiıs, op. ciı., pp. 60-68.
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"

and the Dardanelles also join free seas, (1) and that following the
Russian conquest of its northern shores, this closed sea (the Black
Sea) was transformed into an open one. (2) Turkey rejected the charge
of misconduct during the Second World War pointng out that the ureal
threat to the secur. ty of the Soviet Black Sea shores came from the
occupation of a large part of the shore of that Sea by the German
armies, from the German possessiı;m of the Rumanian and Bulgarian
fleets and from the presence of German and Italian ships sent to
the Black Sea porte by rail or through the Danube.n (3) The Turkish
note aff_rmed the conviction of the Turkish government that the
Montreux Convent.on should be revised. Technical revision was necessary for Annex II describ ng warships. The provisions referring to
the League of Nations shou:d be replaced by new provisions relating
them to the United Nations. Japan should be removed as a signatory
and the United States should be a signatory to the revised Convention. To the Soviet arguments based on the 1921-22 treaties, Turkey
answered as follows :
uConsidered from the strictly legal point of view,
Article 5 of the Turco-Soviet Treaty signed at Moscow on
. March 16, 1921, expresses an undertaking. In actual fact,
the two Contracting Partes disposed of '. t otherwise, and
manifested their act of will in an absolutely opposite sense, in the first place, by their effective participation in
the negot ations undertaken at Lausanne on the subject
of the reg me of the Straits within a considerable enlarged
international framework . . .. The same change in attitude
of Tur_key and of the USSR toward the subject of the
framework of elaboration of the regime of the Straits
appeared, in the second place, in the participat'on of
authorized representatives of the two c~mntries in the
conference wh eh established the Montreux regime.

(1 )
(2)
(3)

Fedor F edorevich Martens, T raite de droit international, Tr. du russc
par Alfred Leo (Paris : Chevalier - Marascq et Cle, 1883 87), l, p. 507.
l bid., II. PP• 357-58.
Turkish no ·e of October 18, 1946, quoted in The Problem of thc Turkish
Straits, op. cil., p. 62.
·
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"... There is no doubt that the terms on wnıcn an
understanding between states is based cease to be in force
from the day when a subsequent accord of the parties
replaces the former undertaking by new arrangements
duly s'gned and ratified. This is the case, especially, with
relation to the framework of elaboration of the regime
of the Straits. " (1)
The Turkish note showed with all these explanations that the
controversy that Soviet Russia was trying to raise by invoking Article
5 of the Treaty of Moscow had no real valid'ty.
The view of the Russian government that the Montreux Convention went further than the Lausanne Convention was accepted by
Turkey. Russia asserted that the Montreux Convention had established cıa sharply - defined system of preferenceıı for the benefit of the
Black Sea powers. However, Turkey affirmed that three principles
for revision of the convent'on proposed by the United States, sup ported by Great Britiain, Turkey and the Soviet Union presented the
poss·b lity cıof giving greater satisfaction to the Soviet desirata.ıı
Be'ng 'incompatible with the sovereignty and the security of Turkey,
the fifth proposal was r~jected . This proposal was d;scussed during
the visit of the Turkish foreign minister to Moscow in September and
October of 1939 with Soviet Foreign Min'ster Molotov. This fact
shows clearly that the Sov'et allegat-ion of violations of the Montreux
Convention during the Second World. War were invented purposely
to justify their demands.
As the Turkish government thought that direct convent:ons
mediated by the Potsdam Conference were being carried out it saw
no usefulness in continuing correspondence along the same line.
Turkey reaffirmed its readiness to attend a conference for the revision of the Montreux Conference.
On October 22, 1946, Mr. Bev'n exp~ined the British position
before the House of Commons, restating the old Br'tish view. (2) On
November 1, 1946, President Inönü to~d the Turkish Nat'onal As~embly :
(1)
(2)

lbid.
Parliamentary Debates, op. cit •• vol. 427, October ll.. ·1946, cols. 1494-1496.
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"We are convinced with a perfectly clear conscience
that, during the second World War, the Montreux Con vention was applied by us with the grea~est attention ;
and the allegation to the aff ect that the Montreux Convention was applied with a bias in favor of the Axis Po wers is manifestly unjust. We hav·e nothing to fear from
subm'tting our actions to examination and decision by
arbitration. Inasmuch as . concerns the question of the
Straits, too, we perceive in the United Nations Charter
every poss. ble guarantee for ourselves and for every other nation concerned. So long as the clauses of the United Nations Charter concerning territorial integrity and
sovereign rights are respected, no obstacle should exist
to prevent the adjustment and improvement of relations
between ourselves and the Soviet Union. Its our well cons· dered and sincere desire to have friendly conf'denceinspir'ng relations with the Soviet Union, as befits two
neighbors. ıı (1)
The revision of the Montreux Convention was not discussed
anymore. Then, in 1953 the Associated Press published the following
news:
"Ankara, June 11. Russia has withdrawn ·sovet de mands for joint control of the Dardanelles and relinquished ·her cla!ms on Turkish territory, an authoritative
source reported tonight.
uThere was no comment by Turkish officials. The
semioffical Anatol'an News Age~. cy said only that the
"Soviet Government has made a declaration to our ambassador at Moscowıı and "publ~c opin;on will be enlightened
on this i.ssue after the necessary reply has been made by
our Gonvernment.ıı
"The authoritative source said Russia had offered
Turkey an arran~ement for joint defense in the Black
Sea.
(1)

Turkish Embassy, Washington, Press Release.
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DO·

13, Nov. 13, 1946.

ııThe

Russian proposals were received in a note relayed today by the Turkish Embassy in Moscow, the informant said. He added that Turkish officials received the
noie with calmness amounting almost to indifference.
Russia 'n 1945 canceled her treaty of friendship with
Turkey. The Soviets demanded joint control of the Tur kish Strait and also supported cla!ms by the Georgian
and Armenian Soviet Republics to the Kars, Ardahan,
and Artvin border provinces in northeastern Turkey.» (1)
Thus in its peace offensive of 1953, after the election of Malen
kov to premiership, Russia withdrew its claims on Turkey. On June
22, Inönü, former pres·dent of Turkey and leader of the opposition
People's Republican Party, declared that ııTurkey should reject
Soviet overtures for reopening the Straits quest'on unless Moscow
agreed in advance to recognize unconditional sovere:gnty over the
strategic waterw:ıy. (2) This was the first public declaration made
by any Turki8h statesman on the Soviet move.
The last facts known on this correspondence are contined
the following Associated Press d:spatch :

in

ı Moscow, Sunday, July. 19 - The Soviet tfo:o~:: p'ub
lished today the text of a note in which it officially withdrew its claims against Turkey for territory and a share
a in the defense of the Dardanelles. In reply, ·Turkey declared her 'sat:sfaction.'
' ·· ''.'.
ıı The Turkish note was an answer to a Sov'et :eÔmmunication of May 30. The Turkish reply was banded to
Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav M. Molotov yesterday.
ıı The

Soviet note sa' d : 'In the name of maintenance
of good neigborly relations and the strengthening of peace
and security, the Governments of Armenia and Georg'e
rep{ıblies of Soviet Union) consider it possible to renounce
their territorial cıa: ms against Turkey.
(1)

(2)

Th e Courier - foumal, Louisville, Kentucky, June 12, 1953, p. 2.
Th e N ew York Tim es, June 24, 1953, Sect. 1. p. · 11.
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•in so far as it concerns the question of the Straits
(the Dardanelles), the Soviet Government has recons:dered
its opinion on this matter and holds that it is possible
to insure the securty of the U. S. S. R. from the side of
the Straits on conditions equally acceptable both for the
U. S. S. R. and for Turkey. Thus the Soviet Government
declares the Soviet Union does not have any territor:aı
claims whatsoever against Turkey.
reply the Turks expressed satisfaction and said:
Government of the Turkish Republic considers it
necessary in this connection . to emphasize that questions
concerning the Stra!ts, as is well known to the Soviet
Government, are regulated by cl~uses of the Montreux
Convention.'ıı (1)
ıcln

ıcThe

6) Solution of the Straits Problem
Many solutions have been suggested to solve the Straits problem : 1. the Stra'. ts, with İstanbul should be given to Russia ;
2. the Bosphorus should be given to Russia and the Dardanelles to
another power (France or England); 3. freedom of passage to all ves~els of all nations with Turkey retaining sovereignty; 4. İstanbul made a free port uı'ider the Russian flag; 5. İstanbul placed under Belgium's rule; 6. İstanbul and its vicinity established as an autonomous
state with civ!l administrat;on in the local Greek population and military guardianship temporarily in the hands of the United States;
7. İstanbul a free town and port under the collective guarantee of
the Powers; and, 8. the internationalization of the Straits with a
regime s'milar to that of the Suez Canal or the Panama Canal.
The Russian aim is obvious, namely, to obtain acces to warın
water. This objective remains the same through change of regime
or change of leadersh;p_ Both tsarist and Communist regimes asked
for friendship of Turkey when they w.ere weak. The follow'.ng is
(1)

The New York Tim es, July 20, 1953. Sec. 1, p. 8.
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the address given by Maxim Litvinov at the closing session of the
Montreux Conference.
"The Conference has had to understand that in place
of the old imperialist Russia which sought to use the Black
Sea as a base for its partic;pation in the imperialist struggle of the Great Powers and for the re::tlization of new
territorial conquests, there is today a new Soviet and
socialist state which occupies the l~rgest part of the Black
Sea and ohe of whose first acts was to renounce comple tely all imperialist object:ves, and which subsequently
has invariably and systematically pursued a policy of
peace, jealous not only of its own security, but also of
that of all states near or far. ıı (1)
This new regime which renounced .. completely all imperialist
and which was .. jealous not only of its own security, but
also of fhat of all states near or far n has subjugated one third of
the world. The address of the Commun:st statesmen . to 'their own
countrymen and to others are like the wolf's tricky lecture to the
innocent lamb. Now that Russ'a with change of leadership, has internal trouble it drops or withdraws all cla'ms in other countries.
objectivesıı

7) Summary
Concerning the Straits the best solution would be to place them
under the responsibility of Turkey in a regime guaranteed by the
United Nat'ons. This regime would keep the Straits open to all merchant vessels, and to the warships of the Black Sea powers. The warships of the non-Black Sea powers would be given permission to pass
to the Black Sea under certain cond't;ons. In this way, Russia would
have access to warm waters and its southern coasts would be protected.
A peace loving and strong Turkey which believes in the future
of the un:ted Nations and is one of its ardent supporters can assume
(1)

Turkish note of October 18, 1946, to Ru -sia, quôted in Th e Problem of
th e Turkish Straits. op. cit•, P· 65.
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by -itself all responsibilities for control over the Stra'ts. A regime
guaranteed by the United Nations is the best solution of the problem.
The principles of international law related to the Straits problem were many. Turkey was one of the first countries to apply the
principle of the closed sea in internat'onal law. it is accepted that
an inland sea connected with an open sea by a strait or a navigable
rhannel is a closed ·sea_ if all its shores and both sides of the strait
are subJect to the same sovereign power. Accord;iıg tô this defni bon the Black Sea was a closed sea. International law accepts also
that if shore batteries of a state control the stra't leading to a closed
sea, that power can exercise its sovereign rights over the strait and
over the sea and can prohibit 'ts access to warships. Turkey applied
this principle as a rule of its municipal public law. It can be argued
that Turkey not only prohibited free passage to warships but also
prohibited merchant sh'ps, a breach to the rule in !nternational law
which permits foreign merchant vessels access to ports in the closed
sea in the interests of peaceful international commerce. Th:s r'ght
was denied by Turkey. Turk~y's action '. s explained by the commerc;al policies of the empires. Turkey wanted to keep the rich Black
Sea commerce open only to its nationals. it could be remembered
that when Turkey was claiming sovereignty over a closed sea, other
powers were pretending ownership of the high seas. ııNot until the
seventeenth and e' ghteenth centuries did national pretensions to
vast expanses of ocean meet with violent objections,» (1)
The notion of a neutral sea was introduced to international law
to save the integrity of the Ottoman Empire. it is true that before
the Treaty of Paris of 1856, the neutrality of the sea was occasionally
stipulated in treaties, between bor dering states, e.g., in 1654, between
Denmark and Sweden. and in 1759 and 1760 between Russia, Denmark and Sweden. The declar ation of armed neutrality in 1780 by
these three powers announced that the Balt' c Sea was a closed sea
and the powers undertook to protect the Baltic Sea and its shores
_ from ıı all hostilities, piracy and violence. » (2) But in all these treaties
(1 )

(2.)

Philip C . Jes>up, T he Law of Territorial W aters and Maritim e furisdiction
(New York : G . A . Jennings Co., Inc, 1927) , p. 3.,
Phillipson and Buxton, op, ciı., p· E.
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the ruıe- ıaid down was accepted only fer a particular war and not
as 'n the case of the Black sea «in perpetuity ıı.
In 1856, international law was laicized by acceptance of Turkey
into the Suropean family of nations and by the extension to Turkey
of the benefits of European public law . .The Principle of the non
aiteration of treaf es without . the consent of the contracting part'es
was firmly established with the declaration of London, January 17,
1871. These are main principles of internatfonal law and they were
established or confirmed in relat'on to the problem of the Turkish
Straits.

'

.
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CHAPTER iV

THE SEMi · SOVEREIGN DEPENDENCIES OF THE TURKİSH
EMPIRE

The sem;-independent dependencies of Turkey were the Barbary
States, Yemen and Egypt in Africa, Wallachia, Moldavia, Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgar.ia and Crimea in Europe. The relation of the Sultan
with these regencies was of a complex character; the complexity of
relations between semi - independent states and their superiors se ems to be a general rule in 'nternational law. Each relationship de·
mands separate attention.
Th~ essential 9ual'f' cation for full membership in the society
of nations in international law is sovere'gnty. However, the study of
international law also reveals the existence of semi-sovereign or
partially dependent states. According to one doctrine, sovere'gnty
is not the distinctive characteristic and a necessary attribute of a
state (1) Another view rejects sovereignty on the b~sis tha.t ıılnter
national Law and sovereignty of any sort are wholly incons:stentıı
and that ııSovereignty is a symbol of totalitarian government, fraught
with implications that are incompat ble not only with democracy but
with the essence of Christ' anity. ıı (2) Sovereignty is labeled as an
\
impossible concept by a famous American international lawyer.

(1)

(2)

Paur Laband, D aj Staatrecht dt's deutschen Reiches (Freiburg:
Abdemische Verlagsbuchhadlung von J.C.B. Mohr, 1888), 1, 87,
in the Political Science ÇJuarterly, edited by the facu]ty of ı Politiral
of Columbia College, (New York : inn & Co., 1888), III, 723.
)ayme Azeyedo Rodriques, «lnternation"] Law and Sovereignty,»
can fourn al of ln ternational Lav, XXXXVIJ, 469-
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I. B.
quoted
Science

Ameri-

«Whoever takes International Law seriously must begin to destroy this false :dea of sovere.gnty which has been,
and is, the greatest drag, not only to the development of
International law, but also to the development of the
sc' ence of International Law.u (1)
1 -

SUZERAİN AND PROTECTORATE RELATİONSHİPS

COMPARED

The majority of publicists accept sovereignty as an attribute of
state. But the theory of the equality of states was never true. All
states have never possessed all of the attributes of sovereignty. Any
classification or divis on of states must be imperfect. There are some
states which ha ve all the attributes of sovere. gnty; they have complete internal and external in~ependence. In some others the attributes of sovereignty are separated and divided in many ways; there
are states possessing :nternal autonomy but no external indepen dence. Others have certain attributes of sovereignty but some servi·
tudes are ımposed upon them by usage, force or treaty. Some of
them have complete external independence, but are more or less
permanently subject to other states as to their internal affairs.

:ı

The proper term to express the status of these states would be
part - spvereign and not semi - sovereign even though «no one will
suppose that 'semi' impl' es an exact half, or that any quantitative division of sovere gnty is possible." (2) The term halb Souveren was
invented in 1778 by Jean Jacques Moser who used it in his Versuch
des neuesten europaischen Volkerrechts in Friedens und Kriegszeiten.
(3) The word was used to explain some situations created by German
public law. I~ was only in the nineteenth century that text-writers
used it -in international law . It was never used in diplomatic docu ments. Hefter, among others, has drawn attent.:on to the problem
involved in the use of the term semi-sovereign, since sovereignty
excludes all dependence. The terme vassal and protectorate are of(1)
(2)
(3)

lbid., p . 468. Statement by Josd L. Kunz.
Westlake, op. cit., U.
Nys, op. ciı., p. 358.
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fered instead. (1) Since the convention on the Ionian Islands concluded on March 21, 1800, at İstanbul between Turkey and Russia, the
term suzerainty has been used in diplomatic language. Suze:ra'nty and
protectorate both imply relations between a stronger ~nd a weaker
state. üne common characteristic of these two categories of political
units is that they do not enjoy complete freedom in their international relations.
it is quite impossible to draw a clear' line of d'stinction between
vassel states and international protectorates. However, the follow:ng
differences can be recognized. Vassal states were born of a historical
sıtuation in which a state fell into decay and disintegration and the
fact was not generally registered :n a formal treaty. Again as a general rule it ı s accepted that suzerainty is der2ved from and a reduction
of the sovereignty of the superior state; a protectorate implies a
reduction of the sovereignty of the protected state. International
protectorates are established when an aII?-pire - building state comes
in contact with weaker states and desires to have the result of a
conquest without the responsibilities of annexation, and it is not in
the interest of the expanding state to break up anc:ent forms. Pro tectorates surrender to some other state, by their own sovereign will,
control of their foreign affairs and sometimes limited control even
over. their domestic affairs in return for guaranty of protect:on.

Gairal de Sezerin makes the following distinctions between
suzerainty and protectorate : (1) Suzerainty derives from a concession
on the part of the suzerain. (2) The vassal state :s bound to perform
specific services. (3) The power of a vassal state is greater than that
of a protected state. (4) There is reciprocity of obligations between
the suzerain and the vassal. The distinction made by Professor Freund between suzerainty and protectorate :s in contrast with the third
distinction made between these two terms by Gairal, According to
Freund cısuzerainty is title with~ut corresponding power, protectorate

(J)

Ai.ıgust Wilhelm H effter, L t> Drnit jntemational d~ rEurope.
Traduit
Par Jule, Bergton . 4e ed. française, augmentee et. annott par F. Heinrich
Geffcken. (Bedin : H. W . Muller; Paris: A Cotillon & Cie 1883), p. 50.
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is power without corresponding title .ıı (1) Tchomacoff makes. the follow ng distinctions : (1) A protectorate has previously enjoyed autonomy, the vassal state has not. (2) Few institutions are modified by
the establishment of a protectorate except as to foreign relations. The
institutions of the vassal state change by the establishment of the
suzerainty. (3) The protectorate retains its nat'onality and its internal
administration, the vassal state acquires a distinct nationality. · (4)
The protectorate enjoys . complete internal sovereignty, the vassal
state does not. (5) The vassal state is bound to de~end the suzerain
but; wh le the protectorate has the right to be defended in case of
of war by the protector state, it is not bound. to defend the protector
state. (2)
Additional characteristics of suzerainty are as follows : (1) The
suzerain power has no right of intervention in questions which may
arıse between the c tizens of the vassal power inter se, nor in its
purely domestic affairs. (2) The vassal cannot make alliances with
foreign powers for these may impair its allegiance to the suzerain ·
state. (3). (3) The vassal state can not conclude treaties . and declare
war. (4) The suzerain power is responsible under penalty of los'. ng its
suzeraınty , to defend the vassal state if the latter is attacked by any
third power. The interference by any third power with the inferior
power is a casus belli for the suzerain against th s third power. (5) The
suzerain relationship ends by the annexation or occupation of the
suzerain power by a third power. The vassal state does not thereby
become a vassal of the annexing state.
Wallwyn gives a characteristic of the vassel state which conffcts
with the fourth characteristic given by Tchomacoff. According to
Wallwyn, uthe inferior power is not by reason of the suzerainty
(1)

(2)

(3)

Ernst Freund, «The Control of Dependencies Through Protectorates.»
T he Polıtical Science Quraterly , (1 899 ), XIV, p. 28.
Stanislas T chomacoff, De la Souverainhe en' ?._eneral et des restrictions
. qu''elle comporte et etude speciale de la condition juridique de la Bosnie
et de !-'ile de Chypre (F aris : L. Boyer, l SOl), p. 53.
p . B. Shephea rd W::llwyn, « S uzcr ainty,ıı f ournal of the Society of Comparative L egislation, edited for - the Society by John Macdonell and Edward
Man ~on . N ew series, (London : John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1889),
I, 437.
,.
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bound to defend its suzerain.,, (1) Accord:ng to Tchomacoff the vassal state is bound to defend the suzerain. This is another example of
difference .of opinion among publicısts on the characteristics of suzerainty and protectorates. (2)
In practice vassal states wh'ch were on the way to independence
asked more rights than they were granted expressly, and usually got
them. For instance, Bulgaria claimed the right to have a fleet distinct
that of the suzeraın. In spite of the silence of the Berlin Treaty on
this po_nt, Bulgarıa won its claim in negotiations with the signatory
powers.
The modern conception of the protector:>te is that of a legal
personality somewhere between the independent ._~ate and the vassal
state. But a prec_se differentiation ıs imposs.ble. Protectorate, as
vassalagy or suzerainty, ulacks exact jur.stic precision, as its real
meanıng depends very much upon the sı>ecial case.,, (3)

2 -

SOVEREIGNTY AND DEPENDENT STATES

Most publicists adhere to the doctrine that there is no impariment
of sovereignty of the weaker state by the establishment of a protec
(1)
(2)

(3)

lbid.
Wııliam Edward Hail, A Treatise on lnternational Law, 4th ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press; London : H, Frowde, 1895). p. 31. W. E. Wall defines
vass:!l ~ tates as «States under the suzerainty of others are pürtions of the
latter which during a process of gradual disruption or by the grace of
sovereign havc acquired ccrtain of the püwers of an independent community, such as that of making commercial conventions, or conferring
their exequr. tur on foreign con uls. Their position differs from that of
, the foregoing varieties of states (protectorates ete.) İn that a presumption
exists again;t the possession by them of any given İnternational capacity.
A member of a confederation pos esses all rights which İt has not expressly
resigned- A state under the suzerainty of another being confessedly part
of another state has those rights only which have been expressly granted
to it. and the as umption of larger powers of external action than thosc
which have been distinctly conceded to it is an act of rebellion against thc
sovereign.»
Oppenheim, op· ciı., p. 168.
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torate. The question arises as to the nature of sovereignty in vassal
states and protectorates. In the case of vassal states the amount of
sovereignty enjoyed is subject to the will of the superior state. If the
sovereignty enjoyed is delegated, it is delegated not by the people
of the vassal state but by tbe suzerain state. It :s illogical to think
that a sovereign nation gives up its '. ndependence of its own free will.
it would seem that in the cases of vassal states and protectorates is
possible to identify sovereignty w:th power instead of legal right.
The more powerful states establish such relationships by virtue of
their strength and not by virtue of any legal right. It is true, however,
that by the establishment of this relationship legal rights appear.
Publicists such as Grotius, Puffendorf and Vattel treated a topic
called unequal alliances. According to these authors the inferıor
state remains a sovereign state in unequal alliances. The subjects
oi the :nferior state are bound to obey only their own sovereign. The
suzerain power has no jur sdict on over their disputes and internal
dissentions. As long as they are harmonious with the allegiance of
the :nferior state to the suzerain power, the weaker power can exercise
the rights of sovereignty. (1)
What is the l'mit of renunciation of sovereign righ~s by a semi&overeign state? Opin'on is unanimous that renunciation of some
sovereign rights does not cause the extinction of sovereignty in a
state. (2) Even the Permanent Court of International Justice decided
this way in the affair of the steamship Wimbledon. (3) But there is
<ı limit to these concessions. History also shows that states have made
c:oncessions such as ceding the control of certain waterways or canals
or railways to another state. Today the right to fly commercial aircraft over fore gn countries is recognized and sanctioned by almost
all nations in the world by collective treaties.
It is possible to find extreme opinions as to the limits of granting

away sovereign rights w:thout absolute loss of sovereignty. Georg
Jellinek states that there is no limit to granting these rights. Jellinek
(l_)
(2)

Wdlwyn, op. cit., P· 433.
Georg Crmen, «Les Servitudes Internationales,» Recueil des Cours 1928,
II (Paris : Librairlie Hachette, 1929), Tome 22, p. 37.

(3)

lbid.
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argues that the transfer of certain sovereign rights of a state toanother does not mean a renunciation of sovere gnty. There is no limit
to- such transfer so long as the transferring state has only self-assumed obligations or oblıgations depending upon mutual consent. Ob:igatlons .cootracted by convention are valid orily for the duration of
time. ·for. whicn they were undertaken and can end accord ng to the
gen~rai ·ruies of the law of obligatio;_s. Jellinek argues further that
the thesis that internatiönal treaties h~ve a perpetual character
.contra.dicts the very nature of the state. The first duty of a state is
10 defend its existence; contractual obligat ons come second. (1) The
Permanent Court of International Justice had been inspired by the
5ame pririciple in a decision of August 17, 1923 : «La faculte de conkacter des engagements iriternationaux est precisement un attr'. but
de la souvera nete de l ' etatı. (2) Jellinek claimed the quality of a
sovereign state even for a state whose entire sovereign rights had
passed· under the contro1 of another· state. This explanation seems
to contradict the defin Wm of sovereignty given by him :
· uLe developpement historique de la souverainete
montre ·-qu'elle impiique la negat on de toute subordination ou limitation de l'Etat par un autre povoir. Le pouvoir
souvera·n de l'Etat est done un pouvoir qui ne connait
· pas de superieurs; il est done en meme temps pouvoir independent et supreme. Le premier signe caracter'stique
se revele surtout a l'exter eur danş les r elations de l'Etat
souverian avec d'autres puissances; le second, a l'interieur,
dans la compara son avec les personnes qu: lui sont subordonnees. .. (3)
(1)
(2)

(3)

Ibid., quoting Georg Jellinck. Allegemmemeine St::atslehre, t. 1, D as R ech t
des Modernen Staates, 2 e edit. (Berlin, 1905) pp. 53-54.
Crusen, op. ciı . , p. 38. Translation : The frculty of contracting interna. tinol engagements is an ::ttributc of the sovcreignty of the state.
Anclre N ic hol ~yevitch M andcstam, «La Protection des Minorites,» Recueil
des Cours, 1923, (Paris : L ibrairie Hachette. 1925), P· : 85, quoting and
transıating G . Jellinek , op. cit.; 1914 edition
p. 475. T ranslation :
The historical development of sovereignty shows that sovereignty implies
the nega· ion of ali subordination or limitation ..of the. State by another
powcr. The sovereign power of the statc is, thcn, a power which dcies
not recogniz.e _any su_pe.ri9rs:. It is at thı:. s;ıme time i.ndependent and the
suprem e power. The first charcteri tic is reve;;led usullay ex_ternally 'itj

I

İn

this definition sovereignty implies the absence of any suborciination or limitation of the state. How, then, could a state remain
sovereign if it had given up control of its sovere;gn rights to another
state, e ven though such a grant might be voluntary and subject to
termination? Some attribute of sovereignty must be kept by the
granting state, otherwise a state which does not control its internal
or external relations, or does not have any influence at all upon !ts
gove!'nment, is suboı:dinated to another state, and therefore is no
longer sovereign.
Cooley argues that, uSovereignty as applied to states imports the
supreme, absolute, uncontrollable power by which any state is gover·
ııed .ıı (1) Such a definition seams dangerous.
Even in democrac:es
the majority rules and minority obeys ; it is very dangerous to assume
that thls majority has an absolute and uncontrollable power. Accor·
ding to th s definition vassal states and protectorates still enjoy sovereignty. A better definition would be that sovereignty is the maximum
legal authority permitted states under general international law.

3 -

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS USUAL iN SUZERAINTIES
AND PROTECTORATE STATES

Publicists also . have asserted that the protectorate is res inter
alias acta, that is, only parties to it are concerned by it. However
this v'ew is no longer generally accepted. In many instances the territory of a protectorate was considered in international law as the
territory of the protecting state. İnternational law also accepts in
the case of vassal states and protectorates the intervention of the
suzer ain or protecting state as justif ably necessary to safeguard the
responsibility of the paramount state towards foreign nations. When
a state represents another in its foreign relations, the representing

(1)

the relations of the soYereign state with other powers, the second internally in com pa rison with the persons who are s ubordifıates of the State.
Thomas Mclntyre Cooley, A T reatise on the Constitutional Limitation_s
W hich R est upon th e Lef!İslative power of the States of the American
U nion. 7th ed. with large additions giving the results of recent. cases by
Vicyor H. Cane (Boston : Little Brown and Co., 1906), p. 1.
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state is responsible to foreign governments for the wrongful acts or
umissions of the represented state.
" .... '. f by reason of misgovernment a state of anarchy
or civil war should ensue by which the lives and property
of foreign residents were endangered, it wou!d be the duty
of the suzerain power to intervene in order to escape
ulterior liability towards foreign powers : for though such
1 ability is not usually recognized as a matter of international law yet governments have often found it expedient
to acknowledge it as a matter of international comity, and
thus the result is practically the same.,, (1)
As the international relations of a protectorate are under supervision and the veto of the protecting state, the conclusion of a treaty
by the protectorate involves a certain measure of responsibff ty,
both legal and moral, by the protecting state to insure due observance
of the treaty in quest on. If the treaty is v.olated by the protecorate,
the remonstrance and other claims may be addressed to the protecting state.
The\ powers of the proteding state within the protectorate vary
w·th individual cases.
extent of the powers of a protecting State in
the territory of a protected state depends, first, upon the
Treaties between the protecting State and the protected
States establish·ng the protectorate, and, secondly, upon
the conditions under which the Protectorate has been
recognized by third powers as against whom there is an
:ntention to rely on the provisions of these Treaties. in
spite of common features possessed by Protectorates under international law, they have individual legal characteristics resulting from the special. conditions under which
ıcThe

(l}

_Malcolm Mcllwr;:.ith, ,ffhe Rights of a Suzerain,n The Law Quarterly
R eview, ed . by Sir Frederick Pollock, (Landon: Stevens and Son -, Ltd.,

1896), XII, p. ll5.
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they were created, and the stage of their development."

(l}
The protectorate cannot be described clearly because it is rather
"a category for classifying a number of anomalous international
relationships and it has been applied to some which are not governed
by 'nternational law at all. " (2) If the treaty of protection is not
terminable at any moment or upon stipulated grounds, the international personality of the protected state is destroyed and therefore
it would not be considered a protectorate since this term implies
that for some purposes at least the protectorate must be an internat:onal personality. (3) A distinction between protectorates with and
without international personality is found in the works of early writers on international law. Grotius refers to the states cum imminutione
imperii and sine immutione imperi:. (4) Phillimore · makes a distinction between a «Stat_e under the Protectorate of another, or of others,
but reta ning .'ts International personality ,, and «a State under such
Protectorate so as to have forfeited its İnternational personality.»
(5) But in his commentaries he adın ts that even in the latter case,
". . . they are for certain purposes, and under certa'n
limitations dealt with as independent, moral persons
especially in questions of Comity, touching the persons
and property of their own subjects in a foreign country
or of strangers in the ·r own territory, and with respect
to other matters of like kind." (6).
Restr 'cted sovereignty was observed by early writers too. Jean
Bod:n ranked princes according to the degree of sovereignty they
enjoyed. (7) In the seventeenth century Jean Nicolas Hert accepted
(1 )

(2)

Tun is · Morocco N :ıt i onality dccrccs, P crmaııent Court of Internation al
Justicc, 192." , Publications of th.~ Court, s ~ ries B, Aclvisory O pinion No·
4, quoted in Briggs, op. cit., p. 147.
A. H Feller, «Protcctoratc,» EncyLcopedirı of Social Scieıı ces, (1934, XII,
p. 567.

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

Oppcnheim, op. cit., p. 169.
Phillimore, op. cit. ,
lbid., p. !Ol.
lbid., p. 105.
Jean Bodin, T he Six Books of Com monweale (Out of the French and
Lati n copies translated into. En glish by Richard Knolle.~ ) . (London :
G. Rishop, 1606 ), u. 153.
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the term of quasi regna (quasi kingdoms) for some political com munities.
The r'ght of administrating justice is one of the attributes of
Do protectorates enjoy this right? At the Berlin Conference of 1884-1885 all states, with the exception of Great Britain,
advanced the point of v!ew that protectorates had this right. Until
the end of the nineteenth century, Great Britain maintained that a
protectorate possesses only delegated powers. This British view is
against the doctr'ne generally accepted in international law that the
protectorate has all powers which are not restricted by the treaty of
prolection, and vassal states have only delegated powers. Great
Britain ultimately changed its position with the Pacific Order
in Council of 118~3 and the South African Orders in Cound of 18911894.
~overeignty.

Public'sts distinguish between feudal suzera 1nty and conventional
suzerainty. In feudal suzerainty a lord paramount grants sovereignty
to be held of him as a f'ef over some defined territory. The sovereiignty of a feudal state was not considered impaired by dependency.
Sovereignty being given in fief, the vassal state and the suzerain had
certain reciprocal right rights and dut'es. The most important of
these was the mutual obligation not to make war on each other. The
homage to the suzerain (Dominus feudi) did not impa:r the territorial
rights of the vassal nor h's relations with foreign states unless these
relations destroyed the feudal connection.
Certain court decisions also make a distinction between feudal
and conventional suzerainty.
«What is the meaning of the word « Suzerainty ıı and
what what are its essent'als? Sir Courtenay Ilbert in his
work on the Government of India gives a digest of statutory enactments relating to India, and in a supplemental
part to that digest was coptained definitions of expressions
in the digest. He adopts the !nterpretations given in the
Interpretation Act, 1889, anq the Indian General Clauses
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Act, 1897 and in a note says the expression usuzeraintyıı
is substituted by the Interpretation Act for the older
expression u allianceıı as indicating more accurately the
relat" on between the rulers of these States and the British
Crown as the paramount authority throughout India.
«Thus. «Suzerainty n is a term applied to certain· international relations between two sovereign States whereby
one, whilst retaining more or less limited sovereignty,
acknowledges the supremacy of the other. Such a relation
may be either in the nature of a fief or conventional, i.-e.,
by some treaty of peace or alliance in contrast witl} . the
fief, wh'ch is a sovereignty granted by a lord paramount
over some def;ned territory accompanied with an . express
'
grant of jurisdiction " (1)
Conventional suzerainty., especially within the British Emp're;
seems synonympus with protectorate. A conventional suzerain relationship existed between Gr~at Britain and the South Afr'can Republic
between 1881 and 1901, before the latter was annexed to the British
Crown But prevailing ·nterpretation of international law, and h 'story,
demonstrate that a suzerain relationsh'p is a stage before attainment
uf full independence. Therefore it seems appropriate to. consider conventional suzerainty as practiced within the British Em pire as ·more·
nearly_resşembling the usual concept of protectorate s'nce a .protectorate has frequently in history been a step in the diFeetien--ef out-rightannexation. The protectorate was in general a compromise· measure in
E·u,r9pean politics -and a stage on the way either to annexation or to
iiıd ep enden ce Today protectorates are without exce_ption - in the
light of the United Nations Charter - a step toward independen ce. (2)
(1)

(2)'

Statham v. Statham and Gaekwar of Baroda, G reat P ritain, Probate,
Dirnrce and Admiralty Division, 191L 1912, P robate, 92. Manley
O.
1
H udson, Cares and Other Materirıls on lnternational L aw, 3d ed. (St.
P r. ul, M inn. : W est P ublishing co., 1951 ), p. 44.
Geo rg Sc h warz.~nbe rger , A M anual of lnternational Law (London : Stevens and Sons Ltd. 1947), p. 33. Beside vassal stat\! > and protectorates,
inrernational law recogn i ze~ another category called m;:ndates or trusteeships. «Existing rnbiects of international law m ay decide on the creation

To summarize it can be said that a protectorate is a state with
limited sovereignty. It has been a fully sovereign state before and
under the new status has all sovereign rights wh' ch are not delegated
to the protecting power. Usually foreign relations are controlled by
the protecting power. In history the protectorate was a step toward
annexation but this is no longer the case.
A vassal state is a political commuriity with only such sovere'gn
powers as are delegated to it by the suzerain. It has never been completely sovereigiı. It 's usually a step toward full independence.
Both forms of state are considered as an ally of their superior.
The protectorate is bound to defend the protecting state '. f this is
stipulated in the treaty of protection, the vassal is bound to defend
its suzerain. The superior state has a duty to defend its inferior. A
final major difference between vassal states and protectorates is that
the protectorate retains its nationality and internal institutions but
vassal states acquire a new n~tionality.
4 -

GENERAL PATTERNS OF THE TURKISH
DEPENDENCIES (1)

The Turks during their history always ruled many non - Turkish
tribes or nations. During the first Empire (200 B.C.) they ruled in
Central As'a the ancestors of the Man~chus and Mongols. (2) During
tlıeir Empire in the sixth century A. D. they ruled the Kitay, Tatabi
and Tarlar tr"bes in Asia. (3) The Turks called these non-Turkish

(1)

(2)

(3)

of an internatiorral person, without, howeYer, granting it the full attributes
of a sovereign state.» This is a rnandate. Future independent status is
:numed, howe,·e r- Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan and Israel, which
are indeprndent states today, were 1T/.nclates of the Leagus of Nations
after their cletr. chment from Turkey by the Peace Treaty of Lausanne in
1923 . Libya, which was an İtalian protecto(ate, was put under United
N ations T rusteeship afte r the Second World War and in January, 1952..
it gained fu ll independence.
Gener::ıl References on T urki h dependencies are Reşat Ekrem, op. cit.;
Will i ~m L. Langer, Tlıe D ivlomacv of l mperialism, 1890-1902 (New York:
Alfr,Pd A. K noof, 1951 ); Lybyer, op. cit.2 William Miller, T he Bal"l(ans
(London: T. F isher Unwin, 1896), Stan ley Lane-Poole, The Barbary
Corsairs. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, 1890).
Sadri Maksudi A rsal - Türk Tarifıi ve H ukuk (İstanbul : İ stanbul Üniversitesi Yayını N o : 336, 1947) , J., p. 283.

lbid.
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states Tat. These nations payed a fü,ed tax and supplied troops but
were able to keep their internal organ'zation, language and customs.
They participated in decisions as to policies to be adopted with reference to themselves.
Turkish policies towards dependencies of the empire
several general patterns.
1

followed

N on - Assimilation

The Turks did not try to assimilate all territories under their
influence. A country is assimilated by imposing the culture and
civilizat'on of the stronger power. Regarding the Christian dependencies of the Turkish Empire, culture and civilization being identified
with rel" gion, assimilation was not attempted . The only possible
exception to this rule was the drafting of Christian children into
the Janizary army. Th's draft was abolished in the seventeenth century. Moslem dependencies were not assimilated because the'r relationship to the Sultan was primarily a . spiritual alliance, the Sultan
being the religious leader, the Calif. The national patterns of these
Moslem dependencies were already fixed, they had the same background, but their culture and civilizations were modified by geograph ·cal, socilogical, and ethnological factors. Most of these Moslem
states spoke Arabic and weı·e racially different from the Turks.
Complete amalgamation of ali terr'tories under Turkish rule or in
the Turkish sphere of influence was never considered. This policy
of non - assimilation was praised by a famous political philosopher in
the following words :
uNature has said it, that the Turk cannot govern
Egypt, Arabia and Curdistan as · he governs Thrace. Nor
has he the same dominion in Crimea which he has at Brusa
and Symirna ... The Sultan gets such obedience as he can.
He governs w:th a loose rein that he may govern at all;
and the whole force and vigour of this authority in his
centre is derived from a prudent relaxation in all his
borders.n (1)
(1)

Edrnund Burke, «Speech on Conciliation . with Arn erica ,ı• W orks of E.
Burke III, 56, 57, quo tcd bv Phillirnore, op. cit., p. 114.
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The nor..-assimilation policy was based upon a des're not to assume the ~esponsibilities of annexation, and upon recognition that the
established governments were efficient. History shows that the great
emp're builders, the Romans, followed a similar policy with success
durmg the earlier period of the Roman Empire. Expediency was
the dec ding factor in determining Turkish policy toward new conquests. Some localities, such as Macedonia and Bulgaria, were annexed and were governed through prov'ncial administration, but others such as Serbia, Wallachia, Moldav'a, Tunis, Algeria and Cr;mea,
were allowed to govern themselves internally. In most cases there
was a formal treaty between Turkey and the inferior, or protected,
state. This wa~ also the practice in the Roman Empire. In both the
Turkish and Roman Empires protected states were generally bound
to furnish aux'liary troops or ships and other materials in case of
war, and to supply provisions and quarters to their superior. The
Roman Empire payed compensation for these services and no taxes
were payed to Rome. In the Turkish Empire the services and provisions were received as a demonstration of homage of the weaker
states tq the superior, 'n return for protection by the latter. The
weaker states payed tribute to the Turk'sh Empire. Tribute, which
is a form of f scal revenue taken from political communities not fully
incorporated in a conquering state, is as old as organ'zed political life.
Pharaonic Egypt, Babylonia as well as the Hittite and Assyrian Empires
levied tr butes. The st'pendum of the Romans was a contribution to
cover mff tary expenses of a conquest or war, levied upon the conquered Italic peoples. it was cı collected regijlarly in all the new provinces,
except from autonomous or privileged confederates and dependent
principalities and nationalities, and acqu'red all the characteristics
of a tr'bute " (1) In special cases of need tributum, a head tax, was
levied on Roman citizens, but with the growth of the state and of
the Roman Empire it was no longer needed, so unoff'cially the term
was used instead of stipendum. In the Turkish Empire tribute was
payed as a result of a bilateral agreement. The weaker state promised
to pay tribute, to contr'bute to the expenses of the stronger state in
return for protection. Tribute in the Turkish Emp;re was a result of
fiscal policy and not a manifestation of the brute force of the stron(1)

F ritz H eichelheim, «T ribute,» En cyclopedia of Social Sciences.
p. 102.

xv,
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(1935),

ger. in return for the protection of their commerce and other interrests, many other political communit es, besides the permanent regencies, payed tribute to the Turks : (1). The Republic of Ragusa. (2)
the Republic of Venice, (3) the Eastern Roman Empire, (4) the Genoese colonies in Cr. mea and in the Aegean Sea, (5) the Duchy of
Athens, (6) the Principality of Peloponnesus (7) and the Princ'pality
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

«Crimean Tanary, Georgia, Mingrelia~ and parts of Arabia were va:sal
territories, more or less light!y attached and ıx:ying no regular tribute.
Venice's Isl and of Cyprus, the Emperor Ferdinand's possessiom in Hungary. the territories of Ragusa, Transylvania, Moldavia and Wdlachia all
paid regular tribute with occa ional presents for the privileges of maintaining their own administrations. Egypt was under a special government
:::daptecl with slight changes from that of the Mamelukes, headed by a
pasha sent out from Constantinople, for a term of three pears, and delivering a large part of its annual revenue to the imperial trea-ury. The Holy
cities of Mecca and Medina, far from paying tribute received a large annual subsidy at the cost of Egypt. North Africa conquered by the Corsairs,
was brought into the empire by Khaireddin Barbarossa principally for the
sake of prestige and : upport; but though in its organiznion it imitated
the parent gO\·ernment it was seldom İn close obedience. The inhabitants
of the tributory states were left in pos'i ession of mo t of their institutions,
but whether to their advantage in the long run is a quesiion open to debate » Lybyer, op. cit., p. 30
The treaties of tribute were· signed in 1365, 1408, 1414, 1445, 1415, 145.'.,
1471, 1481 with the Republic of Ragusa. Noradounghian, 011. cit., pp. 5, 7,
8, 13, 14, 17. Re ş::t Ekrem, op. ciı ., pp. 8, 12, 13, 20, 22; 25; 29; 31.
The treaties with the Republic of Yenice were concluded in 1408 and
: 1413. Noradounghian, op. cit,, pp. 2, 8; Reşat Ekrem, op. cit., pp. 12,
13. «She (Yenice) even paid the Sultan tribute for the island of Cyprus.
When Suleyman the Magnificent succeeded Selim and took Belgrade
(1521) Venice hastly increa 'i ecl her payment and clid homage for Zante as
well » Lane-Poole, op. cit., p. 72.
The treaties with the Eastern Roman Empire were conçluded in 1387,
1391, 1397, 1424. Nor~ clounghian , op. cit., pp. 4, 6, 15; Reşat Ekrem,
op. cit., pp. 10, 11 16.
The treaties stipulating a tribute to the Turkish Empire were concluded
in 1416, 1453, 1455, 1456 with the Genoese colonies in Crimea and the
A·egean 5ea. Noraclounghian, op. cit., PP· 9, 16, 17; Reşat Ekrem, op. cit.,
P.P· 14, 24, 25, 26.
Only one treaty İn 1443 was concluded between the Turkish Empire ancl
the Duke of Athens. Noraclounghian, op. cit., p. 17 ; Reşat Ekrem, op.
cit., P· 19.
The treaties between the Turkish Empire and the principality of Pelopeno-
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of Transylvania. (1) Transylvania had its greatest degree of independence under Turkish protection.
The dependencies of the Turkish Emp~re were not considered
by the Turkis as co~onies of settlement. In annexed provinces Turks
d d settle, but in the semi-sovereign dependenc'es, Turks were settled only in strategic areas. In other words the Turkish army occupied
strategic pofots and the families of the soldiers accompanied them.
The dependency operated its own laws, the Turkish army was under
Turk sh jurisdiction. Such a s"tuation is well known in international
law.
•
·2 -

Re]gious Tolerance

Religious tolerance was .a cons·stent policy of th~ Turks in
their relaf ons with the peoples of their dependencies. «Christians
were, with certa·n exceptions, given complete liberty of private worship, There was a fairly complete religious tolerance. ıı (2)
«In the matter of toleration the Ottoman Emp're afforded a complete contrast to all Christendom. The hatred of the Latins and the Greeks for one another was
intense, and a lasting cause of division. It was the main
reason wh' ch induced Orthodox Christians, whether Serb,
Byzantine, or Greek, to acquiesce in the Ottoman rule.
Their attitude of m'nd is well illustrated by the song
which tells that George Brankovitch, the despot of North
Serbia once asked John Hunyadi what religion he would
enforce on Serbs if he saved them from the Turk. uThe

(l)

(2)

sesus were concluclcd in 1445, 1451, 1453 ::ınd 1455 and stipu lated a tri bute to be paicl to the Turks. Nora dolinghi::ın, op. ciı., pp. 15, 16, 17; R esat
Ekrem, op. cit., pp. 20, 22, 24, 25.
The treaties between the Turki sh Emoire ::ınd the Principality of T r::ın -yl
Yani::ı were concluded in 1541, 1605, 1614, 1624, 1627, 1646, Reşa t Ekrem,
op. cit·, pp. 43, 54, 59, 63, 66.
H arold W . F. T rmper!ey, H istory of Sabia (London : G . Pell and Sons,
Ltd .. 1919), p. 110.
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Latinu sa·d the great Hungarian with decision. Greatly
perturbed, Despot George put the same question to the
Turkish Sultan. "I will bu ld a church near every mosqueıı
said the Sultan; uI will leave the people to bow in the
mosques or to cross themselves in the churches as they
will." This story is unquestionably true in spirit ıf not in
fact. The mass of Greek Christ ans preferred limited toleration under the Turk to unlimited persecution under
the Latin.,, (1)
Dur·ng the Turkish conquests in many instances the_natives preferred the Turks as masters instead of a Christian power whose denomination d ffered from theirs. A historian makes the following
remark on the conquest of Crete by the Turks :
"For several centuries the island was ruled by the
Venetians with a harshness not exceeded by the later
Turk masters. It is said, in fact, that the Cretans themselves called in the Turk in 1645, when the memorable siege
ended in Ottoman conquest in 1669 was begun.ıı (2)
Another example of Turkish preference was manifested in 1458
when the Serbian K ng Lazar died .
«Lazar's widow, Helena, tried to preserve the pol't!cal
independence of her country by offering it as a fief to
the Papacy. But the Serbs declared that they would rather be Turkish than Roman Catholic . ıı (3)
The K ng of Bosnia, a. Catholic, proposed to unite his country
with Serb a and put the two kingdoms under the protection of the
Pope, thus forming a Catholic monarchy. But the people of Bosnia
resisted such a proposition.
«There, too, people, mindful of the terrible persecutions which they had suffered at the hands of the Popes,
welcomed the Turks as deliverers .... The Serb nobles in(1)
(2)

(3)

lbid., p. 3.
LanRer, op· cit .• p. 715.
Miller,op. cit., p. 296.
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vited a Turk'sh magnate, brother of the Grand v:zier, to
be their lord, and when Helena put him in prison, threw
themselves into the Sultan's arms. Semendrai opened its
gates to him; city after city followed its example.ıı (1)
Equal treatment of all nationals withou.t dist'nction as to race,
language or religion is a pr. nciple which is sanctioned by international
law in many minority treaties. «ln the old Ottoman Empire the
goverment recognized no differences of race or nationality. The
only accepted distinction between populations was made on the
basis of religion.ıı (2) Turkish reı : gious tolerance being proved by
many authorities on the subject it ıs possible to claim that until the
nineteenth century, when the rise of nationalism started in the domin·ons of the Turkish Empire, the principle of equal treatment of nationals with some m nor exceptions was a part of Turkish public law
and a consistent policy toward semi-sovereign dependencies. (2)
the whole, the Turkish rule during those centuries does not appear to have been as oppressive as that
of a Latin conqueror m' ght ha ve been. The Serbians were
not forced to forsake their relig!on nor much interfered
with in their local government . . . But the continual Serbian revolts which we encounter in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries were produced less by oppression than
by general restlessness and by a·sturbance from outside.»
ıcOn

(3)
(1)

lbid·

(l)

Lan ger, op.

(3)

This principle of Turkish public law has its background in Moslem law.
cffhe Mohemmadan law in fact actually forbids the forcible conversion
of any unbelievers aboYe the age of puberty, and thus forbid s interference
with religious opinion··- (If God so willed it, every man who !iveth on
the earth would have believed. Wouldest thou be so' ma·d, O morta!, as
to seek to compel thy fellow - creatures to believe ? No, the soul believeth
not unle ss by the will of God .) Quoted by Finlay, -Greece (1897), v. 39
n. » Temperley, op. cit·, ı;ıp. 130- 131.

cit.~

pp. 304 - 305.
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Religious Ties w:th Moslem Princfpa:ities

In contrast with the policy towards Christian dependencies, the
Turkish Empire had strong relig ous ties with Moslem regencies.
In · fa~t many of these regencies recognized the Sultan as the'r suzera n because he was at the same time the Calif. The Turkish Sultan
beçame Calif by the conquest of Egypt in the sixteenth century. The
North African Moslem princes accepted the suzerainty of the Sultan
:n the same century because the powerful Sultan was at the same
time the spiritual leader of Islam. Crimea accepted suzerainty in
the. fifteenth century before the Sultan became the Calif, but their
common religion was a determining factor in this relationship. This
assertion is confirmed by the fact that although the Treaty of Kuchuk-Kainardjı detached Crimea from the Turkish Empire '. t recogni·
zed the Sultan in his capacity as Calif to be the spiritual leader of
Cr.mea. (1)

4-

Recognit:on of Each Race as a Nation with Rights of its Own

Although some general patterns were fixed for all of them,
each race was recognized as a nation of its own, and its problems and
potentialities and relations with the Emp;re were considered indi vidually. All dependenc es enjoyed self - government and in most
instances, surprisingly, this self-government had a representative
basis. According to the Acte Separe of October 7, 1826 to the Treaty
of Ackerman (of the same date), the hospodars of Wallach·a and of
Mold~v_ a were to be chosen by a council of nobles (boyards), who
had been themselves chosen by their respective peoples. The absolute
right of the hospodar to make decisions as to life and death, war or
peace-was taken from him and given to a Divan. (2) This fact is very
surprising because by th.s stipulation two of the most absolute powers m Eastern Europe (Turkey and Russia), the last two powers to
accept the parliamentary system, sponsored a parliamentary system
restricting the powers of an absolute monarch. It is true that the
(1)
(2)

Reş w Ekrem, op. ciı,, p. 103.
.Jb.id. pp. 141 - 142. -.
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·:epresentatives in the Divan did not represent the whole people but
only the nobles and clergy, but it is also true that «ln Engıand (until
1867), :n Italy (until 1882), and in Belgium (untıl 1893), property
and literacy tests restricted the suffrage to less than five per cent
of population." (1) The privilege of selecting a representative body
was given to Wallachia and Moldavia in 1826. The Reg _ement Organique of 1834 provided for Moldavia a legislature composed of one
archbishop, two bishops. sixteen boyards and thirteen district repre
sentatives. The General Assembly of Wallachia was composed of
four Greek Orthodox bishops from each prov nee, one hundred and
twenty-three boyards, thirty-six representatives of the petty nobility
and twenty - seven delegates from urban districts. (2)
5-

Treaty Relationships Between the Dependencies and the Emp:re

The rights and dufes of both powers were clearly deiined in
these treat.es. A treaty of 1460 was the basis of Turkish protection
over Wallachia. The following were principal stipulations:
"... que le Sultan protegerait le pays contre tous ses
ennemis : qu'il ne se melera t en rien de l'administration
interieure, que la n?tion continuerait de jouir de sa religion, de ses lois, de ses libertes; que le duc ou vo:vode
serait elu par les boyards et les eveques ıl aurait le droit de
paix et de guerre, de vie et de mort ; que les Turcs ne
pourraient s'etablir dans le pays : que la Vallachie payerait
au Sultan un tribut de 10.000 ducats. n (3)
In the same treaty the supremacy of the Sultan and of this
successors over Wallach a was recognized and the ratification of the
voivod's election by the Turkish government was stipulated. In this
early treaty it is possible to see some of the Turkish pol'. cies toward
dependencies. The policies of non - ass.m'lation and the concept of
the dependencies as autonomous parts of the Empire rather than as
(1)

(2)
(3)

Carlton J. H . Hayes, A Generation of M aterialism, lffll - 1900 (Nev York:
H arper and Brothers, 1941, p. 54.
Re.at Ekrem. op. cit., p . 162, British aııd Forei(!n State Papers, XXX,
p. 1°245.
Contrad Mdte - Brun, Geo'f!.raphie Universelle (Paris : Furne et lie.
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colonies of settlement is shown by the fact that Turks were prohibited to settle in the principality. The policy of allow·ng self-government s shown by the statement that the Su~tan would not intervene
jn internal affairs Wallachia would continue to enjoy its laws and
its 1 berties. Representative government, at least on a relative basis,
is shown by the election of the prince by the nobles and b;shops.
Religious tolerance is clear in the statement on the Wallachia's en·
joyment of its own religion.
It was possible for the dependenc'es to bring complaints on
the breach or non-observance of the treaties by minor off cials and
soldiers to the Imperial Divan. The following is a good example of
this principle. uEn 1593, le Voyvode Michel, s'alliant avec Sig·smond
prince de Transylvanie et le voyvode de Moldavie transmirent a la
Porte une longue 1 ste de leur griefs ... (1) During the early and enlightened days of the Turkish Empire these compla'nts were taken into
account and the wrong were corrected, but in later centuries the
principles applied to the dependencies were abandoned as were other
policies and principles which brought might and justice to the Empire. In early centur·es uthe Turkish Empire was won by the simple
means of faith and valour; it was retained by refined arts of policy
and diploma ey long after the glow of rel' gious possion had died
away ... (2) In later centuries the Empire was :n weak hands Beside thes
there was the rise of national" sın in dependencies; their desires formore autonomy caused the abandonment of refined arts of policy and
diplomacy. The Empire suffered !nternal crisis, the government
1862- 65, IV, 637. Translarion : «That the Sultan would protect ehe Country
aga inst ali İts cn-::mics ; that thc Sultan would ne\'er intervene in internal
::ıffairs, that the nation would continue to enjoy its religion, its law ", its
libertie:;, that the duke or voirnde woıtld be elected by Boyards and bishops, that he would haYe right to decide as to peace and war, and life
;ınd death, that the Turks were prohibited from settling in the country;
that Wall::ıchia would pay to the Sultan a tribute of 10, 000 duc::ıts.ıı
(1)
«V :ıll::ı r hie . » Grand Dictionnaire Univer ··el du xixe siecle. V ol- XV, 1876.

(2)

Translnion : In 1593 thc mimde MichaeJ, joining Sigismond, Prince of
Tran "yh-ania ::ıncl the \'Oİ,·odc of MoldaYi::ı , de livered to the Porte a long
li st of grinances.
Temperley, op. ciı ., p. 113.
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could no longer control the army which deposed Sultans who were
not prompt to satisfy aqny desires. During these critical periods the
autonomy of the dependenc' ~s was reduced ~normously in violation
of treaty stipulations. In Moldavia and Wallachia the princes were
no longer elected but were appointed by the Porte. These appointed
princes were of Greek origin and religion. Even when autonomy was
greatly restricted, the internal government was left in control of
local matters. The princ'palit'es were not annexed and care was taken .in the appointment of princes that were Christian and belonged
to the same denomination as the dependency.
6 -

Marriage Ties Between the Emp'.re and Dependencies

The Turkish Sultans strengthened their relat;ons with the dependenc' es by marrying the daughters and sisters Öf their vassal princes.
This practice was followed in early centuries. In 1389, by a new
treaty between Turkey and ,Serbia the treaty of 1375, was renewed
with the additional agreement that Sultan Beyazit and Princess
Mileva, sister of the Serbian King would be married. Later basing
their claims on the kinship thus established, Turkish Sultans even
advanced a cla'm to the Serbian throne. In 1437, Serbian King Stephen Lazarevitch died without leaving an heir, but he had named
George .Brankovitch to be his successor. (1) Murat II claimed a prior
right to the Serbian throne, being the grandson of the Serb'an Prin~: cess .M leva, wife of Beyazit I. Upon Serbian refusal to give h'm the
C-.rone, Murat II started to invade Serbia but European preparation
for a new crusade made him change his plans and a treaty was signed
in 1428. The Sultan married the sister of George Brankovitch, a
tribute of 50,000 ducats was fixed and the Serbian King prom;sed to
send his troops to the Turkish army in case of necessity and to cease
all ;relations with Hungary. (2)
Bulgaria also accepted Turkish sovereignty and the Bulgarian
· King accepted the marriage of his daughter to Sultan Murat 1. (3) in
later centuries this policy was dropped .
(1)
(2)
(3)

Miller, op. cit., p. 292. Noradoungh i::ın, op. cit., P· 11 , quo tin g H am mer,
op· cit .. 11, 265.
Miller, op. ciı., p. 293.
Reşat Ekrem, op· cit .• p. 9.
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Attempts to Create a

Fe~eral

or Commonwealth Strueture

The Turkish dependencies were not colonies to be exploited,
ııor were they used as settlements for Turkish immigrants. They were
ıınequal allies, as werıe dependencies in the Roman
Empire, and
were cons dered important to the Turk sh Empire for strategic purposes. Nineteenth century industr.alization did not materiahe in the
Turkish Empire. The basic problems of colonial powers, stemming
from the relat onship of the cap tal of the colonizing power to native
labor, did not exist in the Turkish Empire. The political communities
of the Turkish Empire evolved toward independence with the rise
of nat onalism, w th outside support in their behalf, and with the
inadequate supervisiqn and corrupt government of the Turkish Empire. But when they claimed independence the dependencies always
based th~ir demands on the autonomy they already were enjoying
within the Turkish Empire.
ıı En effet les terr'toires de plus de trente royaumes,
republiques, principautes avaient ete englob~s dans le
vaste empire turc et c'est en invoquant la misowera·nete
que plusieurs de ces communautes pol'tiques affirmerent
d'abord leurs droits .ıı (1)

In the Turkish system there was no Governor General. A comparative study of the British colonial system aids in obtaining a clearer picture of the Turkish system. The Colonial Office in London
has ultimate re sp onsibi~ ity in colon' al government and ıı exercises
general administraf ve supervision." (2) The Col_onial Secretary appoints a Governor who works with the officials of the BrU:sh Colonial
Service in the administration of his posit'on. In the Turkish system
(1 )

Eclouarcl Enge'. hardt, «Consider:· tions historiques et juridiques sur les
Revue de droit l nternational et de L ef!.islation comparee, t.
xXiv, ~ 49 Quott>d in Nys, op. cit., u. 363. Translation i n effect the territories of morc than thirty kingdom ·, republies, and principalities have
b~en includecl in the huge Turkish Empi re and it was by invokin g their
semi-soYereignty that many of these political communities firet affirmed
thei r rights.
John C . R · nev and G wendobn M. Carter, Th e Major Foreif!.n P(Jtl(ers
(New York : Harcou rt, Prace and Company, 1949) , p. 267.
protectorats.ıı

(2)

-
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there was no cabinet post such as the Colonial Ofüce. The only real
control exercised by the Turkish government was the power (of the
Sublime Porte) to veto the election of a Prince. Civ'l administration
was completely in the hands of nat'ves. The local governments of
the Moslem dependencies were patterned after the government of
the Turkish Emp.re. There was an executive body called the Divan
headed by a Prime Minister and responsible to the Sultan. In Christ' an dependencies the princes were elected by an assembly xhich
v.-as elected in turn from certain social classes such as the nobility
and clergy.
A comparison w'th the Indian protectorates of the British Empire
and Wallachia and Moldavia after the Reg ement organique of 1834
may be helpful in pointng up some of the significant features of
the Turkish aystem. The Governor General legislated for British
officials as well as for European and native subjects. (1) In the Danubian principalities there was no. Governor General ; there were two
legislative chambers composed of natives . These two chambers legislated only for natıves ; Europeans had their own jurisdiction under
the Capitulations and Turks stationed with the army were under
Turk"sh jurisdiction. Acts of Parliament affected the Indian protectorates indirectly because they affected the Governor General. The
Turkish firmans did not affect the Danubian pr!ncipalities except
-the firman of investiture of the elected prince. The Indian native
pr·nces adopted many British laws: as in the case of the Indian penal code. The Danubian pr. ncipalities did not adopt any Turkish law
because Turkish law was based on Moslem law and jur·sprudence
and Wallachia and Moldavia were Christian countries apply:ng their
traditional customary law based upon Christian principles.
From th' s comparison it is possible to note the favorable position of dependencies within the Turk·sh system. They were able at
" relatively early date to obtain independence, even though in part
this may be ascribed to the declining strength of the Ottoman Empire.
Moldavia and Wallachia won V!rtual '. ndependence by the Treaty of
Paris in 1856 and full independence with the Treaty of Bertin in
(1)

John M acdonell , <C P rotecto ra t-~,ı> T he E ncyclopedia Brita nnica (Cam bridge:
University Press, 1911 ), XXII , p. 469.
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1878. Indea became independent in 1947 after many sacr:fices made
in a·ding the British Empire during the First and Second World wars.
The above mentioned principles of the Turkish Empire were estabıı;;;hed when the Empire was growing, was strong and well-admin stered.
They were forgotten or purposely put aside during the decl'ne of the
Empire. These principles and policies were far sighted political act'ons
and conform to the principles of international law. R'ghts and duties
of suzerain and vassal states were clearly def ned in the case of the Turkish Empire, contrary to the general notion that the rights and obligations of protectorates were vague because often a protectorate is the
resu~t of a polit'cal compromise.
Turkish suzerainty in some of the regencies had been more nominal than real. Such was the suzerainty over the Barbary States.
However, European powers addressed the Turkish government for
redress of the acts of the Barbary States and in the following circumstances the suzerainty of the Turkish Empire over the Barbary States
was r<~cognized: (1) European powers sent only consuls and d'd not
a·.:::redit Publ c Ministers to the courts of these regencies. (2) They
obeyed the rule of negotiating with the Turkish Empire directıy or
obtaining the subsequent confirmat'on of the Turkish government
for arrangements entered into with the Barbary States. (3) When
the Beys or Deys of these states vis ted European courts, they were
not received as rulers or representatives of an independent stpte, but
instead the Turkish Arribassador presented them to the visited Court.
Russia des·red a limited-status as protector of the Danubian
principalities and was granted this pos tion by the Porte. Russia did
not conclude a treaty directly with these Turkish vassal states, so
Russia's intervent on was based only on treaties concluded witb the
Porte. From the beginning the Danubian principal~ ties had the
characteristics of protectorates; they had given up part of their
sovereignty by treaty. In the eighteenth cemury, follow'.ng continuous
disorders and revolts, the Ottoınan Porte changed some of the stipulaf ons such as. the election of the Prince by the native assembly.
N evertheless relations between the protector and the protectorate
were based on treaties.The ıırotectorate had all powers that it did
not give up. The limited Russian protectorate agreed to by the Porte
was invalid because Turkey did not have the authority to share its own
133 - .

protect'on over these principalities with Russ:a under the provis·ons of
the treaty with them . The Russian protectorate over these prir.cipalitieıı
had· İıo valid legal bas·s.
Fora time Serbian-Turkish relations were in the form ofa protectorate under a treaty. Later Serb a was annexed to the Empire and
ruled by a Turkish governor. During the direct administrat'on of the
country, Serbia was governed by a governor pasha with his headquarters at Belgrade. He in turn was under the Rumeli Beylerbeyi
(Governor-General of European Turkey) (1) The pasha fixed the taxes
and he was chief justice of the province as well as its governor.
Bes de the Turkish administrators there were Serbians called BashiKnezes· who had jurisdiction over Serbians The Turks cou' d not live
in Serbaian d'. stricts. (2) On the national level the government of Serb:a
wa.s in the hands of the Turks, but local self-government was Serbi~n (3).
The Separate Act signed as an annex by Turkey and Russia to
the Treaty of Ackerman in October 7, 1826, gave more autonomy to
Serbia. With a Turkish decree of September 30, 1829, Serbia became
a vassal state. If the characteristics of protectorates asserted by
Tchomacoff are accepted, as a result of. the above decree, Serbia
would have become protectorate rather than a vassal, but it seems
justif ed to conclude that vassal states are bom of a historical situaation when an empire falls into decay. The changed situation need
not be generally registered in a formal treaty. Th s was true in the
cases of Serb a and Bulgaria (4) Being vassal states they had only
such powers as were delegated by Turkey. But Turkey did not want
to~ share its suzerainty w. th Russia, so the relations of Russia with

O)

(Z)
(3)
(4)

«European Turkey i ~ styled by the Turks Roumelia which signifies the
country of Roum, a name gİYen cluring the middle ages to the Greeks of
th:: Lower Empire.» Jean H enri Henri Abclolonyme Ubicini, L etters on
T urk eY., trans, Lady Elizabeıh E ~:sthope, (London : John Murray Allem arle Street, 1856), Part I, p. 14.
Temperley, Qp. ci~., p, 119. ,
Jbid., p. 120.

Bul garia became a
in 1878.

semİ·independent

-
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principality by the Tre<:ty of Berlin

Serbia from 1812 to 1856, and iater Russian-Bulgarian relat'.ons were
without any legal basis. (1)
The annexation of Algeria by France in 1830, shows that France
did not take into consideration the rights of the Turkısh Empire over
this dependency but England called French attent on to this fact. On
March 23, 1830 Lord Aberdeen sent a message to Lprd Stuart de
Rothsay.
uJe ne cacherai pas a votre Excellence que le s'lence
complet observe a l'Lgard des droits et des interets de la
Porte dans l'exposition detaillee des intentions du gouvernement français telle qu'elle ressort de la depeche de M.
de Polignac, a ete remarque avec . quelque surprise. 11 est
difficile d'imaginer que ces titr~s soient ecartees par Sa
Majeste Tres-Chretienne quelque soit le changement qui
ait lieu. 11 est vrai que plusieurs des Etats de l'Europe y
compris la France et l' Angleterre se sont longtemps habitues a tra ter les Regences comme Etats independants et
ont rendu leurs gouvernements responsables de leur conduite, mais nous n'avons pas oubU~ ni leur position envers
la Turqu e ni l'espece de souverainete que le Sultan exerce
encore sur eux. Ce n'est que tres recemment que Sa Majeste Tres-Chretienne a renonce a l''. dee de profiter de la mediation et de l'aurorite du gouvernement turc pour amener
une reconciliation avec Alger. Ces etats barbaresques sont
encore vassaux et tributaire de la Porte, et lorsque le pouvo r du vassal cesse d'exister, il est raisonable de supposer
que les droits du suzerain seront pris en consideration.
On ne peut supposer autrement si l'on pense a la sollicitude
que Sa Majeste Tres-Chretienne a toujours temoigne pour
la preservation et la prosperite de l'emp'. re turc.ıı (1)
(l)
(2)

Freund, op. cit., P· 30.
William Beach Lawrence, Commentaire sur /es etl:ments du droit international et sur l' histoire des prorrrl:s du droit des v_ens de Henry W heaton
(Lepzig : F. A. Brockhaus, 1868), 1, 261, çuoting Martens, Nouveau Recueil, tam xi, p. 56. Translation : 1 shall not hide from your Excellency
that the complcte silence observed regarding the rights and interests of
the Porte in the detailecl exposition of the intentions of the French ıı;o.
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The contertt of this message was transmitted to Prince de Pol'gnac
who assured the Pritish that the expedit on was made not to conquer
but to punish. In any event, Algeria was conquered and annexed to
the French Empire.
8 -

•

Suınmary

The dependencies of the Turkish Empire ·were accepted as autonomous political entit es within the Empir e. All of them, even when
the influence of the Porte in their affairs was extreme, kept a partial
sovereignty. Their status was much better than that of many of today's
protectorates. The policies of the parent government were successful.
The fact that this huge empire was kept intact for centuries :s a
witness to this efficiency. Later the corruption of the parent government in its domestic relations brought inconsistent policies and
oppression upon the dependencies. The r:se of nationalism, industrialism, the race of Europ~an powers to control the ·strategic and r'ch
areas of the world. and European intervention under humanitarian
ela ms (forgetting millions of people oppressed by their governments
in their own homelands or dependencies), accompanied by the
financ al collapse of the Porte and the vicious government of Sultan
Hamit II, resu:ted within a period of thirty years in the detachment
of the dependencies one by one. By the Treaty of Laussanne of 1923,
a new Turkey was born, cleansed of imper alism, a Turkey within
which the overwhelm ng majority is Turkish.
\'ernmcnt as it is under tood from the cable of M. d.e Polignac has been,
rem arked with sonıe surprise. i t is clifficult to imagine th::ıt these titles
k.d b· en omitted by his most Chri >tian M::ıjesry whate\'e r be the change
which happenecl. i t is true that many European · t::ıtes including France
and Engl:.:nd ha,·e been for a long time US·:!d to consicler the Regenice~
as i nde p ~ ndent states and ha ,·e renclerecl their goYcrnments re· ponsible of
t~ir cond uct, but we clicl not forget either their position toward Turkey
either the kind of sovcreignty that tqe Sult:.:n excrcise> upon them, This
is only recently that his Most Christian Maje sty renuncecl to the idea of
profiting from the mediation ancl authority of thc Turkish government
to bring a reconciliation with Algeria. T hese Barbary S:ates are stili vassal
:mel tributary of th{'. Porte and w hen the power of the vassal ceases to
exist it is r·ea onable to suppose that the rights of the suzer:.:in will be
ta ken i n cv n side ratioıı. To suppose otherwi ·e is impossible if oııe thinks
to the solicitude· that his Mo t Christian Ma_iesty h_ave always shoYed for
the preservation and prosperity of the T urki h Empi rc.

-
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CHAPTER V.
MINORITIES iN TURKEY
1-

THE EXISTENCE OF MINORITIES iN TURKEY

A minority may be defined as a distinct and different entity
within a political commun ty. it may be racial, rel' gious or linguistic.
Since the beginning of history there have been minorities in all political commun ties There were always rac al, religious and linguistic minorities in the Ottoman Empirı>. Their numbers varied according to the growth an declim. of the Empire. Dur ng the rise of
the Emp re there were numerou.; minority grotıps, some quite large.
Later, during the Emp:re's decline, these minority populations first
ga ned semi-independence under tribut~ry statehood and later full
independence. Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbians, Albanians, Croats,
Arabs, Kurds, Jew:;, Armenians, Melchites, Maron'tes, Syriacs, Latins, and Chaldeans .were minoritıes in the Turk:sh Empire. The
most prominent feature distinguishing minorit es in the Turkish
Empire was rel gious differences.
The juridical basis for every minority :s established either
exclus:vely by the munidpal law of the state or hy treaties. Treaties
for the protection of minor ty may either regulate in detail the relat' onship of the minority and majority or they may establish general
principles leaving the details_ tothe state concerned.
il. PROTECTION OF MINORITIES iN TURKEY BY
MUNICIPAL LAW.

Mehmet II, the Conqueror was the f rst Turkish ruler to organize minorities in d.stinct units of the Turkish Empire. Before h s time minorities
were not organized but left as they were, subject to their own customs
-
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and laws. Mehmet il organ'zed the minorities on the hasis of religious differences. Immediately after the conquest of Istanbul, Mehmet il gave full autonomy to the Greek, Armen' an and ·J ewish communities of the city. Each community was left under the responsible
control of the head of the community called Mi.Jet Başı (Head of
Nation). Minorities ~ n other parts of the Empire wf'!re attached to
their respective relig ous leader in Istanbul. in this way the Turkish
government was relieved of needless embarassment and non-Moslem · subjects were saved from continual interference and subjection.
Later Sultans explic tly reaffirmed the unrestricted jurisdiction of
these communities. «All adherents of the Greek patriarhate were
classed as Greek, all followers of the Armenian patriarch as Armenian. ıı (1) In 1870 the Bulgarians succeeded in establishing their own
church distinct from the Greek patriarchate. The Armenian Catholic
church detached itself from the Armen'an patriarchate. ııThe tendency of these communities· to maintain a national solidarity and
political exclus veness has been very marked. (2) The tolerance of the
Turks towards minorities grew in a dangerous way. These minor:ties
became veritable politi<:al organizations and their leaders were given
the r ght to speak in the name of their nation.
«The quesı:on of compulsory military service and other
questions concerning the right to vote and the alleged right
of national representation in the Turkish Parliament,
raised after the Revolution of the Yoµng Turks in 1908,
have all served to reveal the extraord:nary pretensions of
the Greek and Armenian Patriarchs, as well as of the heads
of the other commun'ties, to represent their 'nationş' in a
political capacity before the Sublime Porte. One of the
chief embarassments of the new constitutional regime in
Turkey was the unwillingness of the various communities,
·particularly that of the Greeks, to subordinate the!r nationa~ sentiments to the broader and superior claims of Ottoman nationality. (The Young Turks perhaps committed an
irretrievable blunder in treating with respective rel;gious
corumun ties as distinct nations, and in determining rep(1)
(2)

Langer, op. cİt·, p. 305.
Brown, Foreİf{ners İn Turkeyı op

-

ciı.,

p. 19.
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resentation in Parl"ament on the hasis of nationalities
rather than on a· strictly O~toman hasis. Correspondence
and diplomatic negotiations with the Greek Patriarch on
the suhjects of recruitment, electoral r' ghts, ete., were
carried on hy the Grand Vizier as if the amhassador 'tıf an
independent nation.n (1)
In summary, Turkish treatment of minorities under Turkish municipal law was quite considerate. In f me the degree of autonomy enjoyed by minority groups in Turkey (which were primarily
relig ous in character) actually endange_red the unity of the Turkish
state.
III . PROTECTION OF MINORITIES iN THE TURKISH
EMPIRE AND REPUBLIC BY INTERNATIONAL LAW.

At an early date Turkey rel" ed upon international law to protect Turkish suhjects ahroad. Protection - was extended to Turkish
minorities as well as to Turks. Turkish rulerş refused to see their;
suhjects, Moslems or non-Moslems, suffer at the hands of another
power. During the reign of Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent, the
Pope confiscated the propert es of some Turkish Jews trading ~n
ltaly and imprisoned them. Sultan Suleyman immediately sent a
letter, the equiva:ent of a modern diplomatic note, to the Pope asking their release and the restitution of their propert'es. The Pope
satisfied the Sultan's request. (2) Upon not ce that Turkish Jews trading in Poland were having difficulties with the Pol'sh authorities,
Sultan Selim II wrote a letter to the Polish King requesting more
favorahle treatment of the Sultan's Jew.sh suhjects in Poland. (3)
The Empress of Austria, Maria Theresa (1717-ı 780), under the
influeııce of the Archh shop of Madrid, had decided to expel Jews
from Austria, Turkish Jews included . The Turkish government on
learning of this proposed step made a strong remonstration. Austria
(1)
(2)

(31

lbid., p. 20.
Avram G alanti, Türkler ve Y ahudiler (Istanbul : T an M at b aas ı , 1947), p.
quo tin g Oraetz, Geschichte der f uden , il, 5.
Gal anti, op· cit., P· 23, quotin g Tarih Encümeni Mecmuas ı, adet 16. s.

991.
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thereupon dropped the plan and Maria Theresa apologized to
Sultan. (1)

the

Turkey conduded many treaties in which there are numberous
provis·ons relating to minorities in Turkey. The ı:emarkable th ng
is tha{ none of these provisions were mutual. Turks left. outside of the
narrowing frontiers as minority groups with n the jurisdiction of
powers which were enlarging the.r territories at the expense of
Turkey, were not protected until very late in the nineteenth century
by treaties between Turkey and the various states concerned.
Turkey was one of the first countr. es which accepted the protectio'n of religious minorities by :nternational treaty. In the sixteenth
century France obtained the protection of all Catholics residing
within the Turk sh Empire. Later the protection of Christians was
assured in treaties concluded with Poland, Austria and Russia. (2)
Article VII of the treaty of 1615 between Turkey and Austria illustrates the nature of these treaties.
«Ceux qui professent etre le peup~e de Jesus-Christ et qui
obeissent au Pape. de quelque dlnomination que ce so't,
ecclesiastiques, moines ou Jesuites, auront le droit de
construire les cglises dans les Etats du serenissime Empire
des Turcs oiı : ıs pourront d'apres leur usage, conformement au statut de leur ordre et d'apres l'antique rite, 1 re
l'evanglle, se reunir en Assemblees et vaqu3r au service
divin; ils seront traites avec bienveillance par le szrenissime empereur des Turcs et par ceux qui dependent de
lui." (3)
(l)
(2)

Galan ti. op. ciı ., quoting the newsp: per Lou:::ero de la Paciencia, Decenber, 1885, and January, 1886.
Antoine Hobza, «Questions de droit international concernant ]es Religions,»

Recueil des Cours, V, (1924), p. 408.
Jbid., P· 409. Translation : «Tho·e who profess to be the followers

(3)

of
Jes11 : - Christ and who obey the Pope whateYer be their denominztions,
ecele ia >tics, pricsts, or Jcsuits will ha\·e the ri ght to build churches in
the statcs of the most ~e rene Empire of the Turks where they will,
according to their cu ~ tom, in conformity with thc status of their order
and in acco rd ancc with ancient rites, read the G ospel, meet in Ass·::mblies
and atte nd di Yine service, they will be treated with benevolence bv the
most Serene Hi ghness the Emp~ ror of the Turks and by those who are
his subjects . »

-
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About s'x years before he beg·nning of the Thirty Years War,
Turkey, with a perfect neutrality, gave the right of pilgrimage to protestants who were recognized under the general name of Lutherans
Article 54 of the Capitulation given to Holland by Turkey reads :uLes
Hollandais pourraient aller a Jerusalem sans en etre empeches par les
chretiens sous pretexte qu'ils etaient des lutheriens )) (1)
Artic~e VII of the Treaty of Carlowitz of 1699 expressly stated that
Rom2n Catholic subjects of the Ottoman Empire would carry out their
duties according to orders given by the Sublime Porte. Th's was in
conform ty with the sovereignty of the state, but the same article
gave an international sanction to the protection of religious minor't'es
by permitting the Polish Ambassador to present before the Imperial
throne all demands made by or on behalf of religious minorit'es.
Bes·de Poland, Austria, too, obtained a right of intervention in favour
of Catholics in the Ottoman Empire. Article XIV of the Treaty of
Carlowitz granted th's right and it was confirmed by the Treaties of
Passarowitz (1718), of Belgrade (1739) and of Sistow (1791). (2)

it is possfü.e that Turkey gave the right of intervent'on to two
other Catholic powers in order to break .up the French monopoly of
the right to prote~t Catholic subjects of the Empire. But the Turkish
action led to the intervenf on by a larger number of states in the internal affairs of Turkey.

Art'cle VII of the Treaty of Kuchuk-Kainardji granted to Russian Ministers the right to make repres.entations before the Sublime
Porte in favour of the Orthodox Church. In the General Treaty of
Faris this right was taken from Russ'a to be used collectively by all
powers for the protection of all Christians in the Ottoman Emp:re.
iV. ANALYSIS OF TREATY PROVISIONS RELATING TO
MINORITIES
A study of minorities treat'es concluded just after the First
(1)

D:.ısco,: ici,

op. cit., p. 81. Translation : «Üutchmen will be able to go to
without being prnented by other Christians under the pretext
that they were Lutheran. ıı
Hobza, op. cit., P· 409.
J erus:.ılem

(2)
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Wofld War reveals that a person belong~ng to the minor'ty had
garcıntees
under his three qualifications thus as inhabitant of a
country, as its national and as m~mber of a minority. It 's useful
to study the provisions of the Lausanne Tr~aty, taking in considerat:on these three qualifications in the order given above.
1. Protection G:ven to a Person as an Inhabitant.

··- The third section of" the Treaty of Lausanne deals with the
protection of m·norities, Articles 38 and 39 contain the provisions
· guaranteeing the rights of minorit'es in Turkey as inhabitants of
· the country.
Art 38. The Turkish Government 'undertakes to assure
full and complete protection of life and liberty, to all inhabitants of Turkey without d'stinctions of birth, nationaı:ty,
language, race or religion.
All inhabitants of Turkey shall be entitled to free
exercise. whether in public or private, of any creed, reEgion or belief, the observance of which shall not be incompat ble with public order and good mtrals. (1).
Art. 39. Paragraph II.
All the inhabitants of Turkey, without distinct'on of
re1igion, shall be equal before the law (2)
The guarantees given to the minorit'es as inhabitants of the
country, then, were the full and complete protection of lif.e and liberty
and equality before the law.
2. Protection Given to a Person as a Nat!onal

As nationals of their respective countries the minorities
are guaranteed civ 1 and portical rights. Article 39 provides :
.iTurkish nationals belonging to non-Moslem rninor:ties

-(1 )

Sı:pp!emerıt to the Americarı / ournal of
ments, XVXII. 14. p. 14.

(2.)

lbid.
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will enjoy the same civil and political rigtıts as Moslems ...
Differences of re!igion, creed or confession shall not
prejudice any Turkish national in matters relating to the
enjoyment of civil or political rights, as, for instance,
admission to public employments, funct'ons and honors,
or the exerc!ce of professions and industries. n (1)
in all other minority t.reaties all nationals are given the
right to enjoy equal civil and polit'cal rights; in the Lausanne Treaty
these rights were given only to non-Moslem minorites. The m'nutes
of the Conference show that this stioulation was due to the declaration of the Turkish delegation that Moslem minor'ties (i. e. Arabs,
Kurds), were completely satisfied wh'ch their statutes in the Turkish
system and were not demanding protection.
3. Protection Given to Persons as Members of a Minorlty
The equality accorded to the members of a minority in this
third case was a concess·on of analogical rights such as the r'ght to
worship in a manner d'ifferent from the majoriJy's or to use a language
different from that of the majority. These rights have been, grouped
under the name of ııRights for the Maintenance of Distinct
Character. :: (2) They were.
1) Free ilse of language : The fourth and ffth paragraphs

of

Art. 39 guarantees this right as follows :
nNo restrictions shall be imposed on the free use by any
Turk' sh national of any language in private intercourse,.
in commerce, religion, in the press, or in publicat:ons of
any kind or at public meetings.
l'jotwithstanding the existence of the official language,
adequate facil't'es s.hall be given to Turkish nationals of
non-Turkish speech for the oral use ·of their own language
before the courts.» (3).
(1)
(2)

lbid.

'

''

[acgu.::s Fouqu es D uparc , L a Protectio n des Min orites de race, de lanf!Ue
et de relİ J!.İO n (ctude de cl roit des gens) (paris : L ibrairie D allos, 1922),
pp. 34-36.
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On the basls of these stipulations, many non-Turkish m'norities
have pub!ished and are publishlng newspapers in their own language,
and use the r language in their churches and in private intercourse.
2) Establishment, management and control of char"table, religious
and social institutions : These rights are guaranted in Art. 40 and the
tlıird

paragrapp of the Art 42 as follows :
Art. 40. Turk'sh nationals belonging to non-Moslem minorities shall enjoy the same treatment and security in law
and in fact as other Turkish nationals. In particular, they
shall have an equal right to establish, manage and control
at their own expense, any charitable, rel g1ous and social
insftutions, any schoo!s and other establishments for
instruction and education, with the right to use their own
language and to exercice their own religion freely
there: n. (1)
Art. 42. Paragraph 3; The Turkish Government undertakes to grant full protection to the churches, synagogues,
cemeteries, and other relig'ous establishments of the
above-mentioned minorities. All facilities and authorization will be granted to the p'ous foundations, and to the
religious and char"table institutions, any of the necessary
facilities which are guaranteed to other private institu tions of that nature. (2)
3) The

r :ght to instruction

and

education : The

first

para-

graph of Article 41 prov' des for public instruction to minorities in
their own language in the primary schools. Private instruction is
prov'ded with the stipulations of Art. 40, The minorities in Turkey
now have the 'r own private primary, secondary and pigh schools.
They have the .same rights as the majority. The Universities are state

(1)
(2)

(3)

Official D ocumenl.f, op. cit., p. 14.
Jbid.
lbid., p. 15.
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institutions in Turkey. The minorities have no Un'versity; they prefer
to go to Turkish Univers'ties.
Art. 41. As regards public instruction, the Turkish government will grant .· n those towns and districts, where a
considerable proportion of non-Moslem nationals are resi·
dent, adequate facilif es for ensuring that in the primary
schools the instruction shall be given to the children of
such Turkish nat onals through the medium of their own
language. The provision will not prevent the Turkish government from making the teaching of the Turk'sh language obligatory in the said schools. (1)
The last sentence is specially important in the light of h:storical events. Before the Repµblic the minority schools taught only
their own language and 'n most cases the minorities did not know
the language of . the majority, wh ' eh is Turkish, tpus creating non
understanding and a kind of friction between majority and minorities.
The right for equitable share of publ'c funds : The
- - - -and the third paragraphs of the Art. 41. give this right.
4)

second

.ın

towns and a ·stricts where there is a considerable proportion of Turkish national belonging to non-Moslem
minorit'es, these minorities shall be assured an equitable
share in the enjoyment and application of the sums which
may be provided out of publ·c funds under the state,
municipal or other budgets for educational, rel' gious or
charitable purposes.
The sums in question .shall be pa'd to the qualified representatives of the establishments and institut'ons concerned.» (2)
5) The right to settle matters concerning family law and
-personal status according to their own customs : this right is guaranteed by Art. 42 and its application is put under special com·
m·ssions «Composed of representatives of the Turk:sh government
(1)
(2)

lbid., pp. 14-15.
Jbid., p. ıs.
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and of representatives of each of the minorities concerned in equal
(1)

number.ıı

Art. 42. The Turkish government undertakes to take, as
regards non-Moslem minorities, in so far as concerns their
family law or personal status, measures permitting the
settlement of these quest'ons in accordance with the customs of those minorities. (2)
The Turkish Civil Code was adopted on April 4, 1926. On this occasion
the non-Moslem m'norit es asked to use this law in stead of settling
the matters concerning the family law and personal status according
to the r own customs. Their request was granted. Thus article 42
lost its pertinence.
6) Religious freedom : Freedom of consience is guaranteed
non-Moslem minorities by Art. 43 which reads :

to

«Turkish nationals belonging to non-Moslem m:norities
shall not be compeled to perform any act which constitutes
a v·oıation of their faith or religious observances and shall
not be placed under any disability by reason of their refusal to attend courts of law or to perform any legal business
on their weekly day of rest. " (3)
The Lausanne Treaty was accepted before the adoption of the
Constitution of the Turkish Republic. To impose a minority regime
c,n a state which has accepted :n its laws eq~ality of all its nationals
in all matters is to underestimate and offend this state jurisdically.
The Turkish Republic adopted its first Constitution_in 1924, and the
equality of all cif zens was accepted in this constitution but there
was a provis on declaring Islam as the religion of the State and creating a Ministry of Religious Affairs. In the 1935 Amendment these
provisions were left out so we may claim that s:nce that date the
equality of all citizens legally and factually is established and the
provisions of the Lausanne Treaty lost their pertinence.

(1)
(2)
(3)

lbid.
lbid.
lbid.
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V. COMPARISON WITH PROTECTION OF MINORITIES iN
WESTERN WORLD

The protection of minorities in Western World was established
v long time after this protection had been granted in the Turkish
Empire by municipal law. Wars over the question of the rights of
rel gious m norities groups ravaged Europe for centuries. The last
important religious war was the Thirty Years War which ended in
1648 with the Treaty of Westaphalia. This date is accepted by most
international law publicists as the beg"nning of modern international
law, so in a sense the problem of minorities has had an impact on the
birth of the international law. Powers used international law to protect
the minor ties which had the same religion, same national·ty and
same language as the intervening Powers. Cromwell intervened in
favor of the Waldenses in 1655. Russia, Prussia, Great Britain, Denmark and Sweden intervened frequently during the eighteenth century in favor of the Protestants and Orthodox subjects of Poland. (1)
Provis ons for the protection of m norities were included in treaties
among Western powers. However these stipulations were scattered in
a number of treaties and complaints of minority persecution continued.
Until recent times the . state was recognized as the absolute
master in deal ng with :ts subjects. Even those who believed in the
modern principle of the interdependence of states -were agreed on
that position. The only exception to that rule was the right of international intervenion in case of v · oıation of the rights of human ty. However, this doctrine was not universially accepted by international lawyers. Pradier-Fodere, Despagnet and Mamiani are
• among those who deny this r 'ght. (2) Their argument is based on the
fifth preliminary article of Immanuel Kant for perp~tual peace among
states. uNo state shall by force interfere with either the constitut on
or government of another state." (3) These publicists are for absolute
(1)
(2)

(3)

Mandelstam, op. ciı., p. 472.
Paul Loui ; Ernest Pradier - Federe, Traite de D roit lnternational Public
Europeen et Americain suivant [e ,· Proves de la Science et de la Pratique
Contemporaine (Paris : G. Pedone - Lauriel. 1885), Tome I, p. 663; Despagnet, op. cit., p. 258.
Imm2nuel Kant. Papetual Peace (Los Angeles: U.S. Library Association,
Ins., 1922), p. 18.
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non intervention. Other publicists contested h's view. The Turkish government's position was that of absolute non intervent;on.
So during the Greek rebellion the English Minister asked first from
the Commanding General of the Turk'sh forces at Greece the truth
of the rumor that Greeks wee going to be expelled to Egypt and that
Egyptians would be repatriated in Greece. The General refused to
answer on the ground that th:s question concerned his government
alone . Upon the insistence of the English Minister the Turkish Governrp.ent replied : «We know that the Irish are '.n rebellion against
the British government. Do we ask what measures you are taking?
Would you answer · us if we asked ? What right do you have
to interfere in our affairs?ıı (1). But the weakness of the Ottoman.
Empire and the rivaly among the Great Powers to be the champion
of «persecutedıı Christians, led to continual interference and intervention of European Powers in the internal affairs of Turkey. in the
nineteenth century Turkey i~ good faith '.ntroduced many reforms,
tried to establish a new and efficient government on western standards,
to adopt modern laws and inst'tutions, but unfortunately for this
country react'onary forces, profiting from the continual disturbances
among minorities provoked by intense nat:onalism, outside influence
and help, and maladministrat'on, obstructed all these new and good
currents. The Great Powers far from helping the Turkish government
to carry out these reforms, hampered it by their intervention. They
were convinced that the Turkish Empire was doomed to death. After
two centuries of struggle with ı;-eactionary forces ins'de of the country
and with the Powers which were anxious to see the end of Turkey and
divide the Empire, the Turks were finally able under the leadership
of the gen:us Kemal Ataturk to establish a westernized Turkey.
The treatment of m~norities in the Turkish Emp:re was quite
fair but it would not be true to assert that no wrong was ever done
them. Sometimes they suffered from mistreatment by a corrupt
government or from the actions of some officials. But the Turks as
a nation were never ill-disposed toward any of the:r minorities.
in Europe, too, minorities were generally given adequate pro(1)

Bozkurt, op. cit

0 ,

p. 284.
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tection, but sometimes they were very badly persecuted. The years
previous to Second World War are full of such persecutions1 atrocities which disgraced mankind.
The protection of minorities on a world level was undertaken just
after the First World War. During th_s war President W.lson
enunciated certain principles and among them was the right through
self determination of all nations to choose their own institut:ons. In
his uStatement to Russ aıı he clearly said that «NO people must be
forced under a sovereignty under which it does not wish to live.ıı (1)
In his uTerms of Peaceıı speech Pres dent Wilson enunciated his
famous fourteen points. Pints ten, eleven, twelve and thirteen dealt
with the problem of m norities. The contents of these points were:
free opportunity for autonomous development to the peoples of
Austria Hungary, evacuation of Rumania, Serbia and Montenegro and
free access to the sea for Serbia. Po.nt twelve deals with minorities in
Turkey:
«The Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire
should be assured a secure sovereignty, but the other
nat onaL ties which are now under Turkish rule should be
assured an undoubted security of life and an absolutely
unmolested opportunity of autonomous development,ıı (2)
The thirteenth point called for an independent Poland. The
absolute character of the principle of self determination was modified ın a later speech by W.lson. In fact in. his speech of January
22, 1917 he asked fora minimum of r.ghts for each nationality instead
of self determination.
"... inviolable security of life, of worship and of
industrial and social development should be guaranteed
to all peoples who have lived hitherto under the power
of governments devoted to a faith and purpose hostile to
the.r own." (3)
(1)
(2)

(3)

Woodrow Wilwn, in Our First Year of War (New York : Harper and
Brothers, 1918), p. 62.
Jbid., p. 159.
<ffext of President's Address to the Senate.ıı New York Times, January
23, 1917, p. 1.
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Th's minimum of guarantee would be
following manner :

deterınined

in the

ııFirst that each part of the final settlement must be based
upon the essential justice of that particular case and upon
such adjustments as are most likely to bring a peace that
will be permanent;
ıı That all well defined national aspirat:ons shall be accol"
ded the utmost satisfaction that can be accorded them
without introduc ng new or perpetuating old elements of
discord and antagonism that would be likely in time to
break the peace. of Europe and consequently of · the
World. ıı (1)

In conformity with its general theory President Wilson wrote
in his first. draft of the covenant of the League of Nations an article
(III) wh eh guaranteed the political independence and the territorial
integrity of the contractıng parties. The same article authorized in
accordance with the pr nciple of self determination territorial readjustments in cases where it should become necessary following the
changes in the condıtioı:ıs and aspirations of race or in the soc:al or
poıitical changes. (2) The last part of the Article clearly
ind'cates
Wilson's views : The high contracting part es accept without reserve
the principle that the world's peace is more important than any
question of political jurisdict on or of frontiers. In this first draft of
(1)
(2)

Presidentid Message of February 11 ; 1918, Conf!_ressional Record, LVI,
p. 1937.
Robert Lan ,ing, The Peace Neeotiations (Boston : H oughton Mifflin Co.,
1921), P · 55. <ıT he Contracting Powers unite in guaranteeing to each other
political independence 2nd territorial integrity ; but it is understood bet·
ween them that rnch territorial readjustments, if any, as may in the
future become necessary by rea:ons of changes in present racial conditions
and aspirations or present social and political relationships, pursu::nt to the principle of self - determination, and also such
territorial
readjmtments as may in the judgernent of three - fourth ~ of the Delegates
be demanded by the welfare and manifest interest of the p~ople concerned,
rnay be effected if agreeable to those peoples; and th:.lt territorial changes
rnay involvc rnaterial compensation. The Contr::cting Powers accept without reservation the principle that the peace of the world is superior in
importance to every que. tion of political jurisdiction or boundary.»
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Wilson's there was another article
minorities :

consecrated

specially to

the

uLa Societe des Nat:ons demandera a tous les nouveaux
Etats, comme cond'tion pre~lable a leur reconnaissance
comme Etats independants ou autonomes, de s'engager a
accorder a toutes les minorites de race ou de nationalite,
dans leurs juridictions respectives, exactement le meme
traitement et securite qu'ils accordent a la majorite de race
ou de nationalite de leur peuple. ıı (1)
Before the opposition, the President Wilson renunced to the
express wording of territor. al adjustment on the principle of self
determination. The right of minority was !ncluded in the following
form in the first redaction of the Pact in Art. 21.
uLes Hautes Parties contractantes sont d'accord pour
declarer qu'aucune entrave n"nterviendra dans le libre
exercice de toute croyance, religion ou opinion dont la
pratique n'est pas inconc.liable avec l'ordre public et les
bonnes moeurs, et que, dans leur juridiction respective
nul ne sera trouble dans sa vie, sa liberte ou sa poursu'te
au bonheur, en raison de son adhesion a telle croyance ou
opinion. ıı (2)
This Article was not accepted and there was no article on the
protection of minorities :n the Pact. The reason for this is summarized
in the following words of baron Adelswaerd, president of interparliamentary Council :
(1)

(2)

Mandelstam, op. cit., p. 399. Tramlation : The League of Nations will
ask ali new states as a previous condition to ıheir recognition as indepandent or autonomous states to engage themselve:; to concede to all minorities of race or nationality in their resp: ctive juri ·diction exactly the same
treatment and securiry that they conccde to the race or nationality rnaking
up a majority of their people.
lbid., p. 400. Translation : The High Contracting Parties are in agree ment to declare that no hindrance would intervene in the free exercise
of any belief, religion or opinion whose practice is not incompatible with.
the public order and moraliry, and that in their respective iurisdiction
nobody will be disturbed in his life, liberty or his pursuit of happiness,
because of his adhesion to such a belief or opinion-
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«Toutes les grandes Puissances avaient. a regler pour leur
propre compte des questions part culierement deıicates de
nationalites et aucune d'elles n'etait disposee a en subordonner la solut on a quelques decisions gener.ales de
principe." (1)
It is interesting to remark that in Wilson's proposed article on
m'norities füere was no reference to religious minority and the
minority protect on included in Article 21 of the first draft was only
a protection of religion, there was no reference to race or nationality.

The protection of minor"ties was sought in the. treaties concluded
with the new states and the Central Powers and Poland, Czechoslovakia, the Serb an-Croat-Slovene State, Roumania, Greece and
Armenia. Many stipulatic~ns on minorities were enclosed in the peace
treaties of Sa nt Germain, of Trianon, of Neuilly, of Sevres with
Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey. The Counc'l of the League
0f Nations with different reso!utions accepted the guarantee of these
clauses except those of the Treaty with Armenia. (2)
Many other Conventions were concluded between states relating to the
protection of m norities, but there was no universal declaration of
rights of m norities. The United Nations Charter did not provide
for such a declaration. Only in its preamble there :s determination
. to reaffirm fa th in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and
worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women
and of nations large and smallıı (3) This paragraph can be broadly
interpreated as a protection of minorities. The real protection of
minor ties came with the Universal declaration of Human r "ghts
which was adopted and proclaimed by the General Assembly of the
(1)

(2)
(3)

Jbid., quo ting Baron Adel waerd, Les D roits des M inorites N ationales
(R ~ pport a la 20 e Conf.: rence interparlementaire), p. 7. Translation : E ach of the Great Powers insisted upoıı regulations for its own
particular delic::te questions of n ationality, and none of them was disposed to subordinate their solution to :ome l?!:.neral deci>ion based on p_rinciple.
Mandels tam, op. cit., p. 402.
Ch arter of the United Nation s and Statute of th e lnterrıational Court of
/ustice (N ~w York : The United N ations, Department of Public lnformation), p. ı.
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United Nations on the tenth day of December; 1948. Article 2 of this
declaration reads as follows :
u.Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set
forth in this Declaration, without a·stncion of any kind.
such as rac.e, colo,ur, sex,. language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth ar
other status.
Furthermore, no d: stinction shall be made on the
basis of the polit cal, jurisdictional or international status
of the· country or territory· to which a persmr belongs,
whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or
under any other limitation of sovereignty.ıı (1)
VI. CONCLUSION

Some general rules on the rights of minorities have been
established dur.ng the evolution of this problem. Among them are
the follow:ng :
1) - The minority is subordinate to the sovereignty of the
state and it must respect the jur sdical order on which its rights
depend,
2) -

Minority groups should not have

more rights than

the

major:ty.
3) - The minority enjoys better protection if it is recognized as a corporate body, the best protection of a minor2ty is autonomy. Now let us apply these principles to the minor:ties in Turkey.
Until the nineteenth century the minor. ties were subordinate to the
sovereignty of the state, after this date they tried to break this
ı;overeignty and bec9me independent, most of them succeeded with
outside help and pressure on the Turkish government. So this pr:nciple
was not fully applied after the end of the e.ghteenth century.
ıing

{l)

The minorities did not have more rights than the majority duthe Empire and the Republic.
Universa/ Declaration of Human Rif!,hts (New Yark : The United N ations, Department of Public Information. August, 1950).
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The minorities had autonomy under the Turkish Empire, the
best k"nd of protect.on possible. Under the Republic they are not
autonomous units, they are not a state within a state, but all Turks,
Moslems and non-Moslems, bom in Turkey or naturalized citizens,
whether they speak some language other than Turkish or belong to a
different race are elements of one nat on. All have equal rights before
the law and they are obliged to respect the law. Special privilege is
abolished for everybody. Impartial and equitable Turkish Courts
redress all wrong done to anybody. The life, property, honor
and home of each and all are inviolable. No one may be molested
on account of his religion, sect, ritual or philosophy. Inviolability of
person and freedom of consc ence, thought speech, press, assembly,
assoc·ation, travel, labor, private property, contract, and corporation
are among the natural rights of citizens guaranteed by the Turkish
Republic's Constitution.

·~
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CONCLUSION

The examination of Turkish h'story from the standpoint of internat onal law provides a useful approach for the study of what
has been called the ugreatest Empire between Augustus and Victoria " (1) It has too often been the practice to judge the relations
and institutions of this Emp re in the light of the last fifty years
of its existence. It is neither just nor objective to judge an Emp.re
of six centur es duration on the hasis of fifty years. It was the purpose of this study, then, to evaluate the Turkish Empire :n terms
of international law. It would seem justifiable to conclude that the
Turkish Empire was more enlightened in its international relations
than is customarJy thought by Western countries.
The usual obedience of the Turk:s to the rules of international
law has been consistently demonstrated throughout this study. As
a general statement it can

ıbe saiıd

t'hat in TuPkey, in most instances,

the rules of international law were first established as part of municipal law, and that they later rec. eved international sanctions.
Each was the case in the ınstance of the closing of the Straits to all
flags, in the treatment of semi-sovereign dependenc'. es and in Turkish relations with minorities. In some instances these princ'ples,
which were a part of Turkish municipal law, were mod'fied upon
receiving international sanct on. For instance, the Black Sea, which
was closed to merchant and warships by Turkish municipal law,
was opened to merchant ships by :nternational treaties, though it
l'emained closed to ships of war.
Absolutism was a dom'nant characteristic of the Turkish monarchy, though the powers o~ the ruler were limited by Islamic law.
Justice was distributed among subject nations according to the law
(1)

«Turkey,» Time, October 12, 1953.
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of each nat'on. Excellent leadership in the early centuries of the
Empire established the precedent of strict and just rules for administration, and disobedience was punished severly. It is impossible
not to see a parallel between the principles according to which the
Turk sh Emp_re was administered and those of the Roman and
British Empires, espacially the relatively loose ties that were established between dıstant territories and the center of the Empire.
History demonstrates that no nation

ca~

survive by force alone.

It must practice certa n fundamental pr.nciples of justice and fair

play in its relations with other states. The rules of international
law are part of these fundamental principles, and such rules were
usually followed by Turkey. Respect for treaties, international cooperation to encourage trade, promotion of better understanding
between nat ons, and the pursu_t of peace through treaties and alliances were all principles of good international behavior that Turkey cherished. Turkey was the first Moslem power to enter into an
alliance with a major European nation to prevent war and keep
the peace in Europe. Before the Turko-French Alliance, treates
had been concluded between Moslem and Chr stian states, but they
were never alliances but were rather treaties of peace. Early in the
sixteenth century, Turk~y entered into an alliance with France in
order to secure Turkey's western frontiers. The balance of power
formula so much :n vogue with European statesmen in later years
was introduced by this Turko - French All: ance. in addition, such
subjects as neutrality, extradition, arbitration, piracy, the protection of nationals abroad, the status and immunities of diplomatic
agents, state responsibility for acts of minor officials and the legal
effect of war upon private rights were included in treaties between
Turkey and other powers.
Religious tolerance was a general pr_'nciple applied by Turkey
!n municipal law as well as in international law. The religious organization of the minorities was remarkable at an age when relig ous
wars were destroying European civilization. in many instances nations chose to be ruled by the Turks rather than by their Chr'stian
fellows when the latter were of a d fferent denomination. The Greek
Orthodox Church lived untouched and prosperous under Turk.sh
.-
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rule. Turkey maintained a strict neutrality in its dealings with d:fferent denominat;ons. Jews were able to find r.eal peace and security in
Turkey, and they have acknowledged their gratitude in books written outside of Turkey and beyond Turkish reprisal. Most of the
leading statesmen of Israel are Turkish trained.
it is true that Turkey was not peaceful in the ·early centuries
of the Empire but was aggressive. Such behavior was a natura! part
of empire-bu'lding. However, the Turks did not destroy the peoples
and c'vilizations they found in their way, nor did they try to impose
Turkish culture upon them. but rather accepted them as they were.
To some of these nations they gave virtua], autonomy. They recogııized the futility . of attempting through the'r superior force to destroy the language, religion and traditions of other peoples (1) These principles of Turkish behav'or are demonstrated in their granting of capitulat'ons and in their treatment of both semi sovereign
dependencies and minorities.

Turkey did not try to ass'milate its dependenc;es. Assimi'ation,
in one fashion or the other, was the pol'cy of modern empires. Of
modern empire - builders, the British, who in most respects followed
a policy of non-assimilation, were the most successful. it is significant _that the latter, like the Turk'sh Empire, did not seek to assimilate its dependencies and to deny their special interests and traditions it is not meant to imply that neither the · Turkish nor the
:Bri.tish Empires were ever harsh and unenl'ghtened, but in general
both granted the'r dependencies much freedom . Yet, if the Turkish
Emp're was one of hi.story's more enlightened, how did it fall before
that of Britain or Holland ? The answer is that empires have an al(t )

In spite of this humane and enlir-htened tre~•ment of subiect nations,
the T urks were label!ed with manv names surh as «terribleıı and «barbarous. n Such a ste reotype is explained bv the frct th at th ey represented ::ı
differe nt re] i('İon and m::ıny people believed that they were the soldiers of
An tich rist. «"fhis beli,.f wa> strenP-th~ ned by a curious uroohecy attributed bv mistake to Scıint Jerome, that in the day of A ntichrist a race of
«T urksn wo1c1ld emerge from the land of Co g and M agog behind the
mountains of Asia, :ı r:ıce oolluted ::ı n d unwashed, using neither wine
no r sa lt nor w heat, and would cause univer~al disaster.» H;ırold L ;ı mb ,
Genehis K han, Empepor of Ali Men (N ew York: Bantam Book s, 1953) ,
p . 2.
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most organ'c existence, they are born, live and die. The Turkish
Empire was older than the others and suffered in its last decades
from corruption and maladministration. Moreover, many of the
2reas under its control were highly civilized and in close contact
with the newest revolutionary and national'st" c ide.as. Other modern
empires were in the main composed ot relatively distant and uncivilized areas.
The nineteenth - century was full of the frequent uprisings of
Turkish dependenc' es aga'nst a Turkish rule which had become corrupt and inefficient during the Empire's decline. But there is another fact to be considered. Often it is remarked that revolutions oc·
cur not among the peoples which are most oppressed, but among
those most conscious of their oppress·on. The Turk sh. dependencies
enjoyed autonomy and many privileges. A considerable measure of
local self - government and retention of their own churches and lan·
guages helped the peoples of the dependencies to retain their selfconsciousness. They revolted when the opportunity presented itself,
r.ot necessarily because they were persecut~d but because they were
aware of independence. Many of the revolut:ons by dependent peoples tak'ng place in the twentieth century do not find their origin
so much in the cruel and oppressive treatment of the dependent
Heas, but stem instead from the grow:ng realization of peoples all
over the world that independence is poss:ble and desirable.
It has been asserted that the Turkish failure to assimilate subject peoples of the Middle East resulted from the fact that Turkish
culture was 'nferior and therefore incapable of assimilating superior cultures. However, the Turks were part of whole Midd:e Eastern
culture that had, partially as a result of the Crusades, such an impact upon European civilization. Turkish culture was ancient and
excellent in its own right. By no means could the Turks be compared to a conquering barbarian horde capable only of destruction and
doomed to d sappear in short order leaving little behind them. Nor
is the charge valid that the Turks did ,not assimilate those that they
conquered because of the tribute paid by these peoples in order to
reta'n a measure of independenc. Had they been completely assimilated, their taxes would have amounted to as much, or possibly
more, than the amount of tribute that they pa'..d. The policy of non-
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assimilation can be adequately explained only in terms of a sound
understanding of the principles that hold together ' the structure of
em pire .
. The Turks were usually very careful to keep the peace. Know'ng that the misinterpretation of treaties frequently ended in war,
provisions were included in many treaties involving Turkey as to
their interpretation. As early as 1699, in the Treaty of Carlowitz,
provision was made (Article XIV) for establ'shment of mixed commissions to settle disputes arising from the interpretation of articles of the treaty. (1)
The pac'fic settlement of international disputes was s'ncerely
sought by Turkey. In 1877, Russia declared war upon Turkey, The
latter first appealed to the Powers for their mediation in accordance with Article VIII of the Treaty of Paris, and later Turkey made
formal protests to the Powers against Russ'a's declaration of war
charging that it constituted an infr'ngement of the Treaty of Paris
and the Declaration of 1871. The Powers did not interfere and
Turkey had to fight.
In the Prel'minary Treaty of Peace (September 18 1897) ter minating ~ar between Turkey and Greece, it was provided that any
differences arisi.ng in the course of negotiations should be submitted for arb'tration to representat'ves of the Great Powers at Istanbul. Both parties agreed to accept the decisions of these representatives as compulsory. A s'milar provision was included in the defin 'tive treaty ~f December 4, 1897. (2) O~ June 26, 1934, Turkey
acceded to the General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. (3) On March 12, 1936, Turkey made a declaration,
not subject to ratification, accepting the compulsory jurisdiction of
the Permanent Court of International Just'ce. Turkey accepted the
compulsory jurisdict'on of the International Court of Justice on
May 12, 1947. (4)
(1)
(2)
(3)

~

Bozkurt. op. cit., P· 129.
lnternational Arbitration from Athens to Locarno
(Stanford : Stanford University Press, 1929), p. 235.
U. S. D epartment of State, Compulsorv furi rdictian of _t}ıe ]nternaııonal
Court of Tustice (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1949), p. 15.
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Finally, Turkey frequently agreed to settle disputes by accepting arbitration or by presenting them for decision by the Permanent Court of International Justice. (1)

It is difficult to pass final judgement on an empire of centuries

duration. There is no one judgement valid in all part:culars. But,
from the special standpoint of international law, the Turkish Empire emerges as one of enlightenment. The corrupt:on and confusion of the last decades of its existence should not conceal the fact
that h'st<?rically Turkey',s record has in it much to be approved.
Such virtues as tolerance, sympathy, cooperation, lov.e of peace
and respect for law and justice are all to be found in Turkish relations with other peoples, and frequently they are to be found to an
unusual degree.

(1)

Briggs, op. cit., ·p. W.
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